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ABSTRACT
The characterization and visualization of multi-phase systems using
microfluidic devices
by

Charles A. Conn
The stability and dynamics of multi-phase systems are still not fully understood,
especially in systems of confinement such as in microchannel networks and in porous
media. In particular, systems of liquids and gases that form foam are important in a
number of applications including enhanced oil recovery (EOR). This research seeks to
better understand the mechanisms of multi-phase fluid interaction responsible for the
displacement of oil. The answers to these questions give insight into the design of
efficient EOR recovery strategies, and provide a platform on which researchers can
perform

studies

on

pore-level

phenomena.

Our

experiments

use

poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) devices which can be made using inexpensive materials
without hazardous chemicals and can be designed and fabricated in just a few hours to
save time, money, and effort. The unique contribution of this thesis is the development
of a general “reservoir-on-a-chip” research platform that facilitates study of multi-phase
systems relevant to energy-industry applications. Experiments with a fractured porous
media micromodel quantified pressure drop and remaining oil saturation for different
recovery strategies. It demonstrated foam flooding’s superior performance compared
to waterflooding, gas flooding, and water-alternating-gas flooding by increasing flow
resistance in the fracture and high-permeability zones and directing fluids into the low-

iii
permeability zone. Mechanisms of phase-separation were observed which suggest it is
inappropriate to treat foam as a homogeneous phase. Experiments with foam in a 2-D
porous matrix investigated mechanisms of foam generation, destruction, and transport
and related foam texture (bubble size) to pressure drop and apparent viscosity.
MATLAB code written for this thesis automated quantification of over 120,000 bubbles
to generate plots of bubble size distributions for alpha olefin sulfonate (AOS 14-16) at
different foam quality (gas fraction) conditions.

The experimental devices and

analytical software tools developed in this work open the door for future experiments
to screen and compare surfactant formulations. One may readily envision developing
libraries of surfactant data from micromodel experiments which can then be datamined to discover relationships between surfactant structure, performance, and
environmental conditions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and motivation

“This is a very exciting time for the [microfluidics] field, but we still do not know
exactly what it will be when it grows up.” – George Whitesides, 2006

In the oil and gas industry multi-phase systems present complex problems as the
subsurface interaction of water, gas, and oil within tiny rock pores dictate the recovery
of oil. As hydrocarbon resources around the globe are becoming more difficult to
extract and the rising price of oil makes difficult extractions more economical, efforts
are shifting towards developing more efficient methods of recovery. Enhanced oil
recovery (EOR) is seeing renewed utility in improving recovery for both reservoirs in
which traditional recovery is no longer economical and for new reservoirs where a
smart recovery strategy from the beginning promises a more efficient use of resources.
The main focus of this thesis is the development of versatile “reservoir-on-a-chip”
microfluidic platforms which enable the controlled study of fluid interactions at the
microscale.
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1.1. Microfluidics
Microfluidic systems offer many advantages over traditional experiments at the
laboratory or benchtop scale.

Because microfluidics involves processing and

controlling small volumes of liquids (pico- and nano-liters), we see improved analytical
performance, lower cost, and the ability to perform many experiments per unit time
compared to traditional macroscopic processes.1 Experiments require no specialized
equipment (see Figure 1) and the barrier-to-entry to begin microfluidics research is
minimal.

Figure 1 – A simple microfluidic experiment set-up including microfluidic device,
microscope, syringe pump, camera, and computer.

Microfluidics is not yet commonly used in energy research. Much of the existing
microfluidics literature is in the area of medicine, biology, and chemistry. Biomedical
sciences in particular have benefitted from microfluidic approaches in genomics,
proteomics, combinatorial chemistry, systems biology, and pharmaceutical research.
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Protein crystallization, chemical and biomolecular screening, and enzyme assays on the
microfluidic scale show promising advantages due to small volumes required and the
ability to easily change reactant concentrations and volumes. Well-defined fluid flows
in microfluidic devices allow for easy compartmentalization, highly reproducible
reaction conditions, and high-throughput screening or sorting.2 Today a variety of
integrated pumps3, valves4,5, and mixers6–8 have been incorporated onto “lab-on-a-chip”
devices, resembling tiny chemical-processing ‘factories’. We envision a similar push
towards the miniaturization of energy-related investigations could similarly accelerate
the efficiency and utility of EOR research. The microfluidics field is still developing
today; George Whitesides remarked in 2006, “This is a very exciting time for the field,
but we still do not know exactly what it will be when it grows up.”9
1.1.1. History of microfluidics
Microfluidics has only recently emerged as a distinct field in its own right and
not just a niche application of the more ‘mainstream’ sciences. Microfluidics involves
the manipulation of minute fluid volumes in channels with dimensions on the order of
tens to hundreds of microns. The first applications of microfluidic technology found
great success in analytical processes. Low-volume fluid handling and laminar flow
profiles were used to benefit screening, separation, and detection processes using less
sample or reagent with high resolution and sensitivity.9

For example, capillary

electrophoresis was performed ‘on-chip’ as early as 1992.10 Whitesides notes that the
U.S. Department of Defense was one of the main catalysts for advancing microfluidic
technology following the Cold War due to a directed effort to improve chemical and
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biological threat detection. Additionally, photolithography techniques developed for
microelectronic miniaturization were also adopted to fabricate microfluidic channels.
In fact, early microfluidic devices were etched in silicon and glass - traditional
microelectronic materials - before the advent of so-called ‘soft lithography’ which
introduced elastomeric polymers. A Nature article in 2006 noted the parallels in
microfluidic technology to that of the semiconductor industry saying, “…it is clear that
advantages engendered by miniaturization may affect molecular synthesis similarly to
the way that the integrated circuit has defined the computer revolution over the past 50
years.”11 Perhaps miniaturization of research in the energy industry is on the horizon
as well?

1.2. Enhanced oil recovery
1.2.1. Oil recovery process
Crude oil is a complex soup of hydrocarbons from plants, algae, and bacteria
deposited along with sediment millions of years ago. As subsequent layering and
geological activity pushed this material deep underground, the oxygen-depleted
subsurface environment turned it into a viscous mixture of organic compounds called
kerogen. Under heat and pressure kerogen is converted to oil and natural gas in socalled “source rock”, which then percolates up through porous rock over thousands of
years to eventually accumulate in “reservoir rock” where it is extracted today.
Reservoirs contain a multi-phase mixture of oil, water, and gas. Liquid oil is
often sandwiched between gases above and water below as the fluids sort due to
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gravity over geological timescales.

Figure 2 illustrates the basic approach to oil

extraction whereby wells are drilled into the oil-containing reservoir rock deep
underground and oil is recovered either by the inherent pressure within the well or by
pumping water or other fluids into injection wells to flush oil towards production wells.

Figure 2 – Schematic of the oil recovery process.

Oil production can be as simple as drilling a well and collecting the oil that
gushes out, but more often oil is trapped within the rock due to capillary forces, low
permeability flow paths to the surface, or high viscosity oil which is sluggish to
mobilize. A key goal in energy research is finding out how best to unlock these difficult
to recover hydrocarbons.
1.2.1.1. Stages of oil recovery
At a high level, oil production can be divided into three phases: primary,
secondary, and tertiary or “enhanced” recovery. Each phase promotes an initial spike in
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oil production which gradually tapers off until it reaches the economic limit (EL) and a
new extraction strategy must be implemented. Figure 3 shows a typical oil production
curve, reservoir pressure ( ), and average oil saturation (So) during the three stages of
recovery.

Figure 3 – Production, pressure, and oil saturation curves of oil recovery stages.
Graphic reproduced with permission from Yongchao Zeng.

The first phase, primary recovery, takes advantage of energy already present in
the reservoir: the inherent pressure pushes oil into the wellbore. The classic image of
oil spewing from a newly drilled well is an early example of primary recovery. As
pressure tapers off over time, pumps in the well can be used to lift oil to the surface.
Only about 10% of the oil in a reservoir is recovered via primary recovery.
The second phase, sometimes simply called a “waterflood”, extends oil recovery
to 15-40%. Secondary recovery involves pumping the reservoir with gas or water to
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maintain the pressure needed to drive oil into the wellbore. Like before, the oil
production eventually tapers off and injected fluids begin to stream through the
reservoir without recovering additional oil until the prcoess becomes uneconomical.
Even after the first two stages, typically about two-thirds of the original oil-in-place
remains. The U.S. Department of Energy has said that out of more than 600 billion
barrels of oil discovered in the United States, 400 billion barrels cannot be recovered by
primary or secondary methods. And, 200 billion barrels of this oil is less than 5,000 feet
from the surface. They key challenge is not the difficulty in drilling wells to reach the
oil, but rather the efficiency by which oil can be mobilized from microscopic rock pores.
The last phase called tertiary recovery, or enhanced oil recovery (EOR), targets
this leftover, hard-to-get oil. In the broadest sense EOR can be defined as the processes
whereby something is added to the reservoir (e.g. gas, heat, or chemicals) to increase
production.

A number of different techniques are included under this umbrella

definition such as chemical, thermal, and microbial EOR;, miscible gas injection;
polymer flooding; low-salinity flooding; and others. The suitability of an EOR method
depends on the combined picture of a multitude of factors including reservoir
conditions, oil type, geology, location, economics, politics, regulatory structure, and
other non-technical risks.
Chemical EOR can have a variety of intentions, for example reducing the
interfacial tension at the water-oil interface, changing the rock wettability, increasing
the injected fluid viscosity, etc.

Techniques include polymer flooding, profile

modification, water shut off, and alkaline-surfactant-polymer (ASP) floods which
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generate surfactant on contact with certain types of oil. Surfactant partitions to the
water-oil interface and decreases the interfacial tension, allowing the oil to be
solubilized and “washed” out of porous media. Field trials demonstrate that up to an
additional 28% of oil can be produced with the use of surfactants. However, surfactants
are often criticized for being expensive and requiring large amounts of material. Any
successful EOR approach must weigh the cost of the process versus the value of oil
recovered.
Thermal EOR attempts to heat up the reservoir to lower the viscosity of trapped
oil to make it easier to flow, or in some cases crack heavy oil into lighter components.
Steam flooding is one example of thermal EOR that aims to reduce heavy oil viscosity by
increasing temperature. This process is most appropriate for reservoirs containing
heavy oil, which benefits most from viscosity reduction. Other techniques look at in situ
combustion, electrical heating, or circulating molten salt to increase reservoir
temperature. Some processes look to convert kerogen in-situ and upgrade heavy oil
into its lighter, more mobile components (e.g. “in-situ upgrading”).

Thermal EOR

strategies often require careful safety measures and expensive surface facilities beyond
those needed for alternative techniques.
Microbial EOR uses microbes to ferment trapped hydrocarbons and produce
useful byproducts. These microbes can be grown either in the reservoir itself or topside with their byproducts pumped below.

The microbes can produce CO2 and

surfactants that help displace the trapped oil; essentially they are low-cost natural
surfactant factories. Microbial recovery is advantageous because it does not require
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large amounts of energy (it can be sustained by renewable resources), and as an EOR
technique it is not dependent on the price of oil itself, meaning it has the potential to be
a cost-effective alternative. Disadvantages include the need to provide a nutrient media
to promote and sustain growth, and the viability of organisms in harsh reservoir
conditions often containing high salinity and high temperatures.
Gas injection (or gas flooding) techniques primarily use natural gas or carbon
dioxide (CO2) to reach regions of the reservoir that were previously bypassed
(improving sweep efficiency). CO2 recovery can substantially improve the oil recovery
in wells that have exhausted both primary and secondary recoveries. In the example
shown of Shell’s production in the Wasson Field in West Texas, wells began producing
more water than oil in 1976 and the oil produced dropped off until CO2 injections
started to stabilize production. As of 2010 this field “produces about 31,500 barrels of
oil per day, of which 26,850 is attributable to the CO2 flood.” Over 120 million barrels of
incremental oil has been produced through 2008 thanks to CO2 flooding. Currently, CO2
recovery operations are underway in West Texas and in the southern Rocky Mountains.
Pure CO2 flooding is not a candidate in some oil fields because of their heterogeneity;
gases transport differently through these high-permeability features.
1.2.2. EOR strategies
Poor sweep and recovery in gas flooding and enhanced/improved oil recovery
(EOR/IOR) arises from gravity override, viscous fingering, and channeling through
reservoir heterogeneities.12 Because the displacing fluid (gas) often has a significantly
lower viscosity than the displaced fluid (oil), it tends to flow through high-permeability
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zones and bypasses trapped oil in adjacent low-permeability zones.13 Poor sweep is
common in the case of a fractured porous medium, which can have fracture-matrix
permeability contrast ratios of 1000 or more, depending on fracture penetration and
orientation.14

Figure 4 – Recovery problems include premature breakthrough, channelling, and
gravity override.

Some success has been seen by alternately injecting slugs of water with slugs of
gas (WAG), but the efficacy of this approach is mixed and initial increases in oil
production cannot be sustained. Many reservoirs undergoing WAG could benefit from
more efficient EOR strategies.
Enhanced oil recovery strategies can be divided into two approaches. One
approach is to increase the efficiency of oil displacement at the pore-level. The other
involves making the overall (macro-scale) sweep profile through the reservoir more
efficient. EOR strategy needs to consider both the macro and micro-scale so that
injected fluids can be delivered to regions which harbor trapped oil, and once there
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they are able to mobilize the residual oil. Figure 5 depicts a useful categorization of EOR
techniques.

Figure 5 – EOR strategies.

Macroscopic sweep efficiency is improved by improving mobility control. For
example, by increasing the viscosity of the injected fluids or by decreasing the viscosity
of oil better reservoir sweep can be achieved. The mobility ratio (M) is defined in
Equation 1.

Equation 1
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where krD and μD are the relative permeability and viscosity of the displacing phase
(gas), and krd and μd represent the displaced phase (oil). Mobility ratios less than 1
indicate favorable displacement.

For single-phase injections this is achieved by

increasing the viscosity of injected fluid (e.g. by adding polymer). Foam decreases M by
decreasing the relative gas permeability (krD) by trapping bubbles and by increasing the
effective viscosity (μD) due to resistances to lamellae deformation.
Carbon dioxide occupies a unique spot in Figure 5, benefitting both from
macroscopic sweep and pore-scale displacement efficiencies. In addition to increasing
its density to a level comparable with liquids at reservoir conditions, CO2 can be
miscible with crude oil and is less expensive than other similarly miscible fluids. Many
natural gas mixtures are miscible with crude oil, but most of these are valuable
hydrocarbon products already refined from oil; it would not make sense to pump
valuable fluid back into the reservoir in hopes that it recovers more oil than it’s worth.
CO2, however, is an inexpensive and readily available solvent found in naturally
occurring underground deposits (and global environmental politics may soon make CO2
emission capture economically viable). CO2 EOR is of specific interest to the United
States because the U.S. has favorable geology; many reservoirs suitable for EOR CO2
flooding happen to be located close to natural CO2 reserves such as in the West Texas
Permian Basin and in southeastern New Mexico.
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1.2.3. Reservoir suitability
When screening reservoirs for EOR suitability, many factors impact the ultimate
success of the process. For example, some of the important criteria for the suitability of
a reservoir for CO2 EOR are shown in Table 1.
Criteria for Screening Reservoirs for CO2 EOR Suitability
Depth
2,000 to 9,800 ft
Temperature
< 250°F (121°C) but not critical
Pressure
> 1,200 to 1,500 psia (81-102 atm)
Permeability
> 1 to 5 mD
Oil gravity
> 27 to 30 °API
Viscosity
< 10 to 12 cP
Residual oil saturation after waterflood
> 0.25 to 0.30

Table 1 – Criteria for screening reservoirs for CO2 enhanced oil recovery
suitability.

No single EOR solution is appropriate for all reservoirs; each EOR strategy must
be tailored to the specific conditions of the field. Factors such as temperature, salinity,
permeability, oil type, rock type, and heterogeneity all impact the selection and design
of EOR strategy.
The Permian Basin is well-suited for CO2 EOR because reservoirs there have a
low geothermal gradient; temperature does not increase much with depth. This means
less pressure is required to have CO2 miscible with the oil. Formations are typically
limestone or dolomite and have already been waterflooded. In this application, CO2
EOR is expected to increase oil production another 5-15% of initial reservoir oil.
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1.2.4. Micromodels for EOR
Microfluidic devices may find a niche in EOR research bridging the gap between
pore-level and benchtop-scale experiments. Micromodels allow real-time visualization
of fluid flow and relevant in-situ phenomena.

In systems investigating foam the

mechanisms of generation, destruction and transport can be observed and related to
foam strength and performance. Experiments which once required days to pack and
equilibrate sandpack columns or rock core samples could be completed in minutes
using miniaturized models. Figure 6 shows an example of a microfluidic device used to
study foam which was fabricated from scratch in a matter of hours.

Figure 6 –Foam in a porous media micromodel. Scale bar is 1 mm.

Microfluidic device fabrication is ideal for rapid-prototyping; an interesting
result can lead to the re-design and development of an entirely new device in hours
instead of days. Expensive fittings do not need to be ordered. Materials do not need to
be purged and cleaned between experiments because devices can be reproduced in
such high quality that a new micromodel can be used for each experiment. Pore
structure can be drafted on a computer from the bottom-up and the same device can
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express both water-wet and oil-wet surfaces. Coupling this versatile experimental
platform with computer-automated data analysis allows for rapid understanding and
digestion of experimental results. This thesis lays the foundation for the development
of these reservoir-on-a-chip devices and provides some of the first tools available for
studying multi-phase oil, water, and gas (including foam) systems on microfluidic
devices.

1.3. Thesis overview
This thesis can be divided into two main projects, both involving multi-phase
dispersions in microfluidic devices. The first is an extension of a novel reaction system
studied here at Rice University to the microfluidic environment: the in-situ synthesis of
poly(allylamine)-citrate microcapsules. The second investigates water, oil, gas, and
foam flow in reservoir-on-a-chip micromodels to better understand enhanced oil
recovery (EOR) processes relevant to the energy industry.
Chapter 2 discusses background information and fundamentals appropriate for
an undergraduate level of understanding. It provides basic explanations of relevant
interfacial phenomena as well as practical information on microfluidic device design
and fabrication useful for new graduate students beginning research in this area.
Chapter 3 introduces the first major project: the microfluidic synthesis of
poly(allylamine)-citrate aggregates and capsules. Background, experimental details,
results, and conclusions for this project are condensed into this chapter to separate it
from the EOR research.
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Chapter 4 discusses the displacement of oil from an oil-wet, fractured
microfluidic device by foam, water, and gas. It shows how a micromodel system can be
used to demonstrate superior foam-flooding performance and also visualize the
mechanisms responsible. This work was published in the journal Lab-on-a-Chip in
2014.
Chapter 5 continues the theme of foam in microfluidic device and further
develops a general microfluidic tool which can be used to study foam texture in 2-D
porous media and relate foam structure to performance.

This project lays the

foundation for future surfactant screening experiments and analyses.
Chapter 6 summarizes each of the EOR projects and briefly points towards
future work in each area.
MATLAB code developed in this thesis project can be found in the Appendix.
Code is available for both oil-displacement quantification and bubble-tracking
applications.

Chapter 2

Background and fundamentals

Multi-phase systems at the microscale are unique in that interfacial phenomena
tend to dominate fluid interactions and behavior.

Surface wettability, fluid-fluid

interfacial tension, and capillary forces play a defining role in how fluids transport
through microchannels and porous media. For reacting systems, the precise fluid
control in microfluidic devices allows for highly reproducible manipulation of fluid
streams at scales inaccessible to bulk reactions. Micromodels allow visualization of
complex fluid-fluid interactions and a bottom-up approach to experimental design
enabling researchers to tailor the system’s complexity to the phenomena of interest.

2.1. Interfacial phenomena
At the microscale, fluids in microchannels and in porous media are governed by
interfacial phenomena.

Interfacial properties in emulsion and foam stability are

important because droplets and bubbles have relatively large surface areas for their
size. Even moderate surface energy per unit area can add up to significant total surface
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energy.15

Smaller bubbles, therefore, result in larger total surface areas and

correspondingly larger surface free energies. Microemulsions and foam bubbles with
length scales on the order of microns have huge dependencies on the interfacial
behavior of the system. In addition to the interactions between adjacent droplets or
bubbles, systems confined to this small size also have intimate contact with the channel
walls and these surface influences must also be considered. Figure 7 illustrates some of
the relevant interactions between different fluid phases and solid surfaces in a porous
medium.

Figure 7 – Interfacial phenomena in oil-water-rock systems.

At the fluid-fluid interface, non-miscible fluids will establish a curvature based
on the Young-Laplace equation which depends on interfacial tension and pore
geometry.

In foams, viscous forces within lamellae become important to bubble

stability and foam strength. At the pore walls, fluid wets the surface, occupying the
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tiniest crevices due to capillary forces undergoes viscous flow. The three-phase contact
establishes contact angles based on the surface’s wettability. Pressure gradients over
the system begin to move interfaces and relieve potential energy through fluid
mobilization. The complex interaction of all these interfacial phenomena in multi-phase
systems makes in-situ visualization an attractive capability in analysis.
2.1.1. Wettability
Wettability describes the ability of a fluid to contact a solid surface. Wetting
fluids prefer to spread on a surface. Non-wetting fluids do not have favorable liquidsolid interaction and prefer to minimize contact with the surface. Highly cohesive
liquids, such as water, on a non-wetting surface ball up into more spherical shapes. The
different arrangements of fluids as they wet surfaces occur because systems attempt to
minimize free energy.
The wetting of a fluid is described by its contact angle, which the angle the liquid
forms with the solid at the liquid-solid-gas interface. For an ideal flat, rigid surface with
a drop of liquid on the surface, the contact angle is related to interfacial (surface)
tensions by Young’s equation (Equation 2).

Equation 2
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where γSG, γSL, and γLG represent the interfacial tensions between solid-gas, solid-liquid,
and liquid-gas, respectively. θ represents the angle at which the liquid drop meets the
solid surface.
2.1.2. Capillary pressure
Two fluids in contact at equilibrium develop a pressure difference across their
interface (see Equation 3). This pressure difference is referred to as the 'capillary
pressure' (pc.).

Equation 3

In confined systems, such as narrow tubes and porous media, the interface is
restricted to the geometry of the fluid space. Capillary pressure is related to the
curvature of the interface and the surface tension at the interface through the YoungLaplace equation:

Equation 4
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Capillary pressure is written pc or Δp, γ is the surface tension,

is the unit

normal vector pointing away from the surface, H is the mean curvature, and R1 and R2
are the principle radii of curvature (see Figure 8).

Figure 8 – Mean curvature defined by the principle radii of an interface.

In a circular capillary tube of radius r, the interface between two fluids forms a
meniscus with a spherical radius of curvature, R. A wetting (contact) angle boundary
condition specifies that the interface has the form in Equation 5.

Equation 5

By substitution, the capillary pressure is then described by Equation 6.
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Equation 6

Here, γ is the surface tension of the interface, θ is the wetting angle (contact
angle), and r is the effective radius of the surface. Capillary pressure is inversely
proportional to the capillary's radius.
Capillary pressure is a powerful force of nature; trees use capillary forces in
conjunction with osmotic pressure and evaporation to transport water from their roots
up to their leaves, and capillary pressure traps oil in porous rock. Much of EOR’s ability
to remove oil comes from favorably influencing capillary pressures.
2.1.3. Dimensionless numbers
The dimensionless Reynolds number (Re) gives the ratio of inertial to viscous
forces (see Equation 7).

Equation 7

Where ρ is the fluid density, v0 is the mean velocity, L0 is the characteristic
length scale, and μ is the dynamic fluid viscosity. If kinematic viscosity (ν) is used
instead, ρ is removed (since ν = μ/ρ). In microfluidic systems the Reynolds number is
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always small and viscous forces dominate, creating laminar flow. Dimensionless Péclet
number relates advection to diffusion (see Equation 8) is also small in microchannels
since there is negligible convection across laminar stream lines and mixing occurs only
through diffusion.

Equation 8

U is the fluid velocity, L is the characteristic length, and D is the diffusion rate.
Capillary number is a dimensionless parameter that encompasses the relevant fluid
properties in droplet or bubble formation (see Equation 9). It represents the ratio of
viscous stresses to capillary pressure. Capillary number (Ca) is defined as

Equation 9

where μ is the viscosity, v is the characteristic velocity, and γ is the interfacial tension.
Estimating capillary numbers allows one to predict the conditions under which droplets
and bubbles are likely to form, and it has been found that typical values in microfluidics
range from Ca ~ 10-3 to 101, with even lower values in porous media (10-5).
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2.1.4. Surfactants
Surfactants, or “surface-active agents”, are molecules energetically favorable to
situate at phase interfaces.16 Surfactants are amphiphilic molecules, meaning they have
both water-soluble and lipid-soluble molecular groups. Surfactants can be divided into
anionic (negatively charged), cationic (positively charged), nonionic (no charge), or
zwitterionic/amphoteric (both positively and negatively charged) surfactants. Basic
surfactant structure includes a hydrophilic head (usually charged) and a hydrophobic
tail (usually hydrocarbon chains).
Surfactants favorably concentrate at phase interfaces, where each end can
partition into its preferred environment to reduce the system free energy. In the
absence of interfaces and depending on the surfactant’s solubility and concentration,
surfactant molecules may be free-floating as individual molecules, or they may
aggregate to form micelles (see Figure 9).

Figure 9 – Amphiphilic surfactants free in solution and arranged into a micelle.17
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The critical micelle concentration (CMC) describes the concentration at which
micelle formation becomes significant. Figure 10 illustrates typical surfactant behavior
in solution as a function of concentration, and its effect on surface tension.

Figure 10 – Surfactant concentration’s effect on surface tension.

As surfactant concentration increases, the surface tension decreases until the
CMC, after which any additional increase in surfactant concentration negligibly affects
surface tension. The CMC can usually be lowered by lengthening the lipophilic part of
the surfactant, lowering the temperature, or by adding electrolyte to the solution. Some
typical CMC values are shown in Table 2.
Typical Molar CMC Values
Surfactants
CMC (M)
Nonionics
10-5-10-4
Anionics
10-3-10-2
Amphoterics
10-3-10-1

Table 2 – Typical critical micelle concentration (CMC) values for surfactants.
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Above a certain temperature called the Krafft point (Tk), solubility of micelleforming surfactants is seen to markedly increase.18 Below the Krafft point, crystals
form instead of micelles, so the surfactant concentration is entirely dependent on its
solubility. Solubility increases with temperature until the Krafft point, above which the
maximum reduction interfacial tension occurs and surfactant monomer concentration
is dependent on the CMC. Non-ionic surfactants do not display a Krafft point, but their
solubility does exhibit temperature dependence. As temperature increases, surfactant
solubility decreases until the cloud point, at which the surfactants form a second liquid
phase. At the cloud point a separate surfactant-rich swollen micelle phase separates.15
2.1.5. Surface elasticity
Surface elasticity refers to a film’s ability to withstand deformations without
rupturing.15 Film elasticity was first explained by Marangoni and Gibbs. 19 Consider a
surfactant-stabilized film that is suddenly stretched (see Figure 11).
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Figure 11 – Surface tension due to the Marangoni effect.15

Due to the increased surface area of the newly expanded film, there are now
fewer surfactant molecules in the expanded region. This results in a greater surface
tension in this region that resists further expansion (unless it ruptures). Surface
tension acts to contract the surface, and in doing so the liquid in the thin film is pulled
into the lamella through viscous forces. This is known as the Marangoni effect – the
transport of bulk liquid due to surface tension gradients.

2.2. Microfluidics
In the past decade, considerable attention has been given to direct observation
of multiphase flows in microfluidic devices.20 I use the terms “microfluidic device” and
“micromodel” interchangeably in this thesis, though it is more common to see
“micromodel” in the context of energy-research and porous media. Various etching
techniques in glass or silicon have been used to simulate porous channel networks, but
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older studies used channel-widths on the order of hundreds of microns to millimeters;
today we have the capability of making much smaller channels, more representative of
actual reservoir pore dimensions and permeabilities comparable to sandpacks.
Contemporary experiments feature channel sizes in the range of one to hundreds of
microns. Previously at Rice University, Li used a glass micromodel with grain sizes of
400-600 µm to study gas mobility control using foams.21
In contrast to glass or silicon models, PDMS devices are easier to fabricate, do
not involve hazardous chemicals (e.g. hydrofluoric acid), and can be quickly redesigned
and fabricated if a modification needs to be made. Wettability can also be easily tuned
in PDMS devices.

However, PDMS is not compatible with low molecular weight

hydrocarbons which can swell the channels, so it cannot be used with all types of oil.
The studies presented in this thesis are performed in PDMS, however etched glass or
oil-resistant epoxy channels could be substituted in future experiments, especially
those considering crude oil.
2.2.1. Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS)
With the advent of soft lithography, microfluidic devices are commonly
fabricated using the elastomer poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS)22,23. PDMS has a number
of advantages24:


PDMS can achieve atomic-level contact with surfaces and it easily conforms to
patterned shapes, making it ideal for lithographic applications (device
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fabrication and bonding). It is a moderately stiff elastomer with a shear modulus
of 0.25 MPa and a Young’s modulus of about 0.5 MPa.


PDMS is readily available from commercial sources, non-toxic, and inexpensive
(~$70/kg).



PDMS is clear (optically transparent) in the range of visible light (above 300
nm), making it well-suited for analysis using optical microscopy.



PDMS is naturally hydrophobic (water contact angle 110°), but can be easily
modified25 by chemical treatment26, oxygen plasma27,28, or UV ozone29 (water
contact angle reduced to 10°).



PDMS can bond reversibly or irreversibly to a variety of substrates.23,30
PDMS devices can be used in conditions that mimic oil reservoirs, such as high

salinity or high-pressures.

PDMS can withstand moderately high reservoir

temperatures, but extreme high-temperature conditions may require the use of glass or
silicon devices. Glass and silicon devices are typically made by hydrofluoric acid (HF)
etching into a patterned metal-coated on the substrate, then bonded (melted) to a
predrilled glass cover at high temperatures. These non-polymer devices can withstand
more extreme conditions but they are more difficult to fabricate.
2.2.2. Device fabrication
Soft-lithography is by far the most common microfluidic fabrication method.
The typical lithography procedure for PDMS device fabrication is depicted in Figure 12.
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Figure 12 – Soft lithography schematic.

In soft lithography, PDMS monomer and cross-linking agent are first mixed in a
prescribed weight-ratio which specifies the resulting elastomer stiffness. This mixture
is poured onto a patterned photoresist substrate ('master pattern') and allowed to cure,
forming a 'rubber stamp'. The elastomer is then peeled off the master pattern, holes are
punched for tubing, and it is sealed to a glass or PDMS substrate.
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Figure 13 – PDMS device recipe.

A summary of the PDMS device fabrication procedure used in this thesis is
shown in Figure 13. Materials needed are shown in red at the left, and steps (in blue)
are completed from left to right.

2.3. Micromodel design
2.3.1. Device geometry
Device dimensions are typically specified in microns, with most modern devices
having channel widths in the range of 1-300 μm. Channel height is determined by the
initial photoresist thickness and ranges from 1-100 μm for the most common
photoresist, SU-8 (MicroChem).
The Biswal lab uses a maskless lithography instrument that allows direct
ultraviolet (UV) exposure of microfluidic patterns, eliminating the need to procure
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expensive masks. With this machine a device pattern can be exposed in a matter of
minutes, with the complete design-to-device process only requiring a few hours.
The desired microfluidic channel pattern is created in drafting software such as
AutoCAD LT which allows for precise specification of dimensions and alignment, then
“plotted” as a digital image file. The output bitmap (.bmp) or PNG (.png) image is then
modified in image processing software such as Photoshop or GIMP (GNU Image Project)
to correct any plotting errors and reduce file size. A typical pattern creation procedure
goes as follows:
1. Plot the AutoCAD LT design as a .png image with each pixel representing a 5 by 5
μm square. This results in a very large image file.
2. Load the .png image into GIMP and crop to the desired pattern
3. Reduce color channels to a monochrome bitmap (black-and-white) to reduce the
file size.
4. Invert the color values (if needed) so that the pattern to be exposed is white and
the background is black.
5. Crop the image a final time and fix any errors. Certain angles and curves can
produce pixelated errors and should be corrected. This is a problem with the
plotting process in AutoCAD. Small features such as orifices or channel junctions
can be manually tweaked with the brush or pencil tool. Feature sizes can be
double-checked.
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6. Save the resulting image as a bitmap (.bmp) to be loaded into the lithography
instrument's software program.
The above process takes only minutes for small changes to hours for fromscratch designs. Small tweaks such as changing the orifice size or geometry do not need
to be performed in AutoCAD; they can be adjusted manually using the image
manipulation software. Only the final bitmap image is processed by the lithography
tool; how you get there doesn’t matter.
2.3.1.1. Lithographic defects
The quality of microchannels relies on the quality of the master pattern created
via lithography. Intelligent Micro Patterning lithography exposes small areas of the
overall design one after the other in a raster pattern. If the stage is not calibrated
correctly the exposures can overlap, expose too far apart, or mismatch adjacent
exposures. This is called a “stitching error”. Even in straight channels stitching defects
can impact the experiment.

Figure 14 shows divots in a straight micromodel,

highlighted by white circles.

Figure 14 – Stitching defects in a straight channel.

Overlap is typically not a problem and the lithography software allows a user to
specify the specific amount of overlap, typically 10-20 pixels (50-100 µm). This ensures
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raster exposures are not separated which creates broken channels and gaps between
exposed sections.

If adjacent exposures are mismatched, the pattern can become

deformed at the stitch. For certain designs this can have significant effects on the
experiment, such as for homogeneous porous media designs where fluid flow is
sensitive to differences in pore throat size.
2.3.1.2. Debris and blockage
Cleanliness is extremely important during the fabrication stage, and care should
be taken to ensure minimal exposure to the environment. This means careful punching
of inlet and outlet ports, cleaning PDMS stamps with 3M Scotch Tape prior to oxygen
plasma exposure, and backflushing with water or oil prior to experimentation.
A common problem in the fabrication and use of microfluidic devices is the
presence of dust, dirt, or other unwanted contaminants. In microfluidic geometries
with narrow channels or “pinch-point” designs debris can accumulate and block flow or
alter the wettability in multi-phase systems. Figure 15 shows debris in one of my flowfocusing micromodels flushed with water.
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Figure 15 – Debris blockage at designed constictions. Downstream channel width
is 50 µm. Scale bar is 100 µm.

This particular micromodel was designed so that large debris would get caught
in the upstream constrictions, a common problem in my earliest flow-focusing
micromodels. As shown, large debris (likely PDMS broken off from the hole-punched
inlet ports) is prevented from blocking the flow-focusing orifice. If there was not a
smaller piece of debris at the junction, water and oil phases could flow-focus as normal
through the orifice after filtering past the upstream debris.

The addition of the

upstream constrictions makes the flow-focusing device more robust and able to tolerate
some measure of unwanted debris and still function as needed. Another, smaller, piece
of debris is caught in the flow-focusing junction. If ignored it might alter the water-oil
flow paths both by reducing the channel cross-sectional area and might affect the
wettability so that fluid streams would “stick” to the debris.
junctions like this should be removed by backflushing the system.

Blockage at critical
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2.4. Droplet and bubble generation
Emulsions and foams are both dispersions easily formed in microfluidic devices.
A non-wetting phase is pushed into a continuous wetting phase so that droplets or
bubble detach. Microfluidic methods allow for better control of droplet size and
uniformity (monodispersity) versus more traditional droplet-generation techniques.
Other techniques include atomization, spraying, forcing liquid through a membrane or
filter, micro-injectors, needle, electric fields, and inkjet printing. These alternatives
suffer from broad droplet size distributions or the creation of unwanted or
uncontrollable satellite droplets due to the lack of uniformity of flow fields. The
advantage of microfluidic droplet generation is that researchers can precisely control
channel and pore geometry at sizes similar to the droplets themselves, resulting in welldefined flow fields.
Dispersed droplets are ideal for compartmentalizing reactions and providing
uniform reaction conditions, especially when limited amounts of reaction species are
available.1 Microfluidic droplets dispersed in a sheath fluid also eliminate evaporation
problems that affect open-air droplets since droplets in microchannels are surrounded
by an immiscible carrier fluid and non-permeable solid channel boundary. Each droplet
can act as an individual batch reactor, supporting unique reaction conditions with
different reactants, concentrations, and equilibria.
In most microfluidic devices, droplet-generating geometries can be classified
into three main types: co-flowing, cross-flowing, or flow-focusing (see Figure 16). In all
these designs, the liquid which is to become the dispersed droplet phase enters a
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microchannel under pressure-driven flow and meets another immiscible liquid (the
continuous phase) at a junction.

Figure 16 – Co-flow, T-junction, and flow-focusing droplet generation.31

In cross-stream droplet generation, the dispersed and continuous streams
usually meet perpendicularly at the junction, forming a "T". Such cross-flow designs are
often called "T-junctions". In contrast, co-flowing and flow focusing streams usually
enter the junction from a common upstream location, with the junction narrowing to a
small orifice in the flow-focusing case. In flow-focusing designs (see Figure 17), the
continuous phase 'squeezes' the dispersed phase into a thin thread at the orifice due to
negligible liquid-phase compressibility and required mass conservation. In all cases
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droplets form due to surface instability at the liquid-liquid boundary; capillary pressure
resists a compressive, force deforming the liquid.

Figure 17 – A flow-focusing microdevice. A) Bubbles formed at the flow-focusing
orifice. B) Bubbles exiting into the outlet tubing. Scale bar is 100 µm.

Droplet sizes in multi-stream devices can be controlled by simply adjusting the
upstream flow rates using programmable syringe pumps or pressure controllers. A
lower droplet-phase to continuous-phase ratio results in smaller droplets and fewer
droplets generated per unit time. The ratio of flow rates in a binary system is usually
expressed as a dimensionless flow rate (Q):

Equation 10
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where Q is the dimensionless flow rate ratio, and qdispersed and qcontinuous are the flow rates
of the dispersed and continuous phases, respectively. Droplet size depends on Q and
device geometry. Figure 18 shows the range of droplet sizes that can be formed by
adjusting the dispersed phase flow rate and the flow rate ratio.

Figure 18 – Droplet variability based on flow rate and ratio. Rows represent
different continuous phase flow rates. Columns represent different dispersedphase to continuous-phase flow rate ratios.32

Fluid properties relevant to droplet formation for Newtonian fluids are viscosity,
density, and interfacial tension. Consider an emerging droplet in a microchannel. Due
to interfacial tension at the liquid-liquid boundary, there is a normal stress across the
curved interface of the droplet. Because of the carefully designed device geometry, the
continuous phase has local viscous stresses. As the tip of the droplet emerges and
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grows, an increased pressure occurs where the droplet expands to block the continuous
phase flow. The dispersed phase necks and pinches off a droplet.
Bubbles generated via flow-focusing are highly monodisperse. When flowed
into a thin slit they pack into arrays in 2-D or 3-D (see Figure 19) depending on the
spacing.

Figure 19 – Bubbles generated via flow-focusing flowing into a “bubble-sandwich”
thin-slit.

“Bubble sandwiches” can be made in a similar fashion to flow-cells used to image
colloidal particles. Double-sided tape (3M) is used to separate two glass slides, forming
a thin-slit. Each glass slide is skewed to either side. Figure 20 illustrates the bubblesandwich assembly.
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Figure 20 – An illustration of a “bubble sandwich” flow cell made from two offest
glass slides separated by double-sided tape.

Tubing or a small-diameter blunt-tip needle can be inserted into the slit and
epoxy (Hardman extra-fast setting) can be used to seal the open edge. The resulting
view cell forms a nice system for looking at bubbles unconfined to a thin microchannel.
2.4.1. PDMS wettability
Wettability is a crucial factor when considering materials for microdevice
fabrication. Because microchannels are so small, it is likely that both phases in a
multiphase system will contact the walls. Choosing a preferentially wetting continuous
phase ensures that droplets never contact the channel walls.

This is especially

important in droplet reactions with ‘sticky’ materials such as gels because they can clog
the channel and ruin the device. If both liquids have similar wetting behavior, flow
patterns can become irregular. Surface effects such as wettability become increasingly
important as the channel size decreases.
To get more reliable wetting behavior, microfluidic devices are often 'primed'
with the continuous phase. This ensures contact between the walls and the wetting
liquid, and in some cases allows heterogeneous wall material to rearrange (to lower
free energy at the liquid-solid interface) and organize into a more compatible surface.
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Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS), a commonly used material for microfluidic devices, is
normally a hydrophobic material with a contact angle of approximately 110-112° (see
Figure 21).26

Figure 21 – PDMS contact angles of 111.22°, 109.44°, 113.05°, and 111.96°.

The wettability of PDMS can be modified to be more hydrophilic by oxidation of
the surface via UV ozone or oxygen plasma exposure. Oxygen plasma or UV ozone
treatment oxidizes the surface and allows PDMS to form a strong, irreversible PDMSPDMS or PDMS-glass bonds. The oxidation of the surface in order to promote bonding
also comes with the price that the PDMS becomes hydrophilic.

Fortunately,

hydrophobic recovery can occur as the short-chain molecules in the polymer matrix
diffuse to the interface. Mild heating facilitates this and priming the device with the
desired continuous phase liquid allows the channel walls to adopt the desired
wettability. Covalent surface modification of the microchannels is also used to promote
desired wetting behavior. Chemicals are available (e.g. silanes) that covalently bond to
the silicon-oxygen backbone in PDMS, and are available with different hydrocarbon or
fluorocarbon ‘tails’ to specify different wetting behavior.
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Controlled wettability has been utilized to form microfluidic emulsions. Seo et
al. demonstrated that the wetting phase is almost always the continuous phase and the
non-wetting phase breaks up into droplets.33

Figure 22 – Water-in-oil and oil-in-water emulsions depend on surface
wettability.33

Figure 22 shows how the type of emulsion (oil-in-water or water-in-oil) depends
on the wettability of the channels, regardless of the initial phase positions. Wettability
modification was achieved by UV-initiated grafted polymerization of polyacrylic acid to
selective parts of the device. Ma et al. have also shown that wettability of PDMS can be
tuned by exposure to oxygen plasma or UV-ozone to oxidize the surface.34 PDMS offers
a versatile substrate for surface modification to specify channel wettability which plays
an important role in fluid flow on-device.
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2.4.2. Bubble size and compressibility
Defining gas fraction in microfluidic devices is inherently difficult since gas is
compressible at near-atmospheric pressures. Properly built PDMS micromodels can
withstand pressures high enough to affect bubble size without leaking. Early flowfocusing devices shown in this thesis used a constant liquid volumetric flow rate
supplied via a syringe pump and a constant gas pressure from a digital pressure
controller.

Figure 23 – Bubble size control by increasing supplied gas pressure at constant
liquid flow rate. Scale bar is 100 μm.

Figure 23 shows bubble size control in a flow-focusing design. The liquid flow
rate is held constant while the injected gas pressure is increased from top to bottom,
creating larger, longer bubbles until the point of instability. Figure 24 shows bubble
size control as gas pressure is held constant and liquid flow rate is changed.
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Figure 24 – Bubble size increases from bottom to top surfactant (AOS:LB 1:1 1%
SWIS) flow rate decreases at constant gas pressure (400 mbar). Scale bar is 100
μm.

Figure 25 shows a constant injected liquid flow rate and gas pressure, but the
downstream outlet tubing was clamped (ACCO binder clip). Over time the generated
bubble size reduced as pressure built up in the system. The initial system visually looks
very dry, yet the end state looks completely wet. This is likely due to a reduction of
injected gas from the Fluigent pressure controller as it attempts to maintain a constant
injection pressure even though the downstream pressure increases. This example
illustrates the difficulty in determining gas fraction; even at identical injection
conditions the in-situ gas fraction can appear radically different.
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Increasing
gas pressure

(due to downstream clamp)

Figure 25 – Changes in bubble size due to downstream resistance from clamping
the outlet tubing closed. Injected liquid rate and Fluigent gas pressure were
unchanged. Scale bar is 100 µm.

Figure 26 – Time-series micrograph of pressure change propagating back
through the microchannel after the downstream tubing clamp was released.
Scale bar is 100 μm.
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After the outlet clamp is released the pressure change propagates back through
the system. A high-speed recording captured the ripple in pressure back through the
system (see Figure 26). Foam is effective in buffering pressure changes from region to
region because of the energy involved in deforming lamellae. In pressure tubing this
results in signal lag. In reservoirs this generates stochastic flow paths as pressure is
relieved along different flow paths and is one reason for foam’s excellent mobility
control.

2.5. Foam
Foams are found in beer, shaving cream, coffee cups, washing detergents,
shampoos, insecticides, and fire extinguishing fluids.15 Foams are also used in the
petroleum industry.

Foam is desirable when used to lubricate drill bits, when

fracturing with foam, or when controlling gas mobility during EOR. At other times
foams are unwanted, such as froth in oil refining, distillation or fractionation tower
foams, or fuel tank foams.15 Foams found in oil production are often a complex mixture
of multiple phases – gas, liquid, oil, and solid particles. Better understanding of factors
which determine stability and instability of multi-phase dispersions provides valuable
information to numerous academic and industrial interests.
2.5.1. Definition of foam
Foam is a special type of colloidal dispersion.15 As with emulsions, foam can be
said to have a dispersed phase (gas) and a continuous phase (water). Unlike emulsions,
which can often invert the dispersed and continuous phases, foam with dispersed liquid
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in continuous gas is rarely found. In porous media, foam is defined as “…a dispersion of
gas in liquid such that the liquid phase is continuous and at least some part of the gas
phase is made discontinuous by thin liquid films called lamellae.”35 Or, “foam is a
dispersion of gas within a surfactant-laden continuous liquid phase.”36
Foam can be described as either “wet” or “dry”, representing two extremes the
gas-to-liquid ratio. Dry foam has gas bubbles separated by thin liquid films and bubbles
form packed polygonal shapes.

Figure 27 – Polyhedral foam bubble surrounded by thin lamellae.15

Represented by the sketch in Figure 27, most foam has bubble sizes much larger
than the liquid films between them. A Plateau border describes the junction of lamellae
at a 120° angle along an edge (or 109° at a vertex). These angles are found to represent
the configuration with lowest free energy. Lamella (singular) or lamellae (plural) refer
to “the region that encompasses the thin film, the two interfaces on either side of the
thin film, and part of the junction to other lamellae.”15 Wet foam has bubbles with more
spherical shapes, since the interfaces become more rounded as the liquid fraction
increases (See Figure 28).
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Figure 28 – Simulations of wet foam showing more rounded bubbles at higher
liquid fractions. Liquid fraction increases from (a) to (d).15

When the liquid fraction is further increased so that the bubbles separate from
one another, the foam loses rigidity and is referred to as a ‘bubbly liquid’. Very wet
foam offers poor gas mobility control in porous media because its viscosity remains
similar to that of the bulk liquid.
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Figure 29 – Illustration of foam in porous media.37

In porous media, foam structure depends on the surrounding matrix (see Figure
29). Gas and liquid are confined to the pore space between grains. Since gas is the
least-wetting fluid it tends to occupy the largest pore spaces as bubbles and liquid is
found within the lamellae, wetting grain surfaces, and occupying the smallest crevices
due to capillary forces.
Wet and dry foam in porous media are sometimes referred to as “low-quality”
and “high-quality”.38 (“Quality” indicates the gas-fraction of foam.) Low-quality foam
has thick liquid lamellae with rounded, separated bubbles. High-quality foam has thin
film lamellae and close-packed bubbles.39
Continuous foam has long gas bubbles that span many pores and are more
mobile under pressure gradients. Discontinuous foams have bubbles separated by
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many lamellae and can be divided into flowing and non-flowing foam.40 Non-flowing
foam occurs when the pressure gradient is insufficient to mobilize bubbles.
2.5.2. Properties of foam
Foam is said to have both liquid and solid properties. At zero or low applied
stress, it behaves as a solid (e.g. shaving cream doesn't slide off your skin). Bulk foam
typically has a low elastic shear modulus that is entirely the result of surface tension, on
the order of 10 Pa.41 Small (micrometer sized) bubbles also have a non-negligible bulk
modulus. Large-scale deformations are not immediately reversible if the deformation is
reduced, so foam is also considered ‘plastic’.

Figure 30 – Foam stress-strain curve.
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Figure 31 – Elastic modulus and yield stress of dry and wet foam.

Figure 30 and Figure 31 above show a typical stress-strain curve, elastic
modulus, and yield stress for a bulk foam. A critical yield stress causes the foam to flow.
It is dependent on how ‘wet’ the foam is and the bubble size. Foams are non-Newtonian
and shear-thinning.39,40
Stable foam is needed in enhanced oil recovery to control gas-mobility during
reservoir flooding. Foam can prevent gas from fingering (channeling) through the
reservoir and bypassing oil-saturated regions. Increased viscosity arises from viscous
shear stress in the lamellae films and the force required to push lamellae through
constricted pore throats. The lamella density (or bubble size), known as ‘foam texture’,
is a critical factor in determining gas mobility in porous systems. Lamella density
determines the critical pressure gradient above which strong foam can be formed and
the pressure gradient needed to mobilize a discontinuous bubble-train.42

Higher

lamella densities require higher minimum pressure gradients. This research project
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offers the ability to directly observe lamella density in model porous systems,
something that would be difficult if not impossible to do in actual reservoirs beneath
the surface.
2.5.3. Foam generation
Foam can always be created whenever bubbles of gas are injected into a liquid
faster than the liquid between bubbles can drain away, but these types of foam are
unstable.15 In this case, the foam is only temporary, and bubbles immediately coalesce
when the liquid between them drains.

Figure 32 – Surfactant moleculues partition to air-water interfaces to stabilize
thin films between bubbles.

The longevity of foam can be increased with the addition of surfactants, shown
in Figure 32, which act to reduce the surface tension at the interface and stabilize the
liquid lamellae. In porous media, foam can form by three distinct mechanisms: snap-off,
lamella division, and leave-behind.
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2.5.3.1. Snap-off
Strong foam forms from snap-off and lamella division, while leave-behind
processes only create weak foams. Gas-phase mobility can be greatly reduced due to
snap-off bubble generation, and it is believed to be the dominant mechanism of foam
generation in real porous media.43 The snap-off (or “capillary snap-off”) method is
similar to droplet generation in flow-focusing microfluidic designs: the gas phase enters
a small pore throat and is squeezed though until it expands at the leading surface (see
Figure 33).

Figure 33 – Snap-off mechanism of foam generation.

The resulting interfacial curvature creates a local pressure gradient that acts to
draw fluid into the throat, pinching off a bubble. Snap-off depends on pore geometry,
wettability, and capillary pressure at the pore scale.40,44
2.5.3.2. Lamellae division
Lamella division occurs when a bubble flows through a branching channel (see
Figure 34). The original bubble is split into two smaller bubbles that each enters a
branch of the channel.
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Figure 34 – Lamellae division mechanism of foam generation.

Lamella division requires the original bubble to be larger than the pore throat, a
lamella must already exist, and the bubble must be mobilized by a sufficient pressure
gradient.
2.5.3.3. Leave-behind
Leave-behind occurs when two gas fingers enter adjacent pore throats, coalesce,
and then leave behind a lens parallel to the direction of flow (see Figure 35). As gas
moves through lamellae get pushed out of the flow path, wetting adjacent grains and
spanning pore throats, and end up stratifying in the direction of flow.
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Figure 35 – Leave-behind mechanism of foam generation.

Foam formed from the leave-behind mechanism is usually continuous foam,
hence it does not generate much resistance to flow as the lamellae are oriented in the
direction of flow. Leave-behind occurs when there is a small pressure gradient that
does not reorient to allow other bubble-generation mechanisms to occur.
2.5.4. Foam stability
Foam is considered ‘metastable’ – that is, foam systems are rarely in their
lowest-energy state. Instead, they are kinetically trapped in a local energetic minimum,
unable to freely sample other configurations; foam is not significantly affected by
thermal fluctuations allowing it to rearrange.41 If you consider diffusion of gas between
adjacent bubbles (“coarsening”), it is not even a metastable system since it is
continually evolving. But, this diffusion process is slow, and many of the changes in
foam are time-dependent (e.g. viscous film drainage between adjacent cells), so it is
appropriate to identify some foams as "stable foams".
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Foam stability opposes two different processes: film thinning, coalescence (film
rupture), and diffusion.15 Film thinning describes the drainage of liquid from the
lamella between two bubbles, with no change in surface area. Coalescence is the
rupture of lamellae so that bubbles combine, reducing overall interfacial area and
correspondingly, interfacial energy. Diffusion occurs as pressure differences between
bubbles encourage mass-transfer from one bubble to another. The stability of foam
depends on a number of factors:


Gravity drainage



Capillary suction



Surface elasticity



Viscosity (bulk and surface)



Electric double-layer (EDL) repulsion



Dispersion force attraction



Steric repulsion
Surfactants are most commonly used to stabilize the thin films between bubbles,

but colloidal solids can also be used. Unlike amphiphilic surfactants, colloidal particles
position themselves at interfaces due to surface effects to best satisfy the solid-fluid
boundary condition (wettability).
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2.5.5. Foam destruction
Bubbles are destroyed by either the rupture of the liquid film separating them or
by the diffusion of gas between bubbles. Coalescence, or film rupture, is caused by
capillary suction which acts to drain liquid from a lamella. Films are stabilized by the
disjoining pressure which is the force acting to separate interfaces within the lamella.
As liquid is drained from the lamella it reaches a maximum disjoining pressure and the
film can rupture from mechanical perturbations.45
Diffusive-coarsening (also called bubble Ostwald ripening) occurs because small
bubbles have higher curvature, hence, a higher pressure according to the YoungLaplace equation.46

The pressure differential between bubbles of different size

provides a driving force for mass transport, and gas diffuses across lamellae to equalize
this pressure difference. In bulk foam this results in small bubbles diffusing away and
larger bubbles growing in size. In porous media, however, bubble-bubble curvature
depends more on grain geometry since lamellae span pores and must also satisfy
contact angles at the surface.

Chapter 3

Poly(allylamine)-citrate microcapsules

This project explores continuous synthesis and morphology control of silica
nanoparticle-coated poly(allylamine)-citrate (PAH-citrate) microcapsules via control of
fluid shear during the polymer-salt reaction.

The reactant solution was initially

deactivated with acid to prevent crosslinking so that the reaction initiated in-situ as the
aqueous phase contacted a Lewis base, trihexylamine, in the oleic phase. Aqueous pH
change activated multivalent citrate ions which cross-linked polyelectrolyte chains
under flow-focusing shear. Microcapsules generated on-device expressed a dimpled
surface morphology not previously seen in bulk-synthesis capsules.

This novel

microcapsule morphology is hypothesized to be due to mechanical shearing of PAHcitrate gel as it passes through the flow-focusing microfluidic geometry to be emulsified
in water-in-oil droplets. The introduction of silica nanoparticles coated the aggregates’
irregular surfaces and solidified their shapes for confocal microscope, TEM, and SEM
analysis.
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3.1. Microfluidic morphology control
Microfluidics systems have been studied with special interest in materials
synthesis applications. Multiple phases can be used to isolate reactions from each
other, tune reactant concentrations in-situ, and exploit microfluidic flow profiles to
generate unique structural morphologies not seen in bulk.
Polymerization of monomer in-situ is one way to create structures with unique
morphologies with microfluidics. Exposure masks of different patterns can polymerize
structures with different shapes, and morphologies such as Janus particles can be made
by selectively exposing a region at the interface between two co-flowing laminar
streams, as shown in Figure 36.

Figure 36 – Morphology control of polymer by UV light exposure in
microchannels.47

In addition to co-flowing laminar stream polymerization, multi-phase droplets
can introduce more spherical morphologies to the microfluidic synthesis toolbox. Nie et
al. showed the creation of Janus particles and three-phase particles by photoinitiated
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polymerization of emulsified droplets.48 A schematic of their system and pictures of
their resulting structures are shown in Figure 37.

Figure 37 – Three-phase Janus ternary structures created by microfluidic droplet
generation and UV curing.48

Microfluidic polymerization reactions are some of the most common
microfluidic reaction systems and can provide a wide variety of morphologies at the
microscale.

However, polymerization reactions are typically irreversible, the

crosslinking is initiated from an outside source (e.g. UV light), and morphologies formed
in polymer are unresponsive to the outside environment. Can similar microfluidic
particle design occur with droplet reactions to form pH-responsive gels and
microcapsules?
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3.2. Microcapsules
Morphology control of reaction-based microstructures is oftentimes complex as
the manipulation of reactants at small scales is difficult. Polymer-salt hydrogels are a
unique reactive system in that the polymer and crosslinker are bonded not by a
chemical reaction to form covalent bonds, but rather by electrostatic interactions
between the charged polymer and linking ions. Polymer-salt gels are referred to as
“aggregates” in solution and when introduced to negatively-charged silica nanoparticles
they form microcapsules with a core-shell structure.49 Benchtop reactions approach
microcapsule design from a chemistry standpoint – adjusting reactant charge ratios, ion
valency, and pH – to allow for some morphological control of aggregate coalescence and
result in microcapsules with tunable size and shell thickness. However, microfluidic
synthesis can address two limitations of the benchtop method: batch reactions can be
converted into continuous in-situ microcapsule generation, and aggregation/gelation
can be augmented by the precise fluid control of microfluidic systems.
3.2.1. Calcium-alginate
The polymer-salt gelation in this project is similar to that of the calcium-alginate
reaction which has been studied previously in microfluidic devices for microcapsule
morphology control; however, my approach is novel in the following ways:
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1. the charges are reversed: in our system a multivalent anion links cationic
polyelectrolytes,
2. the reactant materials are premixed together in a deactivated low pH solution
prior to injection,
3. the cross-linking is initiated not by a reaction with material in the continuous
phase but instead indirectly via an aqueous pH change due to oleic amines, and
4. the gelation reaction occurs under microfluidic shear which imparts unique
morphological differences in the resulting microcapsules compared to those from
bulk synthesis.
Figure 38 shows the chemical structure for alginate, a polysaccharide, and its
ionic interaction with calcium ions.

Figure 38 – Alginate and its interaction with Ca2+ cations.

Zhang

et

al.

previously

reported

microfluidic

gelation

of

alginate

microcapsules.50 They emulsified aqueous droplets in an oil phase containing crosslinking agent to initiate ionic cross-linking as the cross-linking agent diffused from the
oil into the droplets. Figure 39 shows two approaches to the reaction.
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Figure 39 – Reaction schematic for calcium-alginate microfluidic gelation.51

Calcium can either be injected with the aqueous phase as calcium carbonate or
be supplied from the oleic phase as calcium acetate. The diffusion-controlled reaction
resulted in ionic cross-linking of the polymer, forming a gel.

Figure 40 – Micrographs of alginate droplets cross-linked for different amounts of
time (top) and concentration (bottom).50
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Depending on droplet residence time, the structure of their resulting gel droplets
changed. A ‘skin’ developed on the outside of the droplet as the polymer began to gel,
and penetrated deeper over time.

Figure 41 – Micrographs of polystyrene beads encapsulated in alginate
capsules.50

This system was also demonstrated to encapsulate polystyrene beads, as shown
in Figure 41. By tuning the droplet size via flow rate adjustment, different numbers of
beads could be encapsulated in each alginate droplet. We hypothesized a similar
polymer-salt system developed here at Rice could be used to encapsulate PAH-citrate
aggregates in droplets.

3.3. Polymer-salt chemistry
Rana et al. published a paper in 2005 that introduced what was termed "tandem
self assembly" or "polymer aggregate templating".52 They used an ionically cross-linked
supramolecular aggregate of a cationic polymer and salt ions to self-assemble inorganic
nanoparticles into a shell, forming a capsule. This self-assembly was carried out at
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room temperature, in water, with relatively inexpensive precursors and demonstrated
an assembly mechanism that could be applied to many different nanoparticles and
polymers.

It also represented one of the most ‘environmentally friendly’ capsule

syntheses.
Polymer aggregates were found to form via counterion condensation between
the positively charged polymer chain and the negatively charged salt ions. This noncovalent association between reactants is novel because it can easily be reversed by
changing in the solution’s pH.
Rana et al. used poly(L-lysine) (PLL) as the polymer and ethylenediamine
tetraacetate (EDTA) or trisodium citrate as the ion. PLL at moderate pH is positively
charged due to the amine groups on the polymer backbone. Structure diagrams of PLL,
EDTA, and citrate are shown in Figure 42.

Figure 42 – Molecular structure of poly(L-lysine), EDTA, and citrate.

EDTA (acetate) is the conjugate base of ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid (acetic
acid), and is a water-soluble solid widely known for its ability to sequester metal ions.
At moderate pH, EDTA is negatively charged due to its carboxylic acid groups.
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3.3.1. R ratio
An overall charge ratio, R, was defined as the “total negative charge of the added
salt to total positive charge of the polymer.”

Equation 11

Here, [anion] and [polymer] are the concentration of the anions from the salt and
the concentration of polymer, respectively. The negative charge per anion and positive
charge per polymer chain are represented by z- and z+. The R ratio is seen to have a
strong influence on the polymer-salt aggregate growth rate.
3.3.2. PLL-EDTA reaction
Upon mixing PLL and EDTA at an R ratio of 10 the solution became slightly
turbid (milky white) due to the polymer-salt aggregation. After gently mixing for 10
seconds, the solution was aged for 30 minutes and then vortex mixed with colloidal
silica nanoparticles (13 ± 3 nm in diameter). The resulting solution immediately
increased turbidity as the aggregates interacted with the nanoparticles to form coreshell capsules with diameters approximately 1-4 µm. Microcapsule yield was estimated
to be 85-90%, and composed mostly of silica. A schematic of this polymer-salt system is
shown in Figure 43.
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Figure 43 – Polymer-salt aggregate and capsule synthesis.53

To further probe this synthesis, the PLL polymer was tagged with fluorescent
molecules of fluorescin isothiocyanate (FITC). This PLL-FITC reaction was observed via
confocal microscopy which showed globular aggregation after reaction with EDTA and
sharply defined microcapsule formation after introduction of silica nanoparticles. A
control experiment confirmed the need for polymer-salt aggregation in order to create
microcapsules; mixing silica nanoparticles and polymer without pre-aggregation only
resulted in randomly structured aggregates. The observation of a two-step “tandem
self-assembly” distinguished it from other capsule synthesis techniques such as
sacrificial templating via a layer-by-layer adsorption of colloidal particles.
Instead of layer-by-layer adsorption, the microcapsules formed by the technique
demonstrated by Rana et al. have shell thicknesses dependent on the penetration of the
colloidal silica into to the polymer-salt aggregate, due to electrostatic interactions.
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Figure 44 – Micrographs, SEM, and TEM images of microcapsules formed by
tandem self assembly. Scale bar is 5 micron.53

The resulting microcapsules (see Figure 44) were demonstrated to be
structurally robust under both centrifugation, drying, and under confocal, SEM, and
TEM conditions (in water and in vacuum), though they showed size contractions from
5-25% after drying depending on the counterion used (EDTA or citrate).
Shell thickness was found to depend on shell particle penetration into the preformed aggregates. The penetration was seen to rely on two factors: the crosslinking
density of the polymer-salt aggregate and the shell particle size. A higher crosslinking
density resists nanoparticle diffusion, and smaller nanoparticles more easily infiltrated
the aggregate. Smaller deposited nanoparticles (~1 nm oligomeric silicate clusters)
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penetrated deeper into the aggregates and resulted in thicker shells and in some cases
solid silica cores (see Figure 44, d,g,j).
The effect of counterion charge was investigated by comparing capsules formed
by either EDTA or citrate. EDTA has a natural charge of 4- at neutral pH, while citrate
has a charge of 3-. It was found that EDTA-derived capsules had thinner shell walls
versus citrate-derived capsules (~150-200 nm vs. ~250 nm).

When EDTA was

replaced by citrate ions, shell thickness was seen to decrease and the polymer was seen
to reside mostly in the shell walls. This was interpreted to be a result of the weaker
ionic cross-linking interaction within the polymer-salt aggregate, allowing it to collapse
or dissociate to preferentially bind to the shell nanoparticles. Again, this experiment
supports the argument that shell thickness is a function of shell particle penetration;
the higher crosslinking density of PLL-EDTA aggregates resisted penetration of the
deposited particles and resulted in thinner shells than the more weakly-bound PLLcitrate aggregates which formed thicker shells.
The “tandem self-assembly” synthesis by Rana et al. was generalized to other
polymers and salts, with mixed results. It appears the aggregation process is dependent
on the polymer’s molecular structure. Citrate was demonstrated to be a versatile anion
for this type of synthesis, being able to cross-link other polyamines including
poly(allylamine), poly(L-arginine), and polyethyleneimine, over a wide range of
polymer molecular weights ranging from 10-250 kDa. A general trend observed is that
aggregation occurs as long as the solution is below the polymer’s pKa, typically ~9.5-11
for these polyelectrolytes.
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To summarize, tandem self assembly is a general reaction scheme applicable to a
variety of polymers, salts, and nanoparticles. Aggregation occurs when the pH is below
the pKa value for polymer but still above the pKa value making the ions multivalent,
and shell thickness depends on nanoparticle penetration into the polymer-salt
aggregate.
3.3.3. PAH-citrate reaction
The PAH-citrate system is similar to the PLL-EDTA system in that both utilize a
polyelectrolyte (polymer) and multivalent ion.

Solution pH is important because

polymer-salt aggregates do not form unless the anion is in its multi-valent form (see
Figure 45). A study with citrate anions showed that aggregation did not occur at all
with monosodium and citric acid solutions (H3cit and H2cit-), but did occur when the pH
is such that the citrate is in its multi-valent form (Hcit2- and cit3-).

Figure 45 – pKa values for sodium citrate.54
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This makes intuitive sense if you consider the effective charge as the number of
binding sites; a tri-valent citrate anion can bind multiple polymer strands while
uncharged citric acid is essentially inactive.

3.4. Microfluidic PAH-citrate microcapsule synthesis
The previously discussed “tandem self assembly” describes a two-step reaction
scheme that I believe is not restricted to bulk batch synthesis. One can envision taking
the same reactants and applying them to a microfluidic reaction setting. The reaction of
poly(allylamine) hydrochloride (PAH) and trisodium citrate (cit) can be performed in a
multiphase microfluidic environment whereby water-in-oil droplets act as the reaction
vessels during the formation of polymer-salt (PAH-cit) aggregates. Furthermore, the
downstream addition of silica nanoparticles creates nanoparticle assembled capsules
(NACs), defining the aggregates’ size and shape. The confined microfluidic environment
is used to control the capsules’ size, morphology (shape), shell thickness, and
uniformity (monodispersity).
Recent work by Kini et al. has shown preliminary experiments reacting PAH and
citrate in a microchannel.55 His research has demonstrated in-situ polymer-salt gel
formation within a microchannel. A solution of PAH was brought into contact with a
solution of citrate at a microchannel junction, where the citrate ions were observed
diffusing into the polymer stream and initiating gelation. Gel morphology was seen to
depend on flow shear stresses, pH, and charge ratio.
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Figure 46 – In-situ gelation when PAH and citrate streams co-flow in a
microchannel.55

Figure 46 shows fluorescently tagged PAH reacting with citrate in a
microchannel. Channels were primed by flowing PAH in the center stream and distilled
water in the outside streams. Then the outside water streams were replaced by a citric
acid solution. Shear-thickening behavior was observed in the gel during its formation,
and the gel remained stable and in-place even after flow stopped.
Different gel structures were observed depending on the R-ratio and the
reactant flow rates. R-ratio (total anionic charge to total cationic charge) varied from
0.1 to 50 for a set concentration of PAH at 1 mg/mL, and flow rates varied from 0.025
mL/hr to 1500 mL/hr.
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Figure 47 – State diagram of structures observed as a function of flow rate and R
ratio.55

The state diagram in Figure 47 shows the different structures observed as a
function of R-ratio and reactant stream flow rate: a combination of aggregates, gels, and
droplets depending on the flow rate and R-ratio.

The general trend from these

experiments goes as follows: PAH-cit aggregate formation occurred immediately upon
reactant solution contact followed by irregularly-shaped non-spherical gel networks of
PAH-cit that develop into continuous gels, then finally citrate droplets emerged from
within the gel.
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Figure 48 – Polymer-salt gelation in microchannels. Fluorescently tagged
ploymer appears brighter after gelation, and shear the the interface caused
aggregates to combine into gels.56

As shown in Figure 48, the gelation of aggregates was proven to occur due to
shear stresses on adjacent aggregates causing them to combine. This observation is
also qualitatively confirmed by my own experience vortexing high-concentration PAHcit solutions: at high vortex speeds aggregates were observed to coalesce into a large
gel (several millimeters long); while at low or no vortexing the solution did not gel.
Similarly, the use of a probe sonicator that mixes using a high-velocity spinning
blade to shear the fluid created a thick gel on the probe tip. A sample of this gel was
taken and allowed to completely dry. After drying it resembled a smooth epoxy. Unlike
epoxy, however, it came apart after the addition of a low-pH (acidic) solution. The use
of this PAH-cit reaction under shear may be useful as a new material: a non-permanent
epoxy that dissociates when a low-pH solution is applied. Such a material might also
find applications for the in-situ generation of gels in microchannels (e.g. reversible
valving).
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3.4.1. Early attempts
3.4.1.1. Droplet-droplet coalescence
My initial intent to combine PAH and citrate reactants on-device was to have
droplets of each reactant coalesce within the microchannel. After aging within droplets
for a specified time those droplets would then be combined with droplets of silica
nanoparticles. Two separate flow-focusing patterns were designed to make water-inoil emulsions – one created droplets of PAH and the other created droplets of citrate.
These two emulsion streams met at a junction where the goal was to promote droplet
coalescence by quickly widening the microchannel so that downstream drops would
slow down and upstream drops would run into them. This method did work to combine
droplets, though further testing was needed to optimize the best flow rates and droplet
spacing.
The problem with this approach was that coalesced droplets were larger than
the microchannel dimensions; hence, the gelation reaction initiated while droplets were
in contact with the channel walls. This resulted in unwanted aggregation/gelation on
the channel surface, similar to the co-flowing PAH-citrate reaction in literature.55
Figure 49 shows an example of the PAH-citrate droplet coalescence and the resulting
(undesirable) gelation.
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Figure 49 – Droplet-droplet coalescense attempt and subsequent channel
gelation.

Gelation on channel walls caused further runaway gelation. After a PAH-citrate
aggregate gels on the wall, that area becomes hydrophilic. Any aqueous droplets
passing by will wet the gel and may deposit more material on the wall surface. This
causes a feedback loop whereby the initial gelation promotes further gelation until the
channel becomes completely clogged.
The same runaway gelation occurred with on-device introduction of the silica
nanoparticle solution. Figure 50 shows droplets of PAH and citrate encountering a
stream of silica nanoparticles.

Figure 50 – In-situ nanoparticle introduction attempt. Scale bar is 100 µm.

At the site of droplet coalescence gel is immediately formed on the channel walls,
and grows with time. The snake-like downstream channel was meant to mix droplets
as they moved downstream so that aggregates could combine.

Instead, since an

aqueous stream was formed, gelation was seen to occur at areas of high shear – the
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sharp bends in the channel – similar to what Kini et al. reported with PAH-citrate coflow.55
Another issue was the short residence time of droplets on the device – and by
extension the aggregate reaction time. Benchtop experiments report aggregate growth
up to 30 min or 1 hr, so droplets with shorter residence times likely exit the
microfluidic device with aggregates that are still growing. However, it is believed that
the introduction of silica nanoparticles “freezes” the aggregate sizes when they are
coated in particles, so as long as the droplet residence time is consistent, similar-sized
aggregates should be formed.
To increase residence time, a flow-focusing droplet generator was created with a
long downstream channel. Figure 51 shows a micromodel designed to retain droplets
during reaction using a switch-back downstream channel.

Figure 51 – PAH-cit wettability issues in a flow-focusing design with switchbacks.
Scale bar is 100 μm.
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This device was difficult to use since the long channel provided enormous flow
resistance. Often times the inlet tubing would pop off due excessive pressure.
Wettability issues were common at this stage of my research project, as Figure
51 shows. Such narrow channel dimensions meant that any dust, dirt, or gel on the
walls could destroy the emulsion and lead to phase-separated streaming. The Tjunction shown was intended to supply nanoparticle droplets but as already mentioned,
the combination of aggregates with nanoparticles caused gelation which eventually
blocked flow.
Surfactants were considered to better control droplet formation and stability,
however there was concern that surfactants might interfere with or participate in the
chemical reaction. Capsules observed under SEM from microfluidic droplet reactions
with Span 80 surfactant seemed to meld together and create porous globs with holes
where the capsule centers were located. Individual microcapsules were not seen.

3.5. Materials and methods
This project used poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) microfluidic devices were
prepared via the standard soft-lithography technique.57 Patterns were designed via
AutoCAD LT 2010 and converted to bitmap images. A maskless lithography machine
(Intelligent Micro Patterning SF-100, 5x5 μm/pixel) exposed the pattern to UV light on
a soft-baked 4” Si wafer (University Wafer) spin-coated with photoresist (MicroChem
SU-8 50) 50 μm thick. After exposure and hard-bake the master pattern was developed
with propylene glycol methyl ether acetate (Spectrum Chemical).
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PDMS (Dow-Corning Sylgard 184) mixed in a cross-linker to elastomer ratio of
1:10 was poured onto the master pattern, degassed under vacuum, and cured in an
oven at 80°C for 1 hr. Glass microscope slides were also spin-coated with PDMS at 5000
rpm for 30 sec and subsequently cured on a hotplate at 80°C for 1 hr. PDMS was then
peeled off the master, patterns were cut out, and holes for inlet and outlet tubing were
punched (Harris Uni-Core 1.20 mm). Both PDMS-coated slides and patterned PDMS
stamps were placed in an oxygen plasma cleaner (Harrick Plasma) for 20 sec at 520
mTorr then irreversibly bonded together. At this point the microfluidic devices were
hydrophilic. After tubing was added (Scientific Commodities PE/3) and secured with
epoxy (Hardman extra-fast setting) the devices were flooded with paraffin oil and
allowed to undergo hydrophobic recovery for over 24 hours.58
The R-ratio of a polymer-salt reaction is the ratio of charges on the polymer to
charges from ion species. Adjusting R-ratio affects electrostatic interactions during
reaction and aggregation and affects the resulting microcapsule size and shell thickness.
Poly(allylamine) hydrocholoride (PAH) (Sigma Aldrich 56,000 MW) or the FITC
fluorescent version (Sigma Aldrich) and trisodium citrate (Fischer Scientific) were
prepared to a stock concentration of 5 g/L and 20.9 g/L, respectively, to give an R-ratio
of 5.49 This R ratio was chosen because it produces aggregates with a growth rate
comparable to droplet residence time. Figure 52 shows the chemical structures of PAH
and citrate.
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Figure 52 – Chemical structures of PAH and citrate.

Bulk synthesis control experiments combined 5 mL of stock PAH with 12.5 mL of
trisodium citrate and immediately vortex-mixed for 10 sec to begin aggregation. The
solution immediately turned turbid upon mixing indicating the formation lightscattering aggregates.54 The addition of 12.5 mL of 1.2 wt-% silica nanoparticles
(Snowtex, 13 nm) created microcapsules similar to those reported in the literature.
The deactivated PAH-citrate solution used for microfluidic injection was
prepared by first lowering the pH for each stock solution to 2 via the addition of 1
normal hydrochloric acid (Sigma Aldrich), then combining PAH and citrate.

This

ensured no aggregate reaction occurred prior to injection into the microdevice. At this
pH, citrate ions were neutral or monovalent and could not link with multiple
polyelectrolyte chains so the solution is considered “deactivated”.
Trihexylamine (THA) (Sigma Aldrich) was combined in a 1:9 ratio with paraffin
oil (BDH white oil) for the oleic phase. Paraffin oil was chosen because its long chain
alkanes do not swell PDMS unlike smaller organic solvents and it readily solvates THA.
The THA-oil mixture can be considered a “basic oil” in that its purpose is 1) to
emulsify water-in-oil droplets and 2) to strip hydrogen ions from the acidic PAH-citrate
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solution. Charged molecules are not usually oleophilic, so finding a “basic oil” was
difficult. Amines are Lewis bases which can donate a lone pair of electrons and they can
also be decorated with alkane groups to make them oil soluble. Several “basic oils”
were

considered

including

triethylamine,

tripropylamine,

tributylamine,

tripentylamine, and trihexylamine. Of these, trihexylamine was the most oil soluble and
with a density closest to that of paraffin oil (0.79 g/cm3 for THA vs. 0.86 g/cm3 for
paraffin oil). THA-oil was not seen to phase-separate over time. Trihexylamine is also
the least water soluble (0.042 mg/L) and has the highest log octanol-water coefficient
(7.41) so we expect that THA does not significantly partition into the aqueous phase
during synthesis. Instead, we think that THA acts like a surfactant with its polar
nitrogen head in the aqueous phase and its three alkane tails remaining in the oleic
phase.

Its role is only to remove hydrogen ions from the acidic solution and is

otherwise not involved in the PAH-citrate reaction.
The deactivated PAH-citrate solution was injected via syringe pump (Harvard
Apparatus) at a flow rate of 0.10 mL/hr and the THA-oil phase was injected at a flow
rate of 1.00 mL/hr. Outflow was collected in a glass vial filled with 6 mL of 1.2 wt-%
colloidal silica nanoparticle solution (Snowtex). In-situ flow was monitored with an
inverted microscope (Olympus) with 4x, 10x, and 20x objectives (Olympus).

An

attached high-speed camera (Phantom) recorded video.
Collected samples were washed in DI water then centrifuged (Fischer Scientific)
at level 14 (5000 rpm) for up to 30 min to concentrate capsules for analysis. Confocal
microscope samples were prepared in cover-slip flow cells: double-sided tape (3M) was
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applied to two opposite edges of a cover slip and capped with another cover slip to form
a thin-slit. Approximately 35 μm of sample was deposited into the slit and then sealed
with epoxy (Hardman extra-fast setting).
Confocal microscope images were recorded via digital camera in bright field and
FITC-filter modes. SEM samples were drop-cast on aluminum SEM studs capped with
carbon tape, air-dried, then sputter-coated with gold or platinum at 11 nm thickness for
SEM imaging. SEM (JOEL) used beam strengths of 10 or 25 kV in high-vacuum.

3.6. Microfluidic synthesis scheme
The microcapsule synthesis in this work relies on the ability to initiate the
gelation/aggregation of PAH and citrate when the reacting system is under shear.
Furthermore, the reaction must be isolated from the channel walls so that adsorption
does not promote unwanted runaway gelation leading to device failure. The reaction
scheme in this paper recognizes two critical points:
1. PAH and citrate cannot gel when citrate is not multivalent49 – that is, at pH below
its divalent pKa value, and
2. a sheath fluid such as oil in a flow-focusing device can effectively isolate the
reacting aqueous species from microchannel walls so that unwanted gelation on
the wall surface does not clog the system.
Microcapsule synthesis can be divided into three important reactions. Figure 53
shows a schematic of the first reaction as droplets are generated.
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Figure 53 – Reaction scheme of droplet pH increase as the aqueous phase
contacts trihexylamine.

The first reaction is between the oil phase and the aqueous phase which is used
to raise the pH of the aqueous solution. This reaction involves an oleic Lewis base,
trihexylamine (THA), and aqueous hydronium ions (acidic water). As an amine, THA’s
lone-pair nitrogen can react with H+ in the aqueous phase, stripping off protons to make
the aqueous phase less acidic. As pH increases, citrate ions cross pKa thresholds so that
neutral or monovalent citrate species become di- or tri-valent. Like other acid-base
reactions, this pH-change reaction is expected to be fast (not rate limiting), however it
may be transport-limited by the diffusion of THA from bulk paraffin oil to the oil-water
interface. For small droplets with high surface area to volume ratios the THA transport
limitation becomes less important.
The second reaction is the ionic linking of cationic poly(allylamine) (PAH) and
anionic citrate ions. Citrate species can be neutral, mono-, di-, or tri-valent depending
on the solution pH. The pKa value describes the condition where citrate has half its
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species at one state and half at another. pKa values are 8.5 for PAH49 and 3.13, 4.76, and
5.40 for citrate.59 pH increases from 2 to about neutral pH.

Figure 54 – Droplet reaction of PAH and citrate.

Figure 54 shows a schematic of the second reaction. As pH increases from the
“deactivated state,” multivalent citrate ions are able to complex with multiple
poly(allylamine) chains, acting as cross-linkers which begin assembling polymer
networks (gels). These gels are referred to as “aggregates” which grow in size as
smaller aggregates coalesce. Aggregates have net positive surface charges and stop
growing as electrostatic forces repel further aggregation.54 Effects of R ratio (the ratio
of charges of citrate to PAH) on aggregate formation were reported previously by
Bagaria et al.49 It is this second aggregation reaction which we believe is affected by the
microfluidic fluid shear causing aggregates to stretch during their assembly.
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The final reaction is between negatively-charged silica nanoparticles and
positively-charged aggregates. Nanoparticle introduction forms microcapsules with
core-shell morphology and silica coatings. The nanoparticle penetration and shell
thickness depend on the R-ratio and nanoparticle charge.49 Previous studies have
shown that the introduction of nanoparticles effectively “freezes” the morphology of
aggregates in shape.

3.7. Results
Continuous microfluidic synthesis was shown to produce polymer-salt
microcapsules.

This was accomplished by deactivating the reactant solution and

initiating a pH change on-device. Flow-focusing droplet generation was observed insitu at rate of approximately 325 Hz. Emulsified droplets were not seen to contact the
microchannel walls and no gelation fouled the microchannel after emulsification.
Microcapsules generated via microfluidic device exhibited a wrinkled surface
morphology not previously observed from bulk PAH-citrate synthesis methods.
Aggregates are hypothesized to deform due to mechanical forces at the water-oil
interface where the aggregation reaction initiates and subsequent fluid-recirculation
within emulsified droplets. Upon introduction to the silica nanoparticle solution these
aggregates were “locked” into shape, expressing a wrinkled surface morphology. Figure
55 shows SEM results of collected microcapsules generated via microfluidic synthesis.
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Figure 55 – SEM images of microfluidic-generated wrinkled microcapsules with
core-shell morphology.

TEM images of produced microcapsules were also obtained. Figure 56 shows
the silica nanoparticle shell coating two adjacent capsules.
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Figure 56 – TEM image of the edge of a PAH-citrate microcapsule showing the
silica nanoparticle coating. Scale bar is 200 nm.

Some gelation was observed to occur at the point of aqueous-oil contact
upstream of the flow-focusing throat. Here the acidic PAH-citrate solution makes first
contact with the THA-oil phase and the pH increases enough to create multivalent
citrate species which begin associating with PAH chains. Figure 57 shows shear induced
gelation similar to that of Kini et al.55 due to recirculation of the aqueous phase prior to
transport through the flow-focusing throat.
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Figure 57 – Gelation due to recirculation within the aqueous stream. Scale bar is
50 µm.

The aqueous phase has a much lower flow rate than the continuous oil phase so
water is dragged along with rapidly-moving oil at the interface. This asymmetric
velocity profile causes the aqueous stream to recirculate due to viscous forces. This
recirculation brings higher pH water from the interface back to areas of relatively
stagnant flow so gel forms. When gels become too large, however, they are swept into
fast-moving streamlines and carried through the orifice into droplets. Gel that forms
closer to the oil-water interface dissociates as low pH solution is convectively
replenished from upstream.

3.8. Discussion
3.8.1. Microcapsule morphology
We believe the unique morphologies of these microfluidic-generated capsules
are due to shear effects as aggregates are reacting and stretched through the flow-
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focusing throat and as they recirculate in emulsified droplets. Kini has already shown
that PAH-citrate gelation is shear-dependent and higher shear is able to more
effectively bring aggregates together in solution.55 In our system we propose that shear
also plays a role in aggregation by coaxing larger aggregates to combine whereas
previously they would remain separated by electrostatic repulsion.
Traditional PAH-citrate aggregate growth occurs via coalescence as smaller
aggregates combine into larger aggregates.54 When aggregates approach a limiting size
their net electrostatic surface charges repel further coalescence. Aggregate growth is
seen to plateau in size over time, asymptotically approaching a maximum size. This
may indicate that initial coalescence allows for two similarly-sized aggregates to
combine into an aggregate up to twice as large as the initial aggregates but late-state
aggregation may only occur between large aggregates and relatively smaller aggregates
which negligibly increase the resulting aggregate size. This theory is also supported by
the underlying electrostatic interactions: a large aggregate is more likely to complex
with a smaller aggregate since the electrostatic repulsion between the two bodies is
minimized. Since shear has been reported to overcome such electrostatic barriers to
coalescence, increased shear may allow for larger aggregates to combine so that the
resulting microaggregate is an amalgamation of several large aggregates.
The wrinkled morphology may be a result of several large aggregates coalescing
under shear. Whereas the addition of small aggregates would result in a smooth
surface as its gel network is quickly incorporated into the bulk aggregate, the addition
of large aggregates would result in a “lumpy” aggregate with a longer timescale of
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incorporation.

Because the reaction/droplet residence time is short, silica

nanoparticles are introduced which coat the aggregates before they can rearrange into
more spherical shapes, effectively locking in the irregular morphology.
Phase separation of water and oil occurred in the outlet tubing; microdroplets
formed via flow-focusing did combine in the outlet tubing to form larger water-in-oil
droplets en route to the silica nanoparticle solution. This suggests that if THA were
acting as a surfactant with its polar head in the aqueous phase and three hydrophobic
tails in the oleic phase it is not a very strong surfactant; it is unable to stabilize the oil
film as two water droplets come together.
Where outlet tubing immersed in silica nanoparticle solution water-in-oil
droplets remained immersed in the oil phase until the aqueous phase and oil phase
separated. As oil floated to the top of the water the aqueous microdroplets would sink
to the bottom of the oil phase; when the oil film thinned enough between the droplet
and bulk aqueous phase the emulsion would burst as a white/turbid/cloudy phase
emerged. This same turbidity is characteristic of the bulk reaction between PAH and
citrate: the solution immediately became cloudy upon mixing.

3.9. Supporting experiments
3.9.1. pH change
pH paper verified that reactant solution was acidic with a pH of 2, and aqueous
solution after contact with THA-oil had a pH about neutral. Attempts were made to
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quantify the pH of droplets as they traveled through the microfluidic device by adding
pH dye to the deactivated PAH-citrate solution, but the path-length through the
droplets was too short and droplets moved too quickly to accurately measure droplet
color. In a droplet the pH change is expected to occur fast due to
1. the relatively smaller volume of the droplet compared to the surface area at the
oil-water interface,
2. microfluidic droplet convection, and
3. evidence of aggregate reaction at time-scales shorter than the droplet residence
time in contact with the THA-oil.
THA-oil was shown to increase the pH of deactivated PAH-citrate solution (pH 2)
in bulk solution. Faint yellow PAH-citrate with bromocresol green pH indicator dye
changed to a deep blue at the interface of THA-oil indicating an increase in pH. Over
time this color change spread throughout the aqueous phase with a smooth color
gradient from blue to green to yellow away from the interface due to the slow diffusion
rate. The final solution was blue, indicating a pH over 5 for equal volumes of THA-oil
and PAH-cit solution starting at a pH of 2.
3.9.2. Reaction timescale
The timescale of PAH-citrate aggregation was investigated so that flow-rates and
microchannel geometry could be tuned to ensure droplet residence time was sufficient
to both increase the pH of the reaction solution and allow time for aggregation. In the
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limiting case of an instantaneous pH change upon PAH-citrate and THA-oil contact, how
quickly can aggregates form?
PAH and citrate were mixed in bulk at an R-ratio of 5 and immediately observed
under a microscope. Aggregates were seen to have been formed faster than the time it
took to prepare a slide and put it under the microscope. So, PAH and citrate were
injected from opposite sides of a flow cell slide and observed at their interface.
Immediately upon contact aggregates were seen to form (<1 sec). The “pH front” could
be seen diffusing through the sample over the course of minutes. Aggregates would
form at the interface then disappear as they moved via Brownian motion towards the
low-pH side. A similar experiment combined THA-oil and fluorescent PAH-FITC-citrate
at low pH on microfluidic device to co-flow through a straight channel with no orifice.
After flow rates were stopped, fluorescent aggregates were seen to form at the oilwater interface. This shows that aggregates form quickly, well within the timescales
experienced on-device.
3.9.3. Pendant drop reaction
A pendant drop experiment was performed to determine the interfacial tension
between the low-pH PAH-citrate and THA-oil phases. After a droplet was formed it was
seen to pucker and some sort of emulsion developed at the interface, which sank to the
bottom of the droplet. Figure 58 shows an image of the pendant-drop reaction. At the
transparent center of the droplet a few emulsion droplets can be seen. Over time, these
droplets moved around within the pendant drop.
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Figure 58 – PAH-citrate solution at low pH reacting with trihexylamine oil.

The pendant drop could be seen shedding material (aggregates?), shown as the
dark wispy material below the drop, which sank to the bottom of the oil bath. It is
currently unclear what the additional phase is.

3.10. Conclusion
Microcapsules

exhibiting

novel

wrinkled

surface

morphologies

were

continuously generated in-situ in a microfluidic flow-focusing device. Poly(allylamine)
and citrate reactants were injected as a mixed solution, but deactivated at low pH, so
that multivalent ion-polyelectrolyte aggregation could not begin until reactants were
flow-focused into emulsified droplets. Ionically-linked aggregates began to form as the
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aqueous phase contacted trihexylamine in the oil phase, raising the pH to create
multivalent citrate species, and aggregates continued to coalesce within water-in-oil
emulsion droplets. Fluid shear occurred as the water-oil interface was dragged into the
flow-focusing throat by viscous forces and as fluid was convected within microdroplets.
We propose that the barrier of PAH-citrate aggregate coalescence is electrostatic
repulsion, and that increased shear in out microfluidic device allows for large
aggregates to combine with other large aggregates. This coalescence results in more
lumpy aggregates than if the aggregation was between aggregates of disparate size,
which likely occurs in bulk synthesis, hence the resulting aggregates remain “wrinkled”
after being coated with silica nanoparticles, locking-in their irregular, non-spherical
morphologies.

3.11. Future work
3.11.1. Reversible gel valving
The problems encountered with initial experiments where runaway gelation
resulted in clogging the flow path may be useful if such gels can be placed where
desired in microfluidic devices to be used as in-situ valves. PAH-citrate gels are a novel
material for such an application because they form at interfaces – which can be welldefined in laminar flow – and because PAH-citrate gels dissociate when pH is dropped
below citrate’s multivalency pKa. This allows for microfluid flow to set-up gels by
adjusting flow rates to place interfaces where a blocking valve is desired, then to later
remove it under acidic flow when it is no longer needed.
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A microfluidic device was created test the in-situ gelation of PAH and citrate for
the application of on-demand valving. Figure 59 shows the device as water and dyed
water are co-flowed from left to right.

Figure 59 – Water and dyed water (yellow) co-flowing through a device designed
to gel at the liquid-liquid interface.

The overall device looks like an “X” with a pinched center. Each fluid enters and
exits on the same side, and the stream interface is determined by the relative flow rate
of each stream. Figure 59 shows equal flow rates with the interface centered in the
middle of the channel. Gelled barriers are expected to form between diamonds.
The study of aggregates may also be related to the flow of other “soft” material in
microchannels. Blood cells are one such example. Figure 60 shows how blood cells can
deform when flowing in narrow tubes.
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Figure 60 – Micrograph tracings of red cell tracers in a ghost-cell suspension in
tube flow. The cell is shown through time without rotation.60

Studying the morphology of soft material like blood cells might benefit from
looking at similar synthetic soft materials like the PAH-citrate gels which could be
tuned to have different structural characteristics. Flowing gels through microfluidic
channels may provide insight into how such soft structures deform under different flow
conditions.
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Chapter 4

Visualizing oil displacement with foam
in a microfluidic device with
permeability contrast

Foam mobility control and novel oil displacement mechanisms were observed in
a microfluidic device representing a porous media system with layered permeability.
Foam was pre-generated using a flow-focusing microfluidic device and injected into an
oil-wet, oil-saturated 2-D PDMS microfluidic device. The device is designed with a
central fracture flanked by high-permeability and low-permeability zones stratified in
the direction of injection. A 1:1, 1% blend of alpha olefin sulfonate 14-16 (AOS) and
lauryl betaine (LB) surfactants produced stable foam in the presence of paraffin oil. The
oil saturation and pressure drop across the microfluidic device were measured as a
function of time and the injected pore volume, indicating an increase in apparent
viscosity for foam with an accompanying decrease in oil saturation. In contrast to the
control experiments, foam was shown to more effectively mobilize trapped oil by
increasing the flow resistance in the fracture and high-permeability zones and by
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diverting the surfactant solution into adjacent low-permeability zones. The foam was
observed to separate into gas-rich and aqueous-rich phases depending on matrix
permeability, suggesting that it is not appropriate to treat foam as a homogeneous
dispersion of gas and liquid.
In foam studies, the confined geometry of microfluidic devices allows wellcontrolled foam generation with tunable foam texture (bubble size), foam quality (gas
fraction), and flow rates (pore volume throughput). Ma et al. have previously
demonstrated improved mobility control when using foam in the displacement of water
from a water-wet micromodel.34 Though several studies have examined binary
wetting/non-wetting fluid systems in porous media, it is still unclear how a multi-phase
(oil/water/gas) system behaves, especially in fractured systems. As yet there is no
complete and rigorous understanding of the mechanisms that govern foam transport in
porous media; hence, we provide direct visual observations of relevant foam transport
and oil displacement phenomena in porous media. This paper extends the
understanding of foam behavior in porous media with
1. a multi-phase (oil/water/gas) system,
2. an oil-wet microfluidic device,
3. different parallel permeability layers, and
4. stable foam in the presence of oil.
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4.1. Preliminary work
The original fractured porous media micromodel was a 2D system with a single
fracture down the center and homogeneous porous media (circle grains in a square
lattice) on either side. It was used to investigate the effect of viscosity on the sweep in a
fractured system and to eventually compare low-IFT flooding to high viscosity flooding
to examine the differences in sweep profile.

Figure 61 – Fractured porous media micromodel used in glycerol flooding
experiments saturated in oil (pink) with circular grains.

The micromodel was oil-wet PDMS, initially saturated in oil. It was swept with
water, glycerol, and solutions of water and glycerol. Glycerol has a viscosity of 1412
cP.61
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Figure 62 – Fractured porous media swept with 80% glycerol solution.

Figure 63 – Fractured porous media swept with 90% glycerol solution.
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Figure 64 – Fractured porous media swept with pure glycerol.

This was the first project to tackle the problem of defining oil saturation in a
micromodel system. It was discovered that simple subtraction of the green channel
from the red channel could produce an image with high contrast between the oil (pink)
and the rest of the image. The oil saturation was quantified by counting pink pixels
from frame to frame, and normalized to the number of pink pixels in the original frame
fully saturated in oil prior to flooding.
Plotting the oil saturation over time showed interesting sweep profiles. For a
pure glycerol sweep (Figure 64) the initial oil saturation slope was linear as glycerol
flooded the fracture. As the porous media displacement front caught up to the camera
field-of-view the slope sharply decreased. The linear slope indicated a plug-like sweep.
At breakthrough (when the flooding fluid first reaches the edge of the screen) over 67%
of the initial oil was displaced by glycerol. 90% glycerol flooding only displaced about
15% of the oil at breakthrough, but does a good job of sweeping the entire porous
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media section with piston-like displacement leaving only 5% oil behind. 80% glycerol
flooding only displaced 10% of the oil at breakthrough, and had the least piston-like
displacement. The fracture was flooded first, then the porous media was flooded, but
much of the oil was bypassed.
4.1.1. Data processing

Figure 65 – Early data processing used to identify oil in recorded video.

It should be noted that in this system the porous media was very permeable so
that the capillary number of the porous media is almost the same as the narrow
fracture. Fracture-matrix effects would likely be exaggerated in systems with greater
permeability contrast.
4.1.2. Miscible displacement
During the preparatory stages of micromodel experiments involving oil, porous
media saturated in porous media is flooded with dyed paraffin oil (red). Figure 66
shows a micrograph of this process.
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Figure 66 – Miscible displacement from left to right of paraffin oil by red-dyed
paraffin oil at the end of the device. Scale bar is 1 mm.

Figure 67 – Miscible (oil-oil) displacement with a fracture at the middle of the
device. The dark-bordered losenge shape at the right-hand side is an air bubble.
Scale bar is 1 mm.

This is an example of miscible displacement – oil displacing oil, and gives an
intuitive sense of the streamlines within the porous media. Notice that the streamlines
bend towards the outlet channel near the end of the micromodel, yet remain parallel to
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the fracture closer towards the middle (see Figure 67). This end effect becomes
important during foam flooding where pressure drops from fracture to matrix allow for
fluids to displace oil in the porous medium.

4.2. Fractured porous media micromodel
Micromodels afford a great deal of flexibility in specifying the design of porous
media. Essentially, if you can generate a bitmap pattern of it, you can fabricate a
micromodel. With our equipment we are limited to 2-D systems with a constant
channel height and the resolution of the Intelligent Micro Patterning lithography
machine is limited to 5x5 µm per pixel (10x10 µm or 20x20 µm in practical use).

Figure 68 – Various porous media designs considered.

Many porous media designs were considered (see Figure 68). AutoCAD LT 2010
does not export curved patterns very well, often requiring manual touch-ups to the
image, and shapes like circles become very pixilated at small scales. Since small grain
sizes are more representative of the grain sizes and permeability in real porous media I
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chose to use square grains with tapered corners in a square lattice. This resulted in the
smallest porous media that could accurately be reproduced via lithography.

Figure 69 – A) Conceptual schematic of an analogous reservoir section. B)
Stitched-image micrograph of the PDMS micromodel, saturated in oil (pink).
Scale bar is 1 mm.62

4.3. Materials and methods
Two microfluidic devices were used in this work: one to pre-generate foam and
the other to observe fluid transport and oil displacement in porous media. Microfluidic
devices were prepared via a standard soft lithography process.57 Approximately 4 mL
SU-8 50 photoresist was deposited on a fresh 100 mm test-grade silicon wafer
(University Wafer) and spin-coated to a thickness of 50 μm.55 The photoresist was
cured in a pattern (designed in AutoCAD LT 2010) with UV light via a maskless
lithography machine (Intelligent Micro Patterning SF-100, 5x5 μm/pixel) and
developed using propylene glycol methyl ether acetate (Spectrum Chemical).
Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (Slygard 184 PDMS in a 1:10 crosslinker to elastomer ratio)
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was deposited on this master pattern and cured in an oven at 80°C for 1 hr, peeled off,
cut, and hole-punched for tubing (Uni-Core 45 μm, Harris). PDMS stamps and PDMScoated glass microscope slides (spin-coated at 5000 RPM for 30 sec) were then exposed
to oxygen plasma (Harrick Plasma) for 20 sec and irreversibly bonded. Polyethylene
tubing (PE/3, Scientific Commodities) was added and secured with epoxy (extra fast
setting, Hardman). Porous media micromodels were flushed with a dyed paraffin oil
(CAS 8012-95-1, VWR) and allowed to rest for 24+ hours to undergo hydrophobic
recovery in the presence of oil.27 Paraffin oil was chosen as a model oil because it does
not significantly swell PDMS. At the conditions used in these experiments, the PDMS did
not deform under pressure or swell due to solvent imbibition. Foam-generating devices
used uncoated glass slides (no PDMS) and were immediately flushed with DI water
following bonding to retain hydrophilicity.34

Figure 70 – Schematic of the experimental set-up including a water-wet flowfocusing foam generator and porous media micromodel. Scale bars are 100 μm.62

Foam was pre-generated via a flow-focusing microfluidic design, which
produced monodisperse bubbles in series prior to injection into porous media.
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Adjusting the supplied fluid flow rates (syringe pump or gas pressure regulator)
allowed tunable foam quality and texture (volumetric gas : liquid ratio and bubble
size).32 A flow-focusing design squeezed the gas and surfactant solution through an
orifice at sufficient shear rates to pinch off bubbles. These bubbles flowed single-file to
the transfer tubing connecting the foam generator and micromodel. The transfer tubing
diameter, tubing length, surfactant, and injected fluid flow rates were designed for
minimal foam destruction en route to the porous media micromodel.
The gas and liquid flow rates were set low enough that pressure drops were
representative of the values observed in actual reservoir systems and with a gas to
liquid ratio and total flow rate both high enough to ensure that the foam did not phaseseparate or undergo significant gravity drainage in the transfer tubing. Typical flow
rates were 0.05–1.00 mL/hr. Injected fluids included single-phase water (water flood
control), surfactant solution (surfactant flood control), single-phase gas (air flood
control), water/gas co-injection (analogous to WAG), and foam. We framed the
water/gas co-injection as a water-alternating-gas (WAG) experiment because at the
microscale, air and water injected without surfactant phase-separated into alternating
slugs. Simulations have shown that the apparent viscosity resulting from WAG injection
approaches the apparent viscosity of co-injection as the WAG slug size decreases.63
Inversely, in this paper, co-injection creates micro-slugs; however, this distinction
emphasizes the phase separation observed at the pore scale and its effect on oil
displacement.
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Because the bubbles had a characteristic diameter larger than the micromodel
channel depth (squished disks), individual bubbles could be distinguished and
quantified, with the caveat that this system cannot represent the true “bulk” foam that
may be found in large-aperture natural fractures because the fracture in this
micromodel is more akin to a thin slit. In the high-permeability matrix, the pore-throat
was twice the channel depth (105 μm), and in the low-permeability matrix, the porethroat was half the channel depth (20 μm). Both matrix regions had tapered-corner
square grains arranged in a square lattice (see Figure 70). Permeabilities are much
higher than those found in reservoir rock, however they are typical of EOR micromodel
experiments. High permeabilities are the result of a grain spacing chosen to allow fluids
to be visualized at a scale that can both distinguish fluid phases in the narrow pore
throats and also capture the overall behavior and interaction of all three permeability
zones simultaneously.64,65

To minimize capillary end effects, which cause liquid

retention in porous media immediately before an increase in permeability, the
micromodel is long in the direction of flow, and data from the region near the outlet
were not analyzed.66

Pore
Throat
Fracture
Highpermeability
Lowpermeability

380 x
50 μm
105 x
50 μm
20 x 50
μm

Porosity

Permeability

Measured critical
displacement pressure
for air

Measured critical
displacement pressure
for surfactant

–

223 darcy

<0.01 psi

<0.01 psi

39.7%

47 darcy

0.13 psi

0.02 psi

27.5%

24 darcy

0.23-0.46 psi

0.03-0.60 psi

Table 3 – Relevant pore throat dimensions, porosity, permeability estimates, and
experimentally measured critical displacement pressures at which oil began to
be displaced from each permeability region.
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Prior to the experiment, pre-generated foam and dyed paraffin oil (Oil Red O,
saturated, filtered 0.45 μm) were injected from opposite ends of the micromodel so that
both substrates flowed out the drain until stable foam developed in the transfer tubing.
Oil injection at this time provided a slight backpressure so that surfactant could not
adsorb onto the porous media before the experiment commenced. “Stable foam” was
defined by a lack of visible liquid separation in the transfer tubing and the observation
of consistent bubble sizes at the entrance. Data collection began when the drain tubing
was clamped and the outlet was opened to atmospheric pressure. The output was
collected using a glass vial. A new micromodel was used for every experiment involving
surfactant to eliminate possible alterations of the surface wettability due to surfactant
adsorption. Each experiment lasted approximately 15 minutes.
The surfactant solution comprised a 1:1 mixture of 1% alpha olefin sulfonate 1416 (AOS) and 1% lauryl betaine (LB), both adjusted to the ionic strength of seawater
with NaCl. This surfactant was chosen because it showed good foam stability even in the
presence of paraffin oil, but it was not optimized for low interfacial tension with the oil.
Interfacial tensions (IFTs) between the three phases were measured using a pendant
drop method (CAM 200, KSV)67 and found to be γgw = 19.00 ± 0.13 mN/m, γgo = 21.76 ±
0.02 mN/m, and γow = 1.16 ± 0.01 mN/m, where the subscripts g, w, o, represent the air,
surfactant solution, and oil phases, respectively. The addition of red dye (Oil Red O) to
the oil phase was not observed to affect the surfactant-oil interfacial tension.
Pressure data were recorded using a pressure transducer with a 0–3.2 psi
diaphragm (P61,Validyne). Additional holes were punched in the micromodel at the
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porous media entrance and exit, and polyethylene tubing was inserted and secured
with epoxy. Because trapped bubbles can result in signal lag, the pressure tubing and
transducer chambers were flushed with paraffin oil until air ceased to exit the bleed
valve screw holes and then sealed.

Figure 71 – Camera software, MATLAB, and Fluigent programs used during an
experiment.

As shown in Figure 71, many computer programs were needed; MATLAB,
Fluigent pressure controller, and Phantom camera software were all used
simultaneously. Pressure data were recorded via MATLAB script every 0.1 sec for the
duration of each experiment. The total pressure drop across the 20-cm micromodel was
typically 0-1.8 psi (max 2.9 psi/ft), with foam floods exhibiting the highest pressures.
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4.3.1. Analysis
The oil saturation was determined via image processing of recorded video in
MATLAB with the assumption of a 2-D fluid system. Each pixel was assumed to
represent a single-phase fluid volume (no vertical fluid overlap in the 50-μm channel
depth), with pink pixels representing oil. For each low-permeability, high-permeability,
and fractured section, the fraction of oil present was calculated by dividing the current
oil pixel count by the initial oil pixel count when completely saturated with oil
(immediately prior to experimentation). Pink pixels representing oil were identified by
subtracting the video’s green channel from the red channel and applying a threshold
cutoff. This procedure corrected for brightness and gave a good contrast compared to
the background. The appropriate threshold value was selected by comparing the
original and threshold images, to produce the best visual interpretation of the
remaining oil. Minor errors in quantifying oil saturation may have arisen from the
curved fluid interfaces, which displayed light-refracted “rainbow” artifacts (pink pixels
that were not oil) or thick lamellae (more prominent in gas/oil interfaces), and from
poorly distinguishing the oil’s pink color (this error was minimized by maintaining
identical microscope illumination and contrast settings across experiments). Despite
these uncertainties, the quantified oil saturation values showed good agreement with
visual interpretations of the remaining oil.
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4.4. Experimental results
4.4.1. Overview of oil displacement
In contrast to control floods (water flood, gas flood, and WAG), foam was the
only injection that effectively displaced oil from the low-permeability zone. Oil
displacement and injected sweep comparisons for the water flood, WAG, and foam
cases after 4 min are shown in Figure 73. Without the mobility control provided by
foam, oil (red) was displaced only from the most permeable regions: the fracture and
the high-permeability zone. Water flooding was unable to overcome the capillary entry
pressures of the matrix regions except at high flow rates. Foam provided good sweep
and displacement of oil in both high-permeability and low-permeability zones. The
trends in total oil saturation were similar to the trends in core and sandpack
experiments in the literature68,69; however, the micromodel experiments in this work
could resolve the source of produced oil in a heterogeneous system (see Figure 72).

Figure 72 – Oil displacement for each micromodel section compared for water,
gas, and foam flooding.
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Unlike traditional experiments, these micromodel experiments can directly
show how oil is displaced differently in each permeability zone and how different
sweep profiles emerge using different injection schemes. Figure 74 shows oil saturation
vs. time (or pore volume) in each permeability region. Water flooding displaced oil only
from the fracture. WAG flooding resulted in better recovery, but oil tended to be
mobilized only when water slugs increased resistance in the most permeable regions;
otherwise, injected fluids streamed past the trapped oil. Foam flooding displaced oil
best in all regions and was the only injection scheme able to effectively displace oil from
the low-permeability matrix. This experiment showed direct visual details of multiphase fluid transport during the foam displacement of trapped oil in an oil-saturated,
oil-wet system with stratified permeability zones.
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Figure 73 – Stitched-image comparisons of A) water flooding, B) water/air
flooding without surfactant (WAG), and C) foam flooding at 4 min. Areas of red
indicate unswept oil.62
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Figure 74 – Oil saturation measured as a function of time (bottom axis) and pore
volume (PV, top axis) for the overall micromodel, the fracture region, the high
permeable matrix, and the low permeable matrix. Foam is best able to reduce oil
saturation in the low-permeable region.62

4.4.2. Fracture zone
In all experiments, the fracture was swept immediately and completely, as it was
the most permeable zone. In the water flooding control experiment, only oil in the
fracture was displaced: the rest remained trapped in the porous matrix. After the initial
waterfront passed through the fracture, the trailing water stream would “thin” from the
edges of the fracture in some experiments as oil was imbibed due to the micromodel’s
oil-wet surface (the increase in fracture oil saturation from 1 to 3 PV for the water
flooding case is due to oil-favorable wettability). For WAG, spikes in the fracture oil
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saturation are due to slugs of oil entering the microscope’s limited field of view from
upstream. In general, there was no oil in the fracture after the initial injection front
passed, though oil occasionally entered the fracture from the matrix due to local
pressure fluctuations.
Figure 75 shows a finely textured foam in the fracture. Small bubbles easily pass
through pore throats in the high-permeability matrix and can more-easily enter the
low-permeability matrix as well.

Figure 75 – Finely textured foam in the fractured three-permeability zone
micromodel. AOS:LB 1:1, 1% seawater ionic strength.

Such finely textured foam was necessarily pre-generated, and Figure 75
represents a case where foam might be generated in a low-permeability zone which
then exists into a fractured region in heterogeneous systems.
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4.4.3. High-permeability zone
The high-permeability region flooded after the fracture. The capillary entry
pressure for the pore throats in the high-permeability region must be exceeded to
displace the oil. For the water flooding experiments, this process required higher flow
rates; otherwise, water streamed only through the fracture. The WAG injection
streamed gas through the fracture until an occasional slug of water passed through,
which then increased the local pressure enough to divert some fluid into the highpermeability matrix. Though WAG injection ultimately improved the displacement of oil
from the high-permeability region, it came at the cost of wasting large volumes of
injected fluid. Water and air phase-separated into streams in the high-permeability
region and bypassed much of the adjacent oil. Residual oil lamellae were abundantly
observed along the flow direction. Foam was the most efficient at displacing oil from the
high-permeability region, resulting in only 13.7% oil saturation after 4 minutes,
compared to 97.6% for water flooding and 24.2% for WAG.
Figure 76 shows foam in the high-permeability matrix. Trapped oil is seen
wetting the pore walls.
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Figure 76 – Finely textured foam in the high-perm region.

Large bubbles blocked flow paths while bubbles smaller than the pore throats
were mobilized through the matrix.
4.4.4. Low-permeability zone
The low-permeability matrix was the most difficult region to sweep and
represented the most interesting zone to consider for EOR applications. In the water
flooding control experiment, no oil was displaced from the low-perm region. Even at
extremely high flow rates, which would be unrealistic in an actual reservoir, water
could displace oil only from microfractures, which are defect regions with slightly wider
pores (see Figure 79). WAG flooding occasionally pushed into the low-permeability
region but was also constrained to those microfractures and the few pores immediately
downstream, bypassing most of the oil. This phenomenon illustrates just how sensitive
the non-wetting fluid path is to capillary effects. A marginally wider pore spacing can
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allow fluid to bypass adjacent oil. Furthermore, this micromodel represents
permeability contrasts at the lower limit: in real heterogeneous (or fractured)
reservoirs, higher permeability contrasts would exacerbate this problem.
Foam injection swept the most oil from the low-permeability region; however,
foam phase separation was visually observed, suggesting that the majority of lowpermeability oil displacement occurred due to the liquid fraction of the foam. Foam left
only 25.1% oil saturation remaining in the low-perm region after 4 min (~3.2 PV).
Foam clearly showed superior oil displacement in the least permeable region, where
most trapped oil is expected to remain after secondary recovery (water flooding).
Foam was shown to mobilize significantly more oil than both water flooding and
gas flooding (only 25.1% oil saturation after 4 min vs. 53.0% for WAG and 98.3% for
water flooding). These trends are consistent with similar micromodel and core70
studies, as well as with current understandings of foam behavior.71 These microscale
observations at the pore-length scale help elucidate the mechanisms responsible for the
large differences observed in recovery for water floods, gas floods, WAG, and foam
floods on the macro-scale. Additionally, we demonstrate superior performance by foam
compared to water/air co-injection under the same conditions as the foam injection but
without surfactant (analogous to WAG).
Since the micromodel was oil-wet, many oil leave-behind lamellae could be seen
in the low-permeability region (see Figure 77).
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Figure 77 – Oil trapped in pore-throats. Leave-behind lamellae. AOS:LB 1:1 1%,
seawater ionic strength. Low-perm section.

In areas near the middle of the micromodel the dominant pressure gradient is
parallel to the fracture; hence, oil that is mobilized will be pushed to the side from flow
paths to wet the adjacent pore throats. The result is many leave-behind lamellae
arranged in the direction of pressure drop.
Near the beginning of the micromodel, there is a pressure-gradient into the lowpermeability matrix, and surfactant enters first.
surfactant (see Figure 78).

Later, gas also enters after the
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Figure 78 – Surfactant and air in the low-perm region.

Gas was relatively rare in the low-permeability zone, and was only observed to
enter in regions already swept by surfactant. At long times the preferred arrangement
of bubbles was to have one bubble at each pore body, arranged in a square lattice.

4.5. Discussion
4.5.1. Minimum capillary entry pressure
Fluid transport in our micromodel is dominated by the capillary entry pressure
(CEP), the critical pressure drop needed for fluid to move through a constriction (pore)
and overcome interfacial tension39:

Equation 12 – Critical pressure drop.
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where δPC is the pressure drop across the pore of interest; γ is the displacing-displaced
fluid interfacial tension; and R1 and R2 are the principal pore radii, the curvature of the
confined fluid interface. Pressure of the displacing fluid must be larger than the
capillary pressure in order to displace the oil from the porous media. We treat foam as
two distinct phases: gas and aqueous surfactant solution. For gas invading into oil-filled
pores, the required capillary entry pressure is given by72:

Equation 13 – Capillary entry pressure for gas invading oil-filled pores.

where

is the gas/oil contact angle and r is the pore radius. For air to enter the

smallest oil-filled pore throat in the low permeable region, assuming a zero contact
angle, the capillary entry pressure is at most 4.4 x 103 Pa (0.63 psi). Alternatively, for
water to imbibe into oil-filled pores, the required capillary pressure is:

Equation 14 – Capillary entry pressure for water invading oil-filled pores.

where

is the oil/ surfactant solution/ contact angle. For the surfactant solution to

enter the smallest pores in our system, the capillary pressure is only 2.3 x105 Pa (0.03
psi). We distinguish between the capillary entry pressure for a single pore (CEP), which
is difficult to measure empirically, and the critical displacement pressure, a measurable
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pressure drop across the entire micromodel at which injected fluid begins to invade the
region of interest. Note that these calculated values for the capillary entry pressure
match well with the experimentally measured critical displacement pressure listed in
Table 3.
A control experiment with increasing water flow rates (increasing a pressure
drop across the micromodel) demonstrated critical displacement pressure intuitively:
as an oil-filled micromodel was injected with water, the fracture was swept first, then
the high-permeability region, and finally the low permeability region at extremely high
pressure drops. Air floods behaved similarly to water floods but required higher critical
displacement pressures.
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Figure 79 – Time series A) 5 sec B) 10 min and C) 15 min of the water flooding
control experiment, showing the displacement of each permeability zone as the
injection flow rate was increased and pressure exceeded the capillary entry
pressure. 62

Figure 79 shows a time series of the water flood control experiment. Note that
the low permeability matrix is invaded only in a grid pattern of slightly wider pores.
The relationship between fluid transport and capillary entry pressure is emphasized by
the flooding of these microfractures before the rest of the low-permeability pores are
swept. Pore-throat size irregularities necessitated denoting critical displacement
pressures in Table 3 as a range for the low-permeability region instead of the single
critical displacement pressure expected for a homogeneous matrix. In more
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heterogeneous porous media, we would also expect a range of critical displacement
pressures due to the variety of pore sizes and capillary entry pressures.
Foam promotes local pressure gradients orthogonal to the dominant flow
direction so that as bubble trains in the fracture build up pressure fluid can push into
adjacent low-perm regions that were previously inaccessible to single phase injected
fluids incapable of creating such pressure gradients. Higher local pressure gradients
mean that more pores' capillary entry pressures are exceeded, allowing fluid to
mobilize and ultimately displace more trapped oil.
In actual reservoir systems, the absolute pressure is higher, and hence, a
compressible fluid such as gas will be denser. Density has a notable effect on reservoir
sweep efficiency such as gravity override. Since our system is two dimensional in the
horizontal plane we expect gravity-related effects to be negligible. Interfacial tension,
velocity, and surface wettability are all independent of density; hence capillarydominated phenomena should exhibit similar behavior even at higher absolute
pressures with denser invading fluid.
Periodic, cyclical pressure behavior developed when both large and small
bubbles flowed through the fracture: a bubble train of small bubbles in the fracture
increased resistance to flow (increased the apparent gas viscosity) and slowed down
the fluid velocity within the fracture to divert fluid just upstream of the bubble train
into the matrix. At this point, localized pressure gradients were highest, and it was most
likely that the pressure would increase enough to exceed the critical capillary entry
pressure required to enter the matrix. Recorded videos showed that fluid movement in
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the matrix was correlated with slow-moving bubble trains (indicating pressure buildup) in the adjacent fracture. This mechanism helps to explain how foam can mobilize
fluids in low-permeability zones adjacent to high-permeability zones.
Though single-pore pressure drops are difficult to measure in situ, the overall
pressure behavior can give insight into pore-scale phenomena. Foam flooding showed
an increased pressure drop across the entire micromodel compared to water flooding,
gas flooding, and water-and-gas co-injection without surfactant (WAG). Figure 80
shows that a greater pressure drop occurred for foam flooding than for WAG flooding.
Control experiments had identical injection conditions to the foam case (i.e., the only
difference between foam and WAG experiments was the lack of surfactant).
In general, the measured pressure drop increased as phase interfaces built up
between pressure taps; even in single-phase flooding, it was observed that the
measured pressure spiked when an injected stream was made discontinuous by oil. The
lowest pressure drops were observed when a continuous single-phase fluid spanned
both pressure taps, even when flowing at high velocity. The highest pressure drops
were observed with foam, in which gas trapped in bubbles reduced the gas-phase
relative permeability, and lamellae caused resistance, which increased the apparent
viscosity. The result was a decrease in the mobility ratio and improved sweep efficiency
and oil displacement.
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Figure 80 – Measured pressure drop across the micromodel for foam compared to
water-and-air co-injection without surfactant (WAG). Foam had a higher
apparent viscosity than WAG than observed when using the same injection
conditions without surfactant.62

Sweep effectiveness is related to the viscosity of the displacing phase: a higher
viscosity results in a lower mobility ratio and better overall sweep. Though foam is a
dispersion of separate phases, it is sometimes treated as a single phase with an effective
(“apparent”) viscosity. The apparent viscosity µapp of a fluid moving through porous
media is given by:

Equation 15

where k is the absolute permeability and uT is the total fluid velocity at a given pressure
drop ΔP over distance L. Velocity can be calculated by dividing the volumetric flow rate
of injected fluids by the model's cross sectional area, and pressure can be measured
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using a pressure transducer. Determining permeability, however, can be difficult in
micromodel systems; in particular, in designs with heterogeneities (e.g., the stratified
permeability layers in this paper), fluids cannot be directed to flow only through one
permeability zone. Other problems arise from the differences in wettability and
different capillary entry pressures for different fluids. The permeability to water would
only account for permeability in the fracture (see Figure 73) at low flow rates, while the
permeability to oil would include the combined permeability of all heterogeneities
together. Despite difficulties in experimental permeability measurements, the
permeability in each region can be estimated based solely on model geometry, and the
values are noted in Table 3.
When comparing these foam and gas flood experiments, note that for foam:
1. the measured pressure drop will be higher,
2. the gas velocity will be slower (due to bubble blocking) since gas is supplied at a
fixed pressure rather than a fixed rate, and
3. the relative permeability will either decrease or stay the same but cannot increase
(due to multi-phase competition for flow paths).
These factors all contribute to an increase in the injected-phase apparent
viscosity, which helps to explain the mechanisms of mobility control with foam.
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4.5.2. Flooding comparison
4.5.3. Foam phase-separation
It is generally understood that foam is not a phase itself, but it is often treated as
such for ease of modeling in reservoir simulations. Indeed, as early as the 1960’s it was
known that liquid separates from the gas when entering rock.73

It was found that the

water relative permeability and water viscosity did not depend on gas existing as a
foam, but gas relative permeability and apparent viscosity did.

Note, this only

considered water-wet porous media.
Previous studies have indicated that foam could effectively control surfactant
transport in layered sandpacks with a significant contrast in permeability.71 Here, we
demonstrate fine control of fluid transport at the pore level and with a much smaller
permeability contrast between layers since the fracture is only 2.5 times more
permeable than the high-perm matrix. At the center of the micromodel, we observed
that the initial foam front in the low-perm region was surfactant solution only, with no
gas bubbles. To understand why no gas entered the low-permeability matrix initially,
the upstream “entry” region of the micromodel was observed during the beginning of a
foam sweep, shown in Figure 81.
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Figure 81 – Time series A) 15 sec B) 30 sec and C) 4 min 30 sec of foam phaseseparating at the entrance to the micromodel. The liquid portion of foam
(surfactant) was diverted into the low-permeability matrix due to resistance
from bubbles in the fracture and high-permeability regions. The image inset in B
shows oil and surfactant but no gas in the low-permeability region. Bubbles are
distinguished by their thick, dark lamellae. The dark hole is the upstream
pressure tap.62

At the entrance to the micromodel, the foam phase separated. Surfactant
solution invaded the low-perm microfractures and then continued through the low-
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permeability matrix (see Figure 82). The pressure gradient from the fracture into the
matrix was highest at the micromodel entrance.

Figure 82 – Surfactant does not partition from the fracture to the matrix except at
the entrance region.

Downstream, there was no pressure gradient between the fracture and matrix
after the fracture was completely filled; the dominant pressure gradients in all layers
were parallel to the fracture in the direction of flow. There was no driving force to push
fluid from the fracture into the matrix or to push oil from the matrix into the fracture. In
a sense, this arrangement of stratified permeability layers (in the direction of flow)
makes it difficult to establish pressure gradients between the fracture and matrix. In the
absence of bubbles causing local pressure gradients and diverting flow, there would be
no mechanism to mobilize fluids between the fracture and matrix. Fractures oriented in
the direction of the prevailing pressure drop may reduce the amount of gas that enters
the porous matrix due to selective entry of the liquid portion of foam. The lower CEP
needed for liquid to enter the matrix and the high-permeability pathways for gas both
encourage foam phase-separation in heterogeneous systems. Oil in the lowpermeability region tended to persist as oil globules spanning many networked pores
after the initial displacement front passed. Stegemeier has previously discussed the
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necessary conditions needed to mobilize such oil ganglia: the pressure across the length
of the globule must exceed the restraining capillary pressure of the downstream pore,
which depends on pore size and interfacial tension.74,75
Note that the aqueous-oil interfacial tension (IFT) in this work was not
optimized for low tension, so oil displacement was realized by the mechanism of
exceeding the local pore capillary entry pressures rather than by significantly
decreasing IFT. These results suggest that foam EOR/IOR could also improve surfactant
flood efficiency because bubble resistances can cause local pressure increases that
exceed the surfactant capillary entry pressures.
4.5.4. Foam quality
Foam quality, typically represented by flowing gas fraction, was observed to
differ in the high- and low-permeability zones. High-permeability regions were more
gas-rich, with surfactant solution limited to thin lamellae between bubbles. Lowpermeability regions were more liquid-rich, with gas preferentially occupying only the
most permeable pore paths (microfracture defects). Furthermore, the initial sweep of
the low-perm region was dominated almost entirely by the surfactant phase, and air
could only invade pores previously swept by the surfactant solution.
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Figure 83 – Micrograph of the middle section of the micrograph showing the
liquid-rich, low-perm matrix with dry (polyhedral) foam in the adjacent fracture.

Figure 83 shows the center of the micromodel during a foam flood. The lowpermeability matrix was mostly filled with surfactant solution along with some gas
bubbles, distinguished by thicker dark lamellae. The adjacent fracture contained dry
foam, with liquid found only in the lamellae between bubbles, as evidenced by the
characteristic polyhedral bubble shapes. In such systems with heterogeneous
permeability zones, foam may dry out in the high-permeability regions as the liquid
portion is redirected to the low-permeability regions because the surfactant solution
requires a lower capillary entry pressure to enter small pores.
This difference in CEPs between the liquid and gas components of the foam
results in zones with small pores becoming liquid-rich. Gas, immobilized in bubbles,
cannot invade the next pore until the local pressure gradient increases enough to
overcome the gas CEP, while lower pressure gradients are sufficient to mobilize the
liquid portion of the foam.
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4.5.5. Foam generation
An important factor in the viability of foam EOR is the ability for foam to
regenerate in the reservoir even at slow velocities and low pressure drops far from the
injection well. Gas mobility control is known to depend on foam texture. Snap-off is
believed to be the dominant foam generation mechanism in porous media,76 but it
requires fluid to move from a low-permeability region to a high-permeability region: a
sudden decrease in capillary pressure downstream of a pore throat. Most experiments
in the literature have demonstrated snap-off in water-wet systems. Note that our
system is oil-wet and that there is no such permeability step change due to the limiting
depth dimension of our micromodel; as a result, we only observed foam bubbles
generated in-situ by lamellae division, in contrast to the foam generation mechanism
believed to be dominant in actual 3-D reservoirs.
Studying snap-off in 2-D porous media is inherently problematic because both
the liquid and gas phases compete to occupy the same pore throats, and significant
wetting-phase mobility cannot occur unless it spans pore throats, causing snap-off.
Hence, some 2-D systems may actually create more favorable conditions for snap-off
than one would see in a comparable 3D system. However, Rossen notes that in 3-D
porous media, the two phases can have interconnected pore networks for flow. 77 This
paper may shed light on the possible arrangement of liquid-filled and gas-filled pores in
actual porous media during foam transport: an interconnected pore network with high
CEP may transport the liquid phase, while another pore network with lower CEP may
preferentially transport the gas phase. Foam generation may tend to occur where these
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two networks intersect. When the liquid phase “contests” a gas-filled pore throat, it
creates lamellae and generates foam.

4.6. Future work
4.6.1. Fractured systems
The interaction between a fracture and the surrounding matrix is of particular
interest. Fractures can be incorporated with different degrees of heterogeneities to
systematically study their effect. For example, dead-end fractures or dash fracture may
re-route fluids by providing high-permeability theif zones for fluid movement.
Fractures of different width can be placed in parallel to see if they contain foam with
different gas fraction or texture. Fracture orientation can be changed in regards to the
pressure gradient.

Figure 84 shows some possible fracture designs that may be

interesting to compare.

Figure 84 – Proposed experiments with fractures in different orientations
realtive to the dominant pressure drop.
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Figure 85 – Examples of fracture networks in porous media.

Figure 85 shows some preliminary results of foam in fracture networks. There is
an obvious difference in bubble size between the fracture and matrix. It would be
interesting to see how oil is displaced from regions surrounded by high-permeable
fractures. Future experiments may also consider the effect of pore geometry. There is
interest from industry in micropatterning porous media from images of actual rock
porous media. Real porous media has irregular grains and pore shapes, and a 2-D
micrograph might not be the best representation of porosity and permeability.

Figure 86 – A porous media tesselation pattern.
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One option would be to design an irregular pattern with certain features (e.g.
pore-throat to pore-body ratios, orientation to flow, etc) and modify the boundaries so
that it tessellates into a larger porous media system (see Figure 86).
4.6.2. Permeability layers
Just as the orientation of fractures may lead to better understanding of fluid
transport in heterogeneous porous media, the orientation of permeability layers may
also give insight into foam behavior.

Figure 87 shows an oil-wet porous media

micromodel with different permeability zones stratified in series.

Figure 87 – Foam transport in permeability zones stratified in series. 0.08mL/hr
AOS:LB 1:1 SWIS, 1125 mbarC air. Scale bar is 1 mm.

Models with different permeability zones may aid understanding of how foam
texture changes with permeability or how fluids phase-separate.

Patchwork

permeability designs may show that fluids segregate into different pathways based on
their wettability and capillary entry pressures.
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4.6.3. Dead-end recovery
The ability of surfactants and foam to mobilize trapped oil is dependent on the
surfactant-oil or gas-oil interaction. In the fractured porous media micromodel the
mobilization was achieved by overcoming the capillary entry pressure to displace oil
with surfactant. In dead-end pores it is not easy to set-up pressure gradients and oil
may be difficult to remove. Figure 88 shows how a micromodel system could be
designed to study oil mobilization from dead-end pores.

Figure 88 – Trapped-pore designs.

As surfactant or foam travels along the main channel it may be able to sweep oil
from adjacent pores due to mechanisms such as wettability alteration (where
surfactant wets the dead-end pore walls to emulsify the oil) or miscible sweep (where
gas such as CO2 mixes with the oil to lower its mobility or swell it to drive it into the
flow channel). The flexibility of micromodel design allows many different pore sizes
and shapes to be considered simultaneously, and wettability can be easily modified to
compare the processes in oil-wet and water-wet systems.
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4.6.4. Bubble tracking
In addition to tracking oil, bubbles can be tracked to visualize the processes of
foam generation, destruction, and transport. Figure 89 shows an example of bubble
tracking in an oil-wet fractured porous media micromodel.

Figure 89 – Bubble tracking in the fractured porous media micromodel. Scale bar
is 1 mm.

With a frame rate faster than bubble movement from frame-to-frame individual
bubbles can be tracked over time. This can allow for observation of foam mechanisms
in systems that better approximate real systems. Figure 89 highlights several foam
generation events via lamellae division and helps break-down how individual bubbles
move through porous media.
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In future experiments the ability to study foam in systems containing oil may
yield important information about surfactant stability to oil. However, it is prudent to
first develop a robust method for analyzing foam in micromodels in the absence of oil.
In the next section I discuss a more rigorous approach to studying foam generation,
destruction, and transport in 2-D porous media.
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Chapter 5

Foam texture and screening in
micromodels

A common problem in low-viscosity gas floods is that the injected fluid tends to
stream through high-permeability zones and bypass trapped oil in low-permeability
zones.

In 2003 Kovscek and Bertin wrote, “Foamed-gas injection is a promising

technique for achieving mobility control and diverting fluid to low permeability strata
within heterogeneous porous media.

However, the factors most important for

diversion have not been stated and explored definitively.”36 They noted that gas
mobility depends on foam bubble size, which varies with permeability, porosity,
surfactant type and concentration, and fluid velocities. The question of how exactly
foam texture influences mobility and fluid diversion still remains – but how do you look
inside porous media to visualize bubbles?
Most studies of foam texture in porous media thus far rely on observation of
bubbles eluting from a core or sandpack78, and results from bulk foam experiments do
not necessarily translate to porous media systems. Recent experiments have added
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tracers to injected fluids to study in-situ foam with CT scanning which gives good
indication of the overall sweep profiles of various phases. However, the resolution is
not fine enough to resolve all elements of foam structure such as the thin lamellae
between bubbles so the foam texture cannot be determined. A new method is needed
which can allow for visualization of the generation, destruction, and transport of foam
in porous media and ultimately relate foam texture to performance.
Several studies have begun to consider foam texture in relation to foam mobility
in porous media. Khatib, Hirasaki, and Falls discovered a limiting capillary pressure
which depends on surfactant type, concentration, and electrolyte concentration –
beyond which bubbles coalesce and foam coarsens to drop the capillary pressure
causing unsteady flow. As gas fraction increases at a constant gas flow rate the capillary
pressure increases towards the limiting capillary pressure.

This experiment used

capillary pressure probes mounted in sand and bead packed in acrylic and glass tubing.
Foam texture was observed by passing the effluent through a glass capillary tube.
Several questions arise when measuring foam texture by removing it from the
porous medium:
1) Is the observed foam texture representative of the foam in-situ? Eluted
bubble gas fraction can be different due to capillary end effects (i.e. liquid is retained in
small pores) making foam drier. With diffusive gases like CO2 significant diffusive
coarsening may occur en route to the viewing capillary, changing foam texture. My
experience in flowing pre-generated foam from one microfluidic device to another
indicates that substantial changes can occur in foam texture.
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2) Can transient effects be captured? To view the evolution of bubble texture
over spatial area – such as the transition between heterogeneities – many different
elution samples need to be obtained from many areas. It can become prohibitively
difficult to place sample taps in the needed areas.
3) Can the mechanisms responsible for the observed texture be determined?
Looking at a sample of foam removed from the porous medium shows only the result of
various foam generation and destruction processes in-situ; the events themselves
cannot be observed as they happen. Researchers are forced to make assumptions about
foam mechanisms without seeing them firsthand.
Previously at Rice University, Li21 reported that gas injected into anionic
solutions created stable lamellae and strong foam, reducing gas mobility, but gas
injected into water resulted in only continuous gas channels. He noticed oil dispersed
as an emulsion that tended to stick to the gas-liquid interface and travel with the
bubbles through the porous media. His micromodel videos were able to show that with
the addition of a foam promoter to a surfactant, oil neither entered nor spread at the
gas/water

interface,

likely

due

to

increasing

the

disjoining

pressure

for

pseudoemulsion film stability.
Hou et al. recently published experiments similar to this project looking at foam
texture from a high-pressure porous media system, however, they did not directly
observe the foam texture in-situ – rather, they eluted bubbles from different regions of
a 30 cm sandpack.78 They also only considered wet foams, with gas fraction of 50% and
80%. (It is quite likely that the driest foams had problems flowing to the viewing
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chamber!) Foam texture was characterized in terms of bubble diameter and density of
bubbles per volume but it was not related to foam performance.

5.1. Preliminary work
My initial study of foam texture stemmed from attempts to screen surfactant
formulations using flow-focusing microfluidic devices. I had envisioned that different
surfactants would express different bubbles shapes as they were squeezed through the
flow-focusing orifice and a high-speed camera could pick-up on these differences to
develop a new technique for measuring surfactant properties. Perhaps surfactants with
lower surface tension would stretch more, cause bubbles to snap-off at a different
distance from the pore throat, or foam bubbles of different sizes?
Unfortunately, I was unable to differentiate surfactants (e.g. different surfactant
types; surfactant and electrolyte concentrations) from the flow-focusing bubble
generation. Capillary numbers were likely too high so that viscous forces dominated
while interfacial forces were good enough to foam but did not express much difference
between surfactants. If microfluidic bubble generation was so robust that any decent
surfactant could create similar foam, perhaps the secret to differences between
surfactants could be found in the stability of the foam once it’s formed?
To test foam stability I decided to generate bubbles via flow-focusing, then flow
those bubbles into a wide thin-slit to form a 2-D foam (see Figure 90). I hypothesized
that different foams would express visual differences that could be measured,
correlated to physical properties of the surfactants, and eventually used to predict foam
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behavior. For example, bubble size, coalescence due to film rupture, diffusion, and
velocity might be functions of the specific surfactant formulation used.

Figure 90 – Hexagonally close-packed bubbles in a thin-slit.

Bubbles formed via flow-focusing were monodisperse, and ended up forming
packed 2-D arrays reminiscent of crystal structures in thin-slit microchannels. The
most-common bubble arrangement was hexagonally close-packed (HCP). Figure 91
shows another example of these crystal-like bubble lattices, showing how different
crystal domains, grain boundaries, and crystal defects such as edge dislocations and
point defects (e.g. vacancies) could be observed.
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Figure 91 – 2-D bubble crystals with grain boundary and crystal defects.

One difference that seemed to depend on surfactant was bubble coarsening due
to diffusion, where small bubbles were observed diffusing into larger bubbles. Figure
92 shows an example of foam in a thin-slit during Ostwald ripening.

Figure 92 – Diffusive coarsening (Ostwald ripening) of IOS:betaine 2:1 in a
microfluidic thin-slit.
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Before systematic studies of this system were performed I had decided to look at
foam in 2-D porous media instead. Future experiments may yet consider revisiting the
thin-slit environment, especially as a baseline with which to compare results obtained
from the porous media experiments.
5.1.1. Flow control
A major challenge in the design of these porous media micromodels was how to
generate stable flow of both liquid and gas phase simultaneously. Since microfluidic
systems are so small and fluid flow rates are in the ultra-low range (on the order of
fractions of a milliliter per hour), no commercial mass-flow controller currently exists
which can reliably provide stable gas flow. Those that come closest (Bronkhorst) suffer
from high uncertainty in delivery flow rates at the low end (where our experiments
operate).
The previous approach to providing gas flow was to use a pressure controller
(Fluigent) in conjunction with a long, small-diameter capillary tube. This worked well
for the micromodel discussed in Chapter 4, but that was because that micromodel
design featured a highly-permeable fracture through the porous media. The design in
this project is a homogeneous porous media (with heterogeneous shaped grains); there
is no fracture to relieve pressure. As a result, the pressure-drop across the micromodel
can be much higher and the delivered gas flow rate can change when using the gas
pressure controller (Fluigent). A new technique (discussed in the next section) utilized
a gas regulator and even longer capillary tubing to supply a steady gas flow rate.
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5.2. Materials and methods
Micromodels were prepared via the standard poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS)
soft lithography technique.57 Master patterns were designed in AutoCAD LT 2010 and
exposed to UV light (Intelligent Micro Patterning SF-100, 5x5 μm/pixel) on a 100 mm
silicon wafer (University Wafer) spin-coated with 50 μm thick photoresist (MicroChem
SU-8 50). The exposed wafer was developed using polyethylene glycol methyl ether
acetate (Spectrum Chemical) to create the master pattern. PDMS (Dow-Corning Slygard
184) was mixed in a 1:10 ratio of crosslinker to elastomer (approx. 3g to 30g), poured
onto the master pattern, degassed in vacuo for 20 min, and cured in an oven at 80°C for
1 hr.
Cured PDMS was peeled off the master wafer, cut into rectangular devices
(approx. 12x5 cm), and punched for tubing inlets (Harris Uni-Core 1.20 mm) to create
patterned stamps. PDMS-coated glass slides (spin-coated at 5000 rpm for 30 sec, cured
in oven for 1 hr) and patterned stamps were placed in an oxygen plasma cleaning
machine (Harrick Plasma) and exposed to oxygen plasma for 20 sec at 520 mTorr to
render their surfaces hydrophilic, then removed and irreversibly bonded together.
Devices were immediately used following oxygen plasma exposure to ensure they
remained hydrophilic.
Polyethylene tubing (Scientific Commodities PE/3) was inserted for inlet, outlet,
and pressure ports and secured with epoxy (Hardman extra-fast setting). Immediately
after PDMS device bonding and while still hydrophilic from oxygen plasma exposure
devices were flooded with DI water to retain hydrophilicity and to purge any air from
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the pressure tubing.34 Liquid was supplied via syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus) and
gas was supplied via computer-operated pressure controller (Fluigent) or gas regulator
with digital gauge. Gas pressure was specified upstream from a gas chromatography
(GC) capillary tube (SGE fused silica) which provided a large pressure resistance
greater than the pressure drop on the device and allowed for a constant volumetric flow
rate into the microdevice. Figure 93 shows the calculated delivery flow rates based on
set regulator pressures for a 10m long capillary tube with 25 μm inner diameter. If Δp2
was plotted vs. gas flow rate at standard conditions, the calibration would be a straight
line, where p is absolute pressure.

Figure 93 – Calibrated flow rate vs. set regulator pressure.
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Gas flow rate was calculated from Poiseuille's Law for a defined pressure drop
across a tube of known dimensions. Pressure drop across the micromodel was
measured via a pressure transducer (Validyne P61) with a 0-20 psi diaphragm
connected to pressure taps at the upstream and downstream end of the porous
medium. Pressure data was digitally recorded using a custom MATLAB script every 1
sec and subsequently averaged.
Foam in the porous medium occasionally presented enough resistance to divert
injected gas back into the surfactant injection port. Bubbles would snap-off into the
entry port and float up the surfactant tubing. To better provide a constant gas : liquid
injection ratio the micromodel was inverted on the microscope stage so that the tubing
attached underneath the device. Any bubbles that backed into the liquid injection
tubing would remain buoyant and close to the micromodel to be re-injected instead of
floating away from the device and collecting in the liquid tubing. This was critical when
connecting the pressure transducer to eliminate problems of bubbles in the micromodel
exchanging with liquid in the pressure tubing due to buoyancy. Bubbles in the pressure
tubing can cause unwanted signal lag from gas compressibility and lamellae resistances.
Videos of foam were recorded with a digital camera (Phantom) attached to an
inverted microscope (Olympus) with 4x, 10x, or 20x objective (Olympus). Image
processing of videos was performed by both Gnu Image Processing (GIMP) software
and a custom MATLAB script which automated image thresholding, bubble
identification, and quantification of bubble properties (size, location).
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5.2.1. Heterogeneous porous media micromodel
A schematic of the dual-permeability porous media micromodel pattern is
shown in Figure 94. The single-permeability micromodel pattern is exactly the same
but with both sections exhibiting only the porous media pattern shown in Figure 94C.
All experimental results are from the single-permeability design except for the specific
section focusing on the dual-permeability micromodel.

Figure 94 – A) Schematic of the dual-permeability micromodel pattern. B) Highpermeability porous media. C) Low-permeability porous media. All scale bars
are 1 mm.

The porous media in this micromodel is much more permeable than actual
reservoir rock, though less permeable than similar EOR micromodel studies in glass or
silicon. It was designed at this scale to balance several competing considerations:
limited camera field of view and pixel resolution based on the camera’s sensor, porous
media feature size limitations due to lithographical constraints, and the practical flow
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rates accessible with our flow-control equipment. The width of the micromodel was
designed to fit entirely within the camera field of view using a 4x objective so that flow
across the model could be observed in its entirety at any distance along the
micromodel. Over 2,000 individual bubbles can be imaged in a single frame.
Foam lamellae span pores and bubble sizes are of the same order of magnitude,
hence, the smallest grains in this model were designed to approach the lower-limit of
our lithographical resolution (to better represent the low permeability of actual porous
media) while still remaining large enough to be resolved.

This size regime made

automated image processing easier and reduced the error when quantifying bubble
sizes. Squished disk bubble areas were approximated by the flat portions parallel to the
focus plane (transparent centers surrounded by dark lamellae borders) which meant
bubble sizes were systematically underestimated.

The error in bubble-size

measurements ranges from 10-70% with smaller bubbles having higher error since
their borders comprise a larger portion of the total bubble size. In recognition of the
limitation of the accurate small-bubble measurement and to reduce false-positive noise
the histogram data below a five pixel-area threshold was ignored. Bubble border error
is lower for dry foams where polyhedral lamellae present much thinner borders
compared to the rounded lamellae of wet foam systems. Reducing the micromodel
channel depth would also reduce this error by squishing bubbles more, but it changes
the bubble interaction with defined pore dimensions (and consequently the capillary
numbers) which dictate much of the bubble transport at this scale.
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5.3. Data collection and analysis
An original contribution of this thesis is the development of a software tool to
automatically quantify bubble texture.

MATLAB code was written to identify the

number and size of bubbles from visual micrographs, and extended to handle recorded
video as well.

Besides careful design of the physical micromodel, experiments

themselves must be conducted thoughtfully to yield useful data. A critical component of
this process is getting good images, and ensuring those images are representative of the
conditions of interest. A good image on its own is insightful for a better intuitive
understanding of foam processes in porous media, but better yet is a representative
picture averaged over many images. Automation of analysis can increase efficiency in
data collection and offer better consistency in analysis from experiment to experiment.
Code was written as a MATLAB script to quantify the number and size of bubbles
in recorded images and video. Raw code can be viewed in Appendix A. However, since
MATLAB might not be used in future years, I will discuss the image collection approach
and the algorithm used in image processing and data analysis so that this method can
be easily adapted to other experimental set-ups and software.
As previously mentioned, the first step in yielding useful data from microfluidic
experiments is to ensure the micromodel design itself is of the right size, geometry, and
material. For foam experiments the end goal is to produce bubbles which can be easily
identified and measured. In this project this means a

2-D system with grain sizes

comparable to the micromodel depth dimension so that bubbles formed would span the
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entire channel. Bubbles are “squished disks” so that they display transparent centers
surrounded by dark borders.
Squished-disk bubbles in a 2-D matrix are ideal to measure because micromodel
channels, grains, and fracture features are aligned orthogonally to the view-plane (they
present interfaces which can be approximated as lines) and bubbles do not overlap in
the vertical direction. The borders of squished-disk bubbles are dark because the
curved gas/liquid interface bends light away; for the same reason droplets or bubbles
in pendant-drop experiments often present as silhouettes. Bubble borders are thicker
for wet foams – since there is greater curvature – and thinner as the foam dries out and
films drain into flat interfaces.

Bubble borders contribute error to bubble size

measurements since size is calculated based on the transparent centers of bubbles.
Small bubbles with rounded interfaces will be under-reported in size, and bubbles
smaller than the microchannel depth (so that they are spherical) may be ignored
completely.
Good image processing and image analysis requires good source images. This
means pictures should have high resolution so that the objects of interest (e.g. bubbles)
are large enough not to be pixilated, in-focus and well-illuminated so that features can
be distinguished, and with sufficient field-of-view so that many bubbles can be counted
simultaneously for statistical analysis.
Illumination and camera exposure time should be adjusted to provide clear
images. In the Phantom camera software, the RGB light histogram should have its peak
at approximately 75% towards the white end. For fast-moving bubbles such as those
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created in flow-focusing designs the camera exposure time should be reduced as short
as possible so that bubbles are not motion-blurred. Correspondingly, illumination
should be increased to its maximum.
Microscope focus adjustment should aim to display bubbles with light centers
and dark borders for ease of analysis. Sometimes, especially at high magnification,
bubble borders will display reflected light within the border which could be
erroneously classified as bubbles during analysis. At high magnification you may wish
to slightly blur such images out of focus to ensure the borders are dark.
5.3.1. Script parameters
The code used for bubble quantification is written as a MATLAB script. Its input
files include images or video (from which individual images are extracted), and output
files include modified images, histograms, and tables. The script is written to save new
files to the same folder as the input file with the same filename and either a prefix or
suffix indicating what kind of data is saved.

For example, an input file called

“Bubblesample.avi” might produce a file called “Bubblesample-HIST.png” to indicate the
file is a histogram of bubble sizes.
To run these MATLAB scripts they should be opened in MATLAB. In the Script
Editor window the file path, filename, and data analysis parameters should be specified
by replacing the indicated variables. Data analysis variable include:


ExptTitle – the string used to display experimental data on output images.
This can be used to distinguish output data when files are later moved around.
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Filter – the file path used to find a filter image, if needed. Filter images are
masks used to subtract out static features which would be erroneously counted as
bubbles, e.g. grains.



saveFiles –“Y” or “N” indicates whether or not you want to save the output files
or just test the script to find the best parameters.



level – the threshold value on a scale from 0-1 used to convert images to blackand-white images.



areaMin – the smallest region, in pixels, that should be considered a “bubble” for
data analysis. This eliminates pixel “noise” false-positives and resolution-error
for small pixilated bubbles whose sizes cannot be well represented.

In

conjunction with areaMax it can be used to select a size-range of bubbles to
analyze.


areaMax – the largest region, in pixels, that should be considered a “bubble” for
data analysis. This can be used to ignore areas outside the porous media, such as
the top and bottom borders which have large contiguous areas. In conjunction
with areaMin it can be used to select a size-range of bubbles to analyze.



centroidY_top – the highest Y-coordinate at the top of the image where a
bubble’s centroid can reside to be considered for analysis. Y-coordinates start at
the top of the image and increase going down, so lower values are more inclusive.
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centroidY_bottom – the lowest T-coordinate at the bottom of the image
where a bubble’s centroid can reside to be considered for analysis. Y-coordinates
start at the top of the image and increase going down, so higher values are more
inclusive.



centroidX_left – the leftmost X-coordinate where a bubble’s centroid can
reside to be considered for analysis. X-coordinates start at the left side of the
image and increase going right, so lower values are more inclusive.



centroidX_right – the rightmost X-coordinate where a bubble’s centroid can
reside to be considered for analysis. X-coordinates start at the left side of the
image and increase going right, so higher values are more inclusive.
These parameters are found at the beginning of the script file. Parameters used

to customize the plotted output such as histograms, false-color images, or videos are
found at the bottom of the script under the “PLOTTING” section. Here you can specify
histogram bin sizes, axis ranges, colors, and plot labels.
5.3.2. Bubble analysis algorithm
Analysis is automated and needs no user input except for specifying the initial
parameters. The following section describes the basic algorithm used in processing
images into quantified bubble data for the script “BubbleStatsImgs.m”.
First, the input image is converted to grayscale, then to black-and-white. The
black-and-white conversion optionally subtracts a filter image so that grains are
ignored (and are not misidentified as bubbles). A MATLAB function called bwlabel
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labels areas of contiguous white pixels (bubbles) into regions with the same identifier.
The function regionprops then analyzes each region to find its pixel-area and
centroid position, which are then written to matrices Area, X, and Y (for centroid
coordinates). The Area, X, and Y matrices are compared to the specified parameters to
throw out regions which are too small, too large, or lie outside the area of interest. This
is done by creating flag vectors which return 1 if the region satisfies the test condition.
The flag vectors are multiplied by each other so that if a region has failed any test
(returned a 0) it is thrown out, creating the idx vector. From that flag vector, a new set
of regions is created (BW1) for only the regions that met all the parameter conditions
and regionprops is run again to create the set of data used for analysis in the STATS
structure.
5.3.3. Plotting
The first output file is a reproduction of the input image overlaid with false-color
regions indicating the bubble regions identified and analyzed. It converts the
translucent centers of 2-D bubbles into colored (green) regions with a dot (blue)
indicating the region’s centroid. The generation of this figure can be used check that
the correct parameters were defined prior to running a large set of images. For
example, the level variable can be adjusted so that thresholding correctly separates
bubbles into regions of contiguous white pixels. If the saveFiles parameter is set to
“Y” then the image is saved as a JPEG picture file with an OBJS- prefix. The prefix
makes it easier to later cycle through and compare similar images in your operating
system’s file explorer outside of MATLAB.
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The second output file is a histogram of bubble sizes. The size of every bubble is
stored in the structure STATS.Area which is then sorted into histogram bins and
plotted. The bin size can be adjusted my modifying the second argument in the hist
function. The histc function writes the histogram data to a separate matrix which is
saved as a comma separated values (.csv) file which can later be opened with Microsoft
Excel or other spreadsheet program to generate plots outside of MATLAB.

5.4. Results
5.4.1. Foam texture – qualitative
Lamellae division was observed to be the dominant foam generation mechanism;
snap-off was negligible. Average bubble size was dependent on both the distance along
the micromodel and on the grain size/permeability of the porous media. Large bubbles
were more abundant at the upstream end of the micromodel and divided into smaller
bubbles as they moved downstream.

In the dual-permeability design the high-

permeability porous media had more large bubbles both in number and as a fraction of
total pore volume occupied compared to the low-permeability porous media.

Figure 95 – Stiched-image micrograph of foam in the heterogeneous micromodel.
The red box indicates the region observed for images and data analysis. Scale bar
is 1 mm.
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Figure 95 shows a stitched-image survey of a 90% quality foam injection across
the entire micromodel. A comparison of bubble size at the beginning, middle, and end
of the micromodel was performed and is shown in Figure 96. Note: this figure only
shows results from single images at each section, so there are no error bars and the
histogram is not averaged over time.

Figure 96 – Histograms of bubble sizes at the beginning (blue), middle (red), and
end (green) of the porous media micromodel.

Large bubbles initially formed in the entry region due to the co-injection of gas
and surfactant solution at the T-junction. Bubbles would then percolate through the
porous media and divide into smaller bubbles. The beginning of this micromodel
represents the initial region in which foam begins to form in a porous medium, e.g. the
transition from a fracture into the matrix in a reservoir.
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Foam texture in porous media was stochastic in nature; even at steady-state
injection conditions there was marked variability in bubble size, flowing fraction,
pressure field orientation, local foam quality (gas fraction), and diffusion rates over
time. Consequently, any representative description of foam texture must necessarily
consider this variability over time. Error bars in histograms represent the variability
over time, looking at several measurements of a specific region of the micromodel.
To quantify the foam texture variability over time, AOS 14-16 1% surfactant
solution and nitrogen gas were injected at 90% quality and held at steady-state
conditions. Thirty images of the system were randomly captured over the course of 1
hr and compared to assess the steady-state variability over this time. To ensure
independent measurements of foam texture images were recorded at intervals
significantly longer than bubble residence time within the camera field of view.
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Figure 97 - Histogram of foam texture at the middle of the micromodel for AOS
14-16 1% in DI water (90% N2 quality) at 0.222 mL/hr (red) and 0.444 mL/hr
(blue) total flow rates. Bubbles smaller than 5 pixels were ignored due to
resolution limits. Error bars indicate the variability over time at constant
injection conditions. B) Sample micrograph of foam texture at these conditions.
Scale bar is 1 mm.

Figure 97 gives an indication of how representative a single measurement of
foam texture is of the stochastic (time-dependent) nature of dynamic flowing foam.
These measurements of foam texture are also localized to a specific region of the
micromodel (the center) so error bars represent only the temporal error and not spatial
foam texture differences. Variations in foam texture at steady-state stemmed from both
the dynamic nature of foam (bubble rearrangement, creation, and destruction over
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time) and the spatial limitations of the microscope’s field-of-view. Mobilized bubble
trains cyclically introduced bubbles from off-screen or carried bubbles out of view and
pressure fluctuations which affected the rate of diffusive coarsening. These factors
affect how accurately results represent the “characteristic” foam texture.
For example, both images in Figure 98 were recorded at the same injection
conditions yet they exhibit very different foam texture due to bubble transport and
diffusive coarsening. Bubble size statistics can vary quickly over time, especially as
bubble-trains carry bubbles into and out of the field of view.

Figure 98 - Different foam textures at different times but with the same
experimental conditions. Grains have been colored black.

Foam texture should be a result of the interplay between competing processes of
bubble generation and destruction. In our experiment lamellae division and diffusiondriven coarsening were two such mechanisms. Division events had a much greater
effect on the distribution of bubble sizes because they happened quickly while
diffusion-driven coarsening resulted in relatively small changes in bubble size and
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occurred over longer timescales. This experiment may represent the initial stages of
foam development; the “steady-state” condition should have an equal number of bubble
generation and destruction events.

In fact, this assumption is called the “local

equilibrium” condition in bubble population balance foam simulations.
5.4.2. Foam quality
Foam quality – whether foam is wet or dry – is seen to vary in both space and
time. Figure 99 shows an example of wet and dry foam coexisting only a few pore
spaces apart. In this case a large bubble, highlighted in yellow, separates liquid-rich
(wet) foam upstream from gas-rich (dry) foam downstream.
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Figure 99 – Wet and dry foam separated by a large bubble. 105.8 psi, 0.01 mL/hr
AOS 14-16 1% in DI water. Scale bar is 1 mm.

Liquid-rich (wet) regions can be distinguished by the thick, dark lamellae
bordering bubbles and liquid-poor (dry) regions display thin, spidery lamellae spanning
grains. In Figure 99 the large bubble restricts liquid flow paths to only the thin wetting
films on the top and bottom of the microchannel; there are no pore-spanning lamellae
through which to transport liquid. Upstream fluid must either drain through these thin
wetting films or build up enough pressure to overcome the large bubble’s restraining
capillary pressure and mobilize it. This is an illustrative example of both the bubble
blocking mechanism and why liquid relative permeability decreases due to the
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presence of gas. This variability at the pore-scale highlights the problem of defining
foam conditions in simulators where properties must be averaged representative
volumes. At what scale can these pore-level heterogeneities in foam quality be ignored,
if any?
5.4.3. Pressure drop
Pressure drops increased to steady-state values asymptotically, in agreement
with the trend in sandpacks and in similar micromodel experiments at high pressure.78
For initial foam flooding of water-saturated micromodels this correlated with gas
bubbles infiltrating the pore space. The pressure drop decreased in a stair-step manner
in experiments with dry foam above the optimal quality.79 Figure 100 shows an
example of this stair-step pressure drop for 99.8% quality AOS 14-16 1% in DI water.

Figure 100 – An example of pressure drop variability at high foam quality (dry
foam). Pressure drop data is shown in red. Mean and standard deviation are
superimposed in black and grey, respectively.
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Pressure linearly increased to a critical point at which a large slug of gas
mobilizes through the entire micromodel. This is accompanied by a sudden decrease in
pressure drop. Variability of pressure drop in wet foams had standard deviations of
±0.007 psi, whereas very dry foams showed unsteady, cyclical pressure behavior with
standard deviations up to ±1.120 psi (a 27.6% error from the average measurement).
5.4.4. Pressure drop and apparent viscosity
Observed pressure drop across the micromodel depended on total flow rate and
foam quality. Previous experiments investigating foam flooding in sandpacks showed
that foam strength gradually increased with foam quality until a maximum value, then
dropped off quickly at the driest conditions.79 We wanted to investigate this inflection
point 1) to see if we could find similar trends in the micromodel environment and 2) to
relate observed foam texture to the changes in pressure drop and apparent viscosity.
Figure 101 shows pressure drop vs. foam texture data for AOS 14-16 in DI water at
conditions above (1%) and below (0.07%) CMC in DI water.80
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Figure 101 – Pressure drop vs. foam quality for AOS 14-16 1% in DI water. B) AOS
14-16 0.07%.

Our 2-D micromodel foam flooding data confirms the trend observed for foam in
sandpacks – an increase in foam strength until approximately 80-90% foam quality,
then a decrease towards drier foam. All data points indicate the average pressure drop
at steady-state over 400-2000 measurements. The large error bars for the 3rd and 4th
data points are due to the stair-step unsteady flow indicated in Figure 100.
Correspondingly, the error bars in bubble size histograms are also largest for the
measurements at the driest foam conditions (see Figure 103), indicating large
variability in bubble sizes over time.
Apparent viscosity μapp is proportional to the measured pressure drop ΔP over
distance L, and is related by the equation

Equation 16
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where k is the absolute relative permeability and uT is the total fluid velocity. An
experiment was conducted to determine the permeability of our micromodel: pressure
drop was measured for different flow rates for DI water (qw), and was shown to be
linearly dependent on water flow rate (Equation 17).

Equation 17

Darcy’s law can then be used to find permeability using Equation 18,

Equation 18

where area (A) is the cross-sectional area, viscosity (µ) is that of water, and L is the
length between pressure taps (16 mm). Permeability to water for our micromodel was
6.1 Darcy.
5.4.5. Bubble size
Images of the in-situ foam were recorded and analyzed to determine bubble size
distribution for foam qualities ranging from 59% – 99.8% gas fraction. Total volumetric
flow rate of gas and liquid was kept constant at 0.5 mL/hr. An example of analyzed foam
texture in the porous media micromodel is shown in Figure 102.
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Figure 102 – Example bubble-counting frame. Scale bar is 1 mm.

Each contiguous green area represents a bubble automatically identified via the
MATLAB script. Blue dots indicate the centroid position for each bubble. In the
micrograph shown in Figure 102, 2193 bubbles were automatically identified and
measured.
Histograms of bubble size distributions were generated by averaging 7-19
micrographs taken randomly over the course of 30 min for each foam quality condition.
These measurements of foam texture correspond to the pressure measurements in
Figure 101. Figure 103 shows histograms (converted to a line chart for visibility) for
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AOS 14-16 1% at 59%, 80%, 98%, and 99.8% foam quality. Each curve in Figure 103
represents 21,000 – 30,000 individually counted bubbles. Error bars indicate the
variability in bubble size distribution over time at steady-state.

Figure 103 – Histograms of bubble sizes at different foam qualities for AOS 14-16
1% in DI water.

Bubble size distribution generally displayed a peak at small bubble sizes and a
long-tail distribution towards large bubbles. At 59% quality foam is wet, bubbles are
rounded, and liquid slugs are seen mobilizing through the porous media and occupying
small pore spaces held by capillary pressure.
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At 80% quality the foam provides the strongest resistance to flow. More bubbles
are present at every size up until bubbles reach 90 pixels in area. In contrast to wetter
foam, liquid is now limited to the lamellae between bubbles. The increase in number of
bubbles is a combination of both higher gas fraction (bubbles occupy pore space where
liquid existed previously) and more bubble generation events. Small bubbles again
dominate the distribution with decreasing frequency as bubble size increases. More
bubbles mean more lamellae provide resistance to flow, so at this condition the
pressure drop across the micromodel is predicted to be highest. Indeed, pressure drop
data shows foam reaches its maximum strength around 80% quality (see Figure 101).
At higher foam quality (98% and 99.8%) the number of small bubbles decreases
and larger bubbles occupy a larger portion of the distribution. Foam is destroyed.
Possible explanations of this phenomenon in literature have suggested the limiting
capillary number is exceeded so that films rupture and bubbles coalesce or diffusive
coarsening where small bubbles diffuse into larger bubbles, however, these
experiments indicate that foam destruction at dry foam conditions is also due to
diffusive coarsening. Film rupture is only seen in high-velocity bubbles moving through
flow paths.
5.4.6. Effect of surfactant concentration
The previous experiment used an AOS concentration of 1% - above the critical
micelle concentration (CMC) of 0.1%.80 This experiment was repeated for a dilute
surfactant solution below the CMC at 0.07%. Foam qualities of 61%, 80%, 98%, and
99.8% were injected with a total fluid flow rate of 0.5 mL/hr.
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Figure 104 – Histograms of bubble size at different foam qualities for AOS 14-16
0.07%.

The lower concentration AOS exhibits the same trend in bubble texture and
pressure drop as 1% AOS: the majority of the bubbles are small with a long-tail
distribution of larger bubbles. The 1% AOS and 0.07% AOS cases nearly overlap. Since
lamellae division, is mostly mechanical in nature, and diffusive coarsening, does not
depend strongly on the surfactant concentration, it is unsurprising that there is little
variation between foam texture for the two cases.
Interestingly, the pressure drop for the low concentration surfactant case was
higher. Current understanding of foam texture’s effect on apparent viscosity would
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predict the higher pressure drop is due to more lamellae, but these results do not
support that prediction. The average number of bubbles was 2050 ± 215 for the lowconcentration case and 2122 ± 232 for the 1% surfactant case – nearly the same.
Differences in pressure drop may be due to contributions from lamellae outside of the
field-of-view (e.g. downstream), however it may also indicate the number of lamellae is
not the only important factor in foam texture’s influence on foam strength – it may also
depend on where those lamellae reside. Further research is needed to understand if
lamellae placement has an effect on pressure drop if the number of bubbles is controlled.
5.4.7. Effect of permeability
A dual-permeability heterogeneous micromodel was fabricated with a lowpermeability and high-permeability porous matrix to see the relationship between
bubble size and permeability. The same porous media pattern was used, but scaled up,
so that porosity remained the same. Figure 105 shows a micrograph of foam inside this
micromodel.
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Figure 105 – Foam in a dual-permeability micromodel. Scale bar is 1 mm.

If the minimum and maximum bubble size is specified in the MATLAB code to a
narrow range of bubble sizes, bubbles of a certain size can be highlighted. The next
several figures show bubbles sorted in area increments of 100 pixels for AOS 1% in DI
water.
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Figure 106 – AOS 1% bubbles, 5-100 pixels in size.

Figure 107 – AOS 1% bubbles, 101-200 pixels in size.
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Figure 108 – AOS 1% bubbles, 201-300 pixels in size.

Figure 109 – AOS 1% bubbles, 301-400 pixels in size.
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Figure 110 – AOS 1% bubbles, 400+ pixels in size.

Combined, the sorted bubbles can indicate areas which have larger and smaller
bubbles (see Figure 111). This becomes important as spatial heterogeneity is increased
in more complex micromodel designs.
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Figure 111 – AOS 1% bubbles color-coded according to size, in bins of 100 pixels
in size.

Since it is not obvious where the small and large bubbles reside, we can re-bin
into bubbles smaller and larger than 300 pixels (see Figure 112). (Future experiments
may wish to code bubbles with a color gradient corresponding to bubble size.)
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Figure 112 – AOS 1% bubbles. Bubbles smaller (blue) and larger (green) than
300 pixels in size.

Figure 112 shows that the high-permeability zone has more large bubbles and
the low-permeability zone has more small bubbles (both in number and fraction of gas
volume), as expected. This set of images shows bubble sizes for a single frame; future
results should be averaged over many independent frames.
The high-permeability region provided relatively fewer “division sites” (grains)
and fewer pore-bodies for bubbles to become trapped in once they are divided. Both of
these factors limited the ability of high-permeable porous media to generate finely
textured foam. The mechanism of bubble-bubble pinch-off was a notable observation in
the high-permeability region, which could create more finely textured foam: the grain
size and spacing is less relevant than the lamellar interfaces between bubbles. Bubble-
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bubble pinch-off relies on a very heterogeneous pressure field which allows a bubble to
impinge on its neighbor instead of mobilizing through the porous media.

5.5. Discussion
5.5.1. Population balance simulation
Results from these experiments relate to the simulation of foam via the bubble
population balance approach. This model attempts to represent foam texture in porous
media like chemical reactions81,82, as the balance of germination and termination rates
within a given volume. One of its core assumptions is of local equilibrium; steady-state
foam is obtained when foam generation and destruction rates are equal (see Equation
19).

Equation 19

Where k1 and k-1 are the rate constants representing foam germination and
termination sites, respectively. uw is the interstitial wetting fluid velocity. The foam
generation constant (k1) is defined in Equation 20.

Equation 20.
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where n* is an upper-limit to foam bubble concentration dependent on pore size, and ω
is a constant that determines the shape of inverse proportionality of foam-germination
sites to pre-existing gas bubbles.83 Bertin et al. have argued that in strong foam on the
order of one bubble resides in every pore.84
5.5.2. Effective Viscosity
The effective viscosity of foam in porous media developed from bubble flow in
capillary tubes.39,85 The effective viscosity of foam in porous media (µf) depends on
foam texture through Equation 21.40,43,81,86

Equation 21

where µg is the viscosity of a continuous gas phase, α is a constant that depends on
absolute permeability and surfactant type, nf id is the number of bubbles per unit
volume of flowing gas, and vf is the interstitial velocity with an exponent c that
represents foam’s shear-thinning behavior. c is approximately 1/3.39
Since α is undefined we consider Hirasaki and Lawson expression for foam’s
apparent viscosity in Equation 22.39
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Equation 22

where nL is the number of lamellae per unit length, Rc is the gas-liquid interface’s
curvature, R is the characteristic pore radius, Ns describes drag from surface tension
along the bubble, NL is the dimensionless length of the bubble thin-film, σ is the gasliquid interfacial tension, and vf is the interstitial bubble velocity.
Kovscek and Bertin write that the number of lamellae per length increases as the
characteristic pore radius increases so that nL is related to nf through Equation 23.36

Equation 23

where β is a constant or proportionality relating permeability to the square of the
characteristic pore radius.
Hirasaki and Lawson note that the dominant term in Equation 22 is the first term in
the first parentheses which increases effective viscosity 100-fold (compared to 10-fold
for the second term in the first parentheses). With the additional assumption that the
lamella radius of curvature (R) is much smaller than the characteristic pore size radius
(Rc), Equation 24 describes effective viscosity in terms of lamellae per unit volume.36
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Equation 24

Capillary pressure (Pc) increases with increasing gas fraction (see Figure 113)
and depends on the surfactant and pore size (Equation 25).

Figure 113 – Capillary pressure curve.79

Equation 25

Rearranging and substituting with capillary pressure, apparent viscosity then
becomes:
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Equation 26

Comparing Equation 26 to Equation 21 shows that α scales as K3/2Pc in
agreement with literature.40 In our micromodel, K and Pc are constant so foam effective
viscosity should be proportional to the number of lamellae and inversely proportional
to the foam interstitial velocity to the 1/3 power. We did not yet explicitly measure
foam velocity but did see an increase in viscosity with an increase in number of lamellae
as gas fraction increased towards its optimal value.
Because this derivation is based on characteristic pore size the number of
lamellae is the only relevant parameter; where the lamellae are located is irrelevant.
Preliminary results already show that two surfactants at different concentrations can
have the same number of bubbles per unit volume but display different apparent
viscosities. In micromodels systems we can also begin to systematically introduce
heterogeneities to change foam texture and measure its effect on apparent viscosity.
Perhaps the arrangement of pore-level heterogeneity matters (e.g. parallel vs. series)?

5.6. Mechanisms of foam generation and destruction
The classic descriptions of foam-generation include snap-off, lamellae-division,
and leave-behind.

Recently, Liontas et al. showed evidence of another bubble-

generation mechanism – the so-called “bubble-bubble pinch-off”; when multiple
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bubbles compete to flow through a pore throat a bubble can stretch through the
constriction and divide as an adjacent bubble presses into it.87 In this paper we discuss
these mechanisms in context of porous media foam systems, and highlight subtle
differences between the classical descriptions and actual behavior in real systems.
5.6.1. The absence of snap-Off
In 2-D porous media such as the micromodel used in his experiment, lamellaedivision is expected to be the dominant bubble generation mechanism. The main
reason is because the depth-dimension of the micromodel remains constant; any
change in capillary number must come from lateral dimension changes – that is,
convergent and divergent grain geometry. The pore-body to pore-throat ratio must be
above 2 to provide the necessary local decrease in capillary number for snap-off to
occur.44

In most micromodels pore throat size is limited by the lithographical

resolution during photoresist exposure while pore body size is restricted by the
microchannel depth. However, some researchers have made micromodels with the
necessary variability in pore-body to pore-throat to study snap-off by changing the
depth-dimension or by making very small pore-throats.88 The micromodel in this
paper, however, does not have large pore-body to pore-throat ratios and therefore is
not suitable for capillary snap-off as bubbles emerge from pore throats; there is not a
transition from low permeability to high permeability.
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5.6.2. Snap-off: pressure fluctuation
Though snap-off was not seen in flowing bubbles, in rare instances static bubbles
were seen to snap-off from pressure fluctuations alone. This was relatively rare, and
required large swings in local pressure.
First we need to understand how local pressure fluctuations can occur; consider
a mobilized flow path through the porous medium. Between bubble trains there is a
local pressure decrease which increases again as the bubbles pass. This can be seen by
the movement of lamellae from non-flowing bubbles next to the flow path. Lamellae
bend towards the flow path between bubble trains and bend away from the flow path as
bubbles pass. If nearby bubbles are small they are sucked towards the flow-path if the
local region is wet enough such that lamellae are not pinned to the walls. In some cases
this introduces new bubbles from the sidelines into the flowing path. This illustrates
one mechanism by which non-flowing foam can be converted into flowing foam. This
also highlights why foam is such a good mobility control agent: bubble-train resistances
are able to increase the local pressure so that flow diverts through paths other than the
current flow-path.
Occasionally a non-flowing bubble stretched across many pores would swell and
shrink with pressure fluctuations from surrounding bubble movement so much that it
thinned to the point where it divided into two bubbles. In this way it achieved capillary
snap-off not from a change in capillary number as it moved from a pore-throat to porebody, as in the classical snap-off description, but rather from local pressure fluctuation.
Although snap-off is most likely to occur for flowing bubbles moving from low-
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permeability to high-permeability zones, this work shows evidence it can also occur in
stationary bubbles. Perhaps the destruction of foam makes local pressure swings more
likely, hence snap-off is more likely to occur, so that a feedback loop is formed to
regenerate foam in-situ?
5.6.3. Flow path reorientation
Mobilized bubble flow paths tend to contain large bubbles spanning several pore
lengths – so-called “sausage” shaped bubbles which percolate through many pores as a
continuous bubble. These long bubbles establish few lamellae in the flow path and offer
little resistance themselves (as a continuous gas phase!); hence they remain mobile and
convectively transport gas through the porous media. Strong-foam systems introduce
many smaller bubbles at pore sites so that mobilized bubbles must mobilize what’s
ahead of them in order to move themselves. How can a bubble displace the bubble
ahead of it to mobilize?
Stegemeier has considered the analogous transport of oil globules in porous
media: mobilization occurs when the pressure drop across the blob is greater than the
capillary entry pressure at the downstream pore throat (see Equation 27).74

Equation 27 – Critical globule conditions for mobilization.
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where the left-hand side of the equation is the pressure drop in the wetting phase over
the distance (L) of the oil blob. uw, μw, and kw, are the water velocity, viscosity, and
permeability, respectively. σ is the interfacial tension and rn is the pore radius. When
the blob length and permeability are normalized in terms of pore throat radius the
equation states that mobilization occurs at a critical capillary number (viscous to
capillary ratio) dependent on the pore geometry and blob length. Similarly, gas bubbles
are expected to mobilize when the pressure-drop across the bubble exceeds the
capillary pressure of the restraining pore throat.
Consider two static gas bubbles both capillary-trapped at an identical pore
throat. The bubble more elongated along the direction of pressure drop is more likely
to be able to mobilize through the pore throat. The pressure at the upstream end of the
bubble is higher (due to the overall pressure gradient in the porous medium) and the
pressure within the bubble is equilibrated (otherwise it would deform!). Hence, long
bubbles are most-easily mobilized and are most-often observed flowing unlike smaller
bubbles which cannot muster the required pressure drop across their length to
overcome the downstream throat’s capillary entry pressure. This helps explain why
finely textured foams are less mobile than coarsely textured foams; they cannot achieve
the necessary pressure gradients needed to move through pore throats.36
Bubble trains stop flowing when a critical number of lamellae are introduced
over a given pressure drop – for example, when smaller bubbles (with many lamellae!)
move into a flowing region. If the number of lamellae is above a critical value (which
depends on pore geometry and pressure drop) convective flow will stop and the system
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will remain stationary, find a different flow path to release the pressure build up, or
diffusively coarsen until the number of lamellae again drops below the critical value
and foam is mobilized. Mobilized bubbles are again able to percolate into multiple flow
paths and divide, promoting a feedback loop that acts to sieve bubble sizes to a specific
range depending on the porous media.
Simply counting the number of lamellae is not enough to predict foam
mobilization. Much of a foam’s resistance is “hidden” in the lamellae themselves.
Differences in surface elasticity and fluid transport in thin films impact the ability of
foam to resist flow; these properties depend on surfactant formulation (surfactant and
electrolyte type, concentration, etc.). These interfacial interactions are difficult to
measure in-situ yet they still contribute to flow resistance.

For a micromodel

experiment such as ours, such interfacial phenomena may help to explain instances
where foam texture is similar for different surfactants yet pressure drops are different
(compare Figure 101, Figure 103, and Figure 104).
5.6.4. Lamellae division
Lamellae division was observed to be the dominant mechanism of foam
generation, however the division process was more nuanced than one might assume
from the classical illustration shown in Figure 114A. Lamellae division occurs when a
large bubble enters two flow paths and divides around a grain, generating two bubbles
where there originally was only one.
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Figure 114 – A) The classical illustration of lamellae division. B) A more realistic
version of lamellae division which accounts for dead-end flow paths and division
from the trailing-end of the bubble as it drags across bubble branch-points.

The classical description implies that the dividing grain is a branch point for two
flow paths which continue through the porous media. In reality, a large bubble often
percolates into many pore spaces which are non-flowing dead-ends, and when the
trailing lamellae catches up to these branch points the bubble divides (see Figure 115).
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Figure 115 – Large bubbles percolate into many non-flowing dead-end paths to
form tree-like patterns. Division occurs as the trailing lamellae drags across
these branch points. Injection conditions: Tween 0.1 mL/hr, 1100 mbar air.

In this way lamellae division may be thought of as a bubble “wrapping around”
grains as it searches for an optimal flow path rather than neatly splitting into two
flowing paths. This is especially true in foam systems with many capillary-trapped
bubbles which obstruct flowing bubbles – the so-called “bubble blocking” mechanism.
The consequence of this subtle difference in the lamellae division mechanism is that
many bubbles actually divide at their tail-end when the trailing lamella drags across
branch-points.
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Figure 116 – Foam generation via lamellae division with flow from left to right. A)
The bubble of interest as it first enters the field-of-view. B) Bubbles generated
from the single bubble labeled in the order in which they were created. Pink
bubbles represent divisions from the original red bubble and teal bubbles
represent divisions from pink bubbles. Scale bars are 1 mm.

Figure 116 shows a before-and-after comparison of a bubble (shown in red) as it
moves across the field-of-view. Colored bubbles are bubbles generated via lamellae
division from the original bubble. Pink bubbles divided from the red bubble, and teal
bubbles divided from pink bubbles. In this example seven new bubbles were formed
from the original bubble.
5.6.5. Lamellae division: stretch-cut
The chaotic pressure field in foam systems also causes flowing bubbles to snake
through many pores in one direction (“stretch”) then stop as the pressure field
reorients to then push lamellae across the elongated bubble (“cut”) and divide it. In this
mechanism the dividing grains were never even “branch points” at all. Figure 117
illustrates this mechanism. The long bubble (in red) initially flows towards the bottom-
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right. Then it stops and bubbles begin to move from left to right, dividing the red
bubble.

Figure 117 – Long bubbles are stretched through flow paths which eventually
stop flowing. The pressure field reorients so that upstream bubbles then press
into this elongated bubble to divide it.

The “stretch-cut” mechanism relies on irregular pressure fields (at the pore
scale) that are able to orient bubbles in one direction and then change the pressure field
to ‘cut’ across the bubble.

In porous media this occurs via the cyclical

trapping/blocking and mobilization of bubbles which divert flow along tortuous paths.
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5.7. Foam destruction
5.7.1. Foam coarsening
Diffusion-driven coarsening was an observed mechanism of foam destruction. In
bulk foam small bubbles have higher Laplace pressures due to their smaller radii of
curvature and the resulting pressure difference causes gas to diffuse from small bubbles
to large bubbles. In porous media, however, this phenomenon is complicated by the
presence of the grain structure. In porous media it is not true that small bubbles will
always diffuse into large bubbles like in bulk systems. Rather, the bubble size is
dependent on the ability for diffusion to equalize the pressure between bubbles. In
porous media, pressure between bubbles is equalized as the lamellae curvature is
reduced. This means lamellae tend to drag towards pore throats and flatten as diffusion
occurs. At equilibrium lamellae will arrange at pore throats with flat interfaces, or will
be slightly curved and displaced downstream if there is an applied pressure gradient.89
This points to another reason why bubble size is dependent on the grain structure –
diffusion.
In our system small bubbles diffused into large bubbles, however the effect was
more pronounced for dry foam where bubbles were pressed against each other under a
local pressure gradient. This is likely due to lamellae thinning as fluid is squeezed out
from between bubbles. This facilitates diffusion since the diffusion rate is proportional
to the distance over which diffusion occurs.
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In the dual-permeability model, less diffusion-driven coarsening was observed
in the low-permeability region because 1) the low-permeability region was wetter,
meaning gas diffusion from small bubbles needed to occur over a longer distance and 2)
there were less local pressure gradients which could press bubbles together and thin
the lamella due to more capillary-trapped bubbles dampening pressure fluctuations.
Hence, small bubbles were more numerous and had longer lifetimes in the low-perm
region.
Laplace pressure increases significantly at smaller scales (bubble pressure is
inversely proportional to the radius of curvature) so it’s likely that diffusion-driven
effects would become even more important in lower-permeability systems. However,
we still expect a lower-permeability matrix to have a higher fraction of small-bubbles
relative to higher-permeability matrix even at smaller absolute scales due to lamellae’s
preference for situating at pore throats as diffusion occurs (yet still remaining as
individual bubbles).
Diffusion-driven coarsening is one mechanism proposed to explain the observed
cyclic flow of foam in porous media. This theory suggests the mobilization of bubbles in
a bubble train depends on the number of lamellae and pore-geometry in a given flow
path. For a given pressure drop across a flow path, bubbles will mobilize only if the
number of lamellae is below some critical value. Stationary foam (trapped gas)
undergoing diffusion-driven coarsening may reduce the number of lamellae enough to
drop below this critical value and bubbles again mobilize. This process results in a
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cyclical rearrangement of foam flow paths through porous media as bubbles flow, get
trapped, coarsen, and flow again.
5.7.2. Foam coarsening: CO2
Carbon dioxide is of interest in gas flooding because it can be miscible with
crude oil if the pressure is above the minimum miscibility pressure (MMP), which
depends on the oil composition. Lighter hydrocarbon components are more easily
extracted. Many reservoirs have pressures above the MMP making CO2 an attractive
option for EOR floods. While experiments investigating the mechanisms and flow
behavior of air foams are believed to apply to foams with other gases - the physical
basis is the same - differences in the gas properties can impact foam performance. A
rigorous understanding of the unique behavior of CO2 foam is necessary to properly
design an injection scheme with the desired mobility control.
CO2 can more readily diffuse into the liquid phase than air, and we hypothesize
CO2 foams diffusively-coarsen faster because of this. Cohen et al. developed a foam
simulation which found that the time-scale of coarsening was proportional to the gas
diffusivity.89 Since film permeability for CO2 is 60 times greater than for N2 (0.13 m/s
for N2 vs. 7.85 m/s for CO2 (Rouhi F. manuscript) we expect coarsening will occur more
rapidly in CO2 foam.
Literature results investigating foam strength relative to pure nitrogen foams
show that as the fraction of CO2 in the gas phase is increased the foam strength
decreases to between 30-50% for 40-90% CO2.
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Our experiments show a possible mechanism for the observed decreases in foam
strength as CO2 fraction is increased in the gas phase: foam texture coarsens faster
because the film permeability is greater for CO2 so the total number of lamellae is
reduced via bubbles diffusing away, providing less resistance to flow through porous
media flow paths and less foam strength overall.
The implications of faster coarsening suggest CO2 foam may have increased
mobility compared to air foam. (As the rate of coarsening increases, the number of
lamellae decreases, offering less resistance to established pressure drops, a lower
apparent viscosity, and a higher mobility overall.) But, since the rate of coarsening is
also believed to be inversely proportional to permeability (smaller pores have more
curved interfaces, and hence greater pressure drops and a greater driving force for
diffusion), mobility may be increased more in low-permeability regions than in highpermeability regions. CO2 may have an increased mobility compared to air overall, but
displays a greater disparity in the mobility reduction due to different permeability
zones. This permeability-dependent disparity is the hallmark advantage of foam
mobility control and it bolsters the argument for using diffusive gases like CO2.
However, coarsening is not the only mechanism involved in mobility control and other
factors (such as the shear-thinning behavior of foam) are also important. The relative
influence of each of these factors is yet to be determined.
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5.8. Future work
5.8.1.1. Flowing fraction
The MATLAB code provided can be adapted to consider only mobile bubbles
(see Figure 118). (The opposite can also be specified – only stationary bubbles can be
analyzed if you wish.) This is useful for gathering statistics about the flowing (or nonflowing) bubbles or for identifying flow-paths within the spatial area.
For videos of flowing foam, mobile bubble-train flow paths can be identified in
the porous media. The mobilized fraction of foam can be observed over time and the
reorientation of flow paths can be observed. It may be possible to relate the number of
lamellae along various pathways to predict through which pores the mobilized bubbles
will travel.

Figure 118 – MATLAB-identified flowing bubbles. Scale bar is 1 mm.
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The identification of “moving” bubbles is accomplished by the inclusion of an
additional test condition which compares a current bubble’s centroid position to
centroid positions from previous frames. If the centroid position is within a specified
distance to other centroids it is considered stationary. If the centroid has moved farther
than the specified distance it is considered “mobilized”. Typical distance for bubble
movement from frame-to-frame is 5 pixels, but this can be adjusted to include moremobile or less-mobile bubbles depending on your goal of analysis. Tracking bubbles in
this manner requires a sufficiently high frame rate so that a bubble’s centroid positions
don’t deviate too far.

5.8.2. On-device surfactant blending
Future micromodels may incorporate on-device mixing to blend surfactants. By
adding additional inlet ports to the device and a mixing channel, the foamed surfactant
formulation can be adjusted on-device in real-time. Figure 119 shows an example of a
micromodel design that can combine two surfactant streams prior to foaming via a
flow-focusing geometry.

Figure 119 – A schematic for on-device blending of surfactants.
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By adjusting the relative flow rates of the two surfactants different blend ratios
can be produced. Similarly, the introduction of brine, divalent ion solutions, or foam
boosters could be included to sweep conditions along the surfactant-formulation
variable. On-device screening could quickly determine optimal surfactant formulations
for foams with good strength or foams which are best-able to maintain strong foam in
the presence oil.
5.8.3. Screening with oil
In the presence of oil, foam is known to destabilize and break. Liquid lamella are
lost in two ways: gas diffusion and (more importantly) capillary suction coalescence.
There are three mechanisms believed to promote film rupture in oil-water-gas
dispersions: entering, spreading, and bridging, illustrated in Figure 120.

Figure 120 – Entering, spreading, and bridging mechanisms of foam destruction.

Entering describes the process of an oil globule moving into the interface.
Spreading is the creation of a pseudoemulsion film that forms between the aqueous and
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gas phases. Bridging occurs when an oil globule splits the aqueous phase, destabilizing
the interface and causing film rupture.
Microfluidic systems can be used to screen surfactants to test their ability to
keep bubbles from coalescing.

Many of the porous media micromodels involving

presented in this thesis utilize a drain port through which foam and oil co-flow prior to
the experiment. The drain port was originally designed so that foam generation can
stabilize before surfactant adsorbs onto the porous media, but it offers the opportunity
to observe foam’s interaction with oil. Figure 121 shows foam and oil flowing into the
drain port of such a micromodel.

Figure 121 – An example of a T-junction where foam and oil co-flow into the drain
port.

Observation of on-device foam-oil interaction may be a useful tool to screen
surfactants for use in EOR applications. Figure 122 and Figure 123 are from the
micromodel design used in Chapter 4. Oil and foam co-flow at the upstream T-junction
prior to experimentation.
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Figure 122 – IOS:LB 2:8 1% SW co-flowing with oil to the micromodel drain.
Unstable. Scale bar is 1 mm.

Figure 123 – (60% AOS 14-16 : 40% IOS 15-18) : LB 3:7 1% co-flowing with oil to
the micromodel drain. Stable. Scale bar is 1 mm.

Comparing these two surfactants – IOS:LB and (AOS:IOS):LB – we see a stark
difference in their ability to maintain bubbles that don’t coalesce with oil contact. In
this particular experiment the IOS:LB foam also performed poorly in the oil
displacement experiment compares to (AOS:IOS):LB.

This suggests that different

surfactants will exhibit different foam structure in micromodels with oil, and pre-
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screening foam interaction with oil in micromodels may be useful to predict EOR
performance of surfactants.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1. Fractured porous micromodel with oil
These experiments demonstrated oil displacement via water, air, and foam
flooding in 2-D model heterogeneous porous media with stratified permeability regions
and a central fracture. Foam improved the total oil displacement and sweep efficiency
compared to water flooding, gas flooding, surfactant flooding, and water/gas coinjection under the same injection conditions. Furthermore, visual micromodel analysis
showed the permeability section from which the mobilized oil originated, as well as
how injected fluids invaded each zone to recover the oil. Foam effectively displaced
trapped oil in the low-permeability region by bubble resistances in the fracture and
high-permeability zones, increasing local pressure gradients into the matrix sufficiently
to overcome the low-permeability capillary entry pressure. Foam caused a higher
pressure drop and higher apparent viscosity due to the trapping of bubbles. The
injected foam quality (air/(air+water) ratio) changed in porous media depending on
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the matrix permeability due to differences in the capillary entry pressure for the
injected gas and liquid. The liquid portion of the injected foam required lower pressure
gradients than the gas portion to invade small pores, so low-permeability regions
become liquid-enriched. High-permeability regions become gas-rich as bubbles become
immobilized and lamellae drained. This phase separation of the injected foam suggests
that foam should not be treated as a homogeneous phase in heterogeneous porous
media.

6.2. Foam texture micromodels
This section introduced a versatile microfluidic approach to studying foam in 2D porous media. Injection of gas and surfactant generated foam in-situ where relevant
mechanisms could be observed in real-time. Bubble size was quantified via custom
MATLAB code developed for this thesis, and pressure drop was measured to relate
foam texture to performance. This project showed 1) at constant gas fraction, the
number of bubbles increases as total flow rate increases. 2) increasing gas fraction
causes a greater number of bubbles per unit volume and increased pressure drop until
the maximum foam strength is reached, after which bubbles become larger and
pressure drop decreases, and 3) different concentrations of AOS 14-16 in DI water
above and below CMC show the same bubble size distribution versus foam quality,
though pressure drop was higher for the less concentrated surfactant. This suggests
that the number of bubbles alone may not account for all differences in apparent
viscosity.
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Mechanistic observations showed lamellae division was the dominant
mechanism of foam generation with negligible snap-off, due to the 2-D confinement of
the micromodel. The mechanism of diffusion-driven coarsening was observed for foam
destruction, with negligible film rupture only for fast-flowing bubbles.

Diffusive

coarsening occurred faster when the gas phase replaced nitrogen with carbon dioxide,
since CO2 has a higher diffusivity. In bubble population balance models, snap-off and
film rupture are thought to be the principle mechanisms of foam generation and
destruction, indicating a disparity between real-world results and theory.
Foam texture was observed in-situ, which is unique compared to similar
experimental systems in the literature. MATLAB code was written to automate the
quantification of the number and size of bubbles for both images and video, counting
over 120,000 bubbles to generate a single histogram for each surfactant investigated.
Independent measurements of bubble texture at different times during stochastic
“steady-state” flow allowed for high accuracy in defining the representative foam
quality condition. More variability in bubble size at steady-state was seen in foam
qualities above the maximum foam strength.
This system presents a novel, yet versatile reservoir-on-a-chip platform which
can be used to study foam systems for EOR research. The logical extension of the work
presented in this thesis is to screen and compare surfactant formulations in foam EOR
research and development. The addition of oil into this system will provide critical
information on the stability of foaming surfactants to the hydrocarbons present in
reservoirs of interest. A critical next step will be to compare micromodel screening
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results with core and sandpack results to demonstrate its viability. After that, vast
libraries of surfactant performance data can be generated by repeating experiments on
a single design, allowing facile comparison of results and the ability to data-mine for
trends and patterns which can ultimately be related back to surfactant molecule design
or optimal surfactant blending to produce efficient recovery options for EOR.
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Appendix A
BubbleStatsImgs.m
% BubbleStatsImgs.m
% *************************************************************************
% Created by Charles Conn
2014
% *************************************************************************
close all
clear all
clc
% ======================== DEFINE FILES & VARIABLES =======================
% Specify the file location of the image you want to use:
filePath
=
'E:\Heterogeneous\HeterogeneousN2\QualityRamp
0.5mlhr\0.0672prct
AOS\107.0psi N2 0.01mlhr AOS0.06prct\';
ExptTitle = 'AOS 14-16 0.0675% in DI; 0.01mL/hr AOS & 107psi N2';
Filter = imread([filePath,'filter1.png']);
PicStats = [];
for pic = 0:1:7
fileName = num2str(pic);
fileExt = '.bmp';
Img = imread([filePath,fileName,fileExt]);
saveFiles = 'Y';
level = 0.6;
% grayscale threshhold for B/W image. (Higher is darker)
areaMin = 5;
% Smallest bubble region cut-off
areaMax = 100000;
% Largest bubble region cut-off
centroidY_top = 30;
% Top cut-off for centroid position
centroidY_bottom = 570; % Bottom cut-off for centroid position
centroidX_left = 1;
% Left cut-off for centroid position
centroidX_right = 800; % Right cut-off for centroid position
se = strel('disk',1,0); % filter used for imdilate if needed
% ============================== PROCESSING ===============================
disp(' ');disp('
======== STARTING DATA PROCESSING ========');disp(' ');
FilterBW = Filter(:,:,1) >= 254;
Img_gray = rgb2gray(Img);
BW = im2bw(im2bw(Img_gray,level)-FilterBW);
% BW = imdilate(BW,se); % possible use to clean-up B/W image
% BW = imerode(BW,strel('disk',1,0));
% f11 = figure(11);imshow(BW)
CC = bwlabel(BW,8);
STATS = regionprops(CC,'Area','Centroid');
Areas = [STATS.Area];
XY = [STATS.Centroid];
X = XY(1:2:end);
Y = XY(2:2:end);
% make logical vectors that satisfy the thresholds
minThresh = (Areas > areaMin); % returns vector of 1s if true, 0s if false
maxThresh = (Areas < areaMax);
centroidHighThresh = (Y > centroidY_top);
centroidLowThresh = (Y < centroidY_bottom);
centroidLeftThresh = (X > centroidX_left);
centroidRightThresh = (X < centroidX_right);
% multiply so 0's cancel out, only keeping ones that satisfy all conditions
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idx
=
minThresh.*maxThresh.*centroidHighThresh.*centroidLowThresh.*centroidLeftThresh.*ce
ntroidRightThresh;
% throw out everything else
BW1 = ismember(CC,find(idx));
CC = bwlabel(BW1,8); % replace CC with only objects that met the above criteria
STATS = regionprops(CC,'Area','Centroid'); % replace stats with this reduced set of
objects
% ================================ PLOTTING ===============================
opengl software
% Figure 1 - plotting objects that met criteria over image background
f1 = figure(1);imshow(Img_gray) %background image of the frame
hold on
green = cat(3,zeros(size(BW1)), ones(size(BW1)), zeros(size(BW1)));
overlay = imshow(green);
set(overlay, 'AlphaData', BW1)
for k = 1:length(STATS)% Plot object centroids
x = STATS(k).Centroid(1);
y = STATS(k).Centroid(2);
plot(x,y,'b.','MarkerSize',3)
end
text(10,10,ExptTitle,'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1])
hold off
if strcmpi(saveFiles,'Y') % Save if saveFiles is YES
print('-djpeg','-r300',[filePath,'OBJS-',fileName,'.jpg']) %save as JPEG with
300dpi resolution
end
% Figure 2 - plotting histogram of objects that met criteria
f2 = figure(2);
BinCounts = histc([STATS.Area],[5:10:500]);
BinCounts(BinCounts==0) = NaN;
hist([STATS.Area],[5:10:500])
ylim([0,450])
xlim([0,300])
title(ExptTitle)
xlabel('Bubble Size (Pixels)')
ylabel('Counts')
if strcmpi(saveFiles,'Y')
print('-dpng',[filePath,'HIST-',fileName,'.png'])
PicStats = [PicStats,BinCounts']; %update masterlist of histigram data
end
% *************************************************************************
end
if strcmpi(saveFiles,'Y')
csvwrite([filePath,'COMBINED.csv'],PicStats)
end
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BubbleStatsRED.m
% BubbleStatsRED.m
% *************************************************************************
% Created by Charles Conn
2014
% *************************************************************************
close all
clear all
clc
% ======================== DEFINE FILES & VARIABLES =======================
% Specify the file location of the image you want to use:
filePath = 'F:\Micromodel - Heterogeneous\AOS\Mechanistic\';
fileName = 'AOS-EXIT';
fileExt = '.png';
T1 = imread([filePath,fileName,fileExt]);
T2 = imread([filePath,'EXITsnap1.png']);
saveFiles = 'Y';
colorChoice = 'R'
% R for red, G for green, B for blue
level = 0.95;
% grayscale threshhold for B/W image. (Higher is darker)
areaMin = 1;
% Smallest bubble region cut-off
areaMax = 100000;
% Largest bubble region cut-off
centroidY_top = 1;
% Top cut-off for centroid position
centroidY_bottom = 600; % Bottom cut-off for centroid position
centroidX_left = 1;
% Left cut-off for centroid position
centroidX_right = 800; % Right cut-off for centroid position
% ============================== PROCESSING ===============================
disp(' ');disp('
======== STARTING DATA PROCESSING ========');disp(' ');
if strcmpi(colorChoice,'R')
ColorChannel = T1(:,:,1); %
elseif strcmpi(colorChoice,'G')
ColorChannel = T1(:,:,2); %
elseif strcmpi(colorChoice,'B')
ColorChannel = T1(:,:,3); %
end
BW = im2bw(ColorChannel,level);
%f11 = figure(11);imshow(BW)

select only the red channel
green channel
blue channel
% cut out everything that's not red

CC = bwlabel(BW,8);
STATS = regionprops(CC,'Area','Centroid');
Areas = [STATS.Area];
XY = [STATS.Centroid];
X = XY(1:2:end);
Y = XY(2:2:end);
% make logical vectors that satisfy the thresholds
minThresh = (Areas >= areaMin); % returns vector of 1s if true, 0s if false
maxThresh = (Areas <= areaMax);
centroidHighThresh = (Y > centroidY_top);
centroidLowThresh = (Y < centroidY_bottom);
centroidLeftThresh = (X > centroidX_left);
centroidRightThresh = (X < centroidX_right);
% multiply so 0's cancel out, only keeping ones that satisfy all conditions
idx
=
minThresh.*maxThresh.*centroidHighThresh.*centroidLowThresh.*centroidLeftThresh.*ce
ntroidRightThresh;
% throw out everything else
BW1 = ismember(CC,find(idx));
CC = bwlabel(BW1,8); % replace CC with only objects that met the above criteria
STATS = regionprops(CC,'Area','Centroid'); % replace stats with this reduced set of
objects
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% ================================ PLOTTING ===============================
% Figure 1 - plotting objects that met criteria over image background
f1 = figure(1);imshow(T2) %background image of the frame
hold on
if strcmpi(colorChoice,'R')
color = cat(3,ones(size(BW1)).*1, ones(size(BW1)).*0, ones(size(BW1)).*0); % 3
matrices for RGB
elseif strcmpi(colorChoice,'G')
color = cat(3,ones(size(BW1)).*0, ones(size(BW1)).*1, ones(size(BW1)).*0);
elseif strcmpi(colorChoice,'B')
color = cat(3,ones(size(BW1)).*0, ones(size(BW1)).*0, ones(size(BW1)).*1);
end
% color = cat(3,ones(size(BW1)).*0, ones(size(BW1)).*1, ones(size(BW1)).*0);
overlay = imshow(color);
set(overlay, 'AlphaData', BW1)
for k = 1:length(STATS)% Plot object centroids
x = STATS(k).Centroid(1);
y = STATS(k).Centroid(2);
plot(x,y,'b.','MarkerSize',3)
end
hold off
% optional saving
if strcmpi(saveFiles,'Y') && strcmpi(colorChoice,'R')
saveName = [filePath,fileName,'-OBJS-R.jpg'];
print('-djpeg', saveName)
elseif strcmpi(saveFiles,'Y') && strcmpi(colorChoice,'G')
saveName = [filePath,fileName,'-OBJS-G.jpg'];
print('-djpeg', saveName)
elseif strcmpi(saveFiles,'Y') && strcmpi(colorChoice,'B')
saveName = [filePath,fileName,'-OBJS-B.jpg'];
print('-djpeg', saveName)
end
% Figure 2 - plotting histogram of objects that met criteria
f2 = figure(2);
BinCounts = histc([STATS.Area],[5:10:500]);
BinCounts = BinCounts';
BinCounts(BinCounts==0) = NaN;
hist([STATS.Area],[5:10:300])
ylim([0,400])
xlim([0,300])
title('Histogram of Bubble Sizes')
xlabel('Bubble Size (Pixels)')
ylabel('Counts')
% optional saving
if strcmpi(saveFiles,'Y') && strcmpi(colorChoice,'R')
saveName = [filePath,fileName,'-HIST-R.png'];
print('-dpng', saveName)
elseif strcmpi(saveFiles,'Y') && strcmpi(colorChoice,'G')
saveName = [filePath,fileName,'-HIST-G.png'];
print('-dpng', saveName)
elseif strcmpi(saveFiles,'Y') && strcmpi(colorChoice,'B')
saveName = [filePath,fileName,'-HIS-B.png'];
print('-dpng', saveName)
end
% *************************************************************************
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BubbleStatsVidAllTrack.m
% BubbleStatsVidAllTrack.m
% *************************************************************************
% Created by Charles Conn
2014
% *************************************************************************
close all
clear all
clc
% ======================== DEFINE FILES & VARIABLES =======================
% Specify the file location of the image you want to use:
filePath = 'C:\Users\Charles\Desktop\HeterogeneousN2\';
fileName = '2014-07-31 67.6psi N2 0.13 mlhr AOS1416DI';
fileExt = '.avi';
vidFile = VideoReader([filePath,fileName,fileExt]);
filter = imread([filePath,'filter1.png']);
% ====== Pick values to execute with ======
saveFiles = 'Y';
% Save files afterwards?
videoPlot = 'Y';
% Plot video?
frameStart = 1;
frameSkip = 20;
frameEnd = min([10000,vidFile.NumberOfFrames]);
frameEval = 51;
% For plotting a representative image
areaMin = 18;
% Smallest bubble region cut-off
areaMax = 100000;
% Largest bubble region cut-off
centroidY_top = 1;
% Top cut-off for centroid position
centroidY_bottom = 600;
% Bottom cut-off for centroid position
centroidX_left = 1;
% Left cut-off for centroid position
centroidX_right = 800;
% Right cut-off for centroid position
% centroidDev = 2;%3
% Pixel-distance deviation comparing centroids
level = 0.52;
% BW threshold (lower is more inclusive)
numBins = 75;
% ====== Analysis set-up ======
opengl software % forces software rendering, b/c some problems w/plotting
G = fspecial('gaussian',[3 3],2); % blur matrix for Gaussian filter
se = strel('disk',2,0);
screen_size = get(0,'ScreenSize'); % for plotting scaling (later)
% ============================== PROCESSING ===============================
disp(' ');disp('
======== STARTING DATA PROCESSING ========');disp(' ');
disp(['There are ',num2str(vidFile.NumberOfFrames),' frames in this video.']);
FilterBW = filter(:,:,1) >= 254;
% Pre-allocate space for MasterData struct
mov(frameStart:frameSkip:frameEnd) = struct('cdata', zeros(vidFile.Height,...
vidFile.Width,3,'uint8'));
disp('Processing video file data...');
MasterData = struct('Frame',zeros(1,frameEnd,'uint8'),...
'Img',zeros(vidFile.Height,vidFile.Width,'uint8'),...
'BW',false(vidFile.Height,vidFile.Width),...
'CC',zeros(vidFile.Height,vidFile.Width,'uint8'),...
'Stats',(struct('Area',[],'Centroid',[])),...
'Areas',[],...
'CentroidXs',[],...
'CentroidYs',[],...
'Kept',false(vidFile.Height,vidFile.Width),...
'StatsKept',(struct('Area',[],'Centroid',[])),...
'KeptAreas',[]);
% Begin frame-by-frame analysis
for f = frameStart:frameSkip:frameEnd
disp(['Reading frame ',num2str(f),'/',num2str(frameEnd),'...'])
tic
mov(f).cdata = read(vidFile,f); %Read data from this frame
%Record data from current fame
MasterData(f).Frame = f;
MasterData(f).Img = rgb2gray(mov(f).cdata);
MasterData(f).BW = im2bw(MasterData(f).Img,level)-FilterBW;
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MasterData(f).CC = bwlabel(MasterData(f).BW,8);
MasterData(f).Stats = regionprops(MasterData(f).CC,'Area','Centroid');
MasterData(f).Areas = [MasterData(f).Stats.Area];
XY = [MasterData(f).Stats.Centroid];
MasterData(f).CentroidXs = XY(1:2:end);
MasterData(f).CentroidYs = XY(2:2:end);
toc
end
for f = frameStart+frameSkip:frameSkip:frameEnd
disp(['Analyzing frame ',num2str(f),'/',num2str(frameEnd),'...'])
tic
% make logical vectors that satisfy specified cut-offs
minThresh = (MasterData(f).Areas > areaMin); % returns 1s when true, 0s when false
maxThresh = (MasterData(f).Areas < areaMax);
centroidHighThresh = (MasterData(f).CentroidYs > centroidY_top);
centroidLowThresh = (MasterData(f).CentroidYs < centroidY_bottom);
centroidLeftThresh = (MasterData(f).CentroidXs > centroidX_left);
centroidRightThresh = (MasterData(f).CentroidXs < centroidX_right);
%
centroidTest = true(1,length(MasterData(f).CentroidXs));
%
dummy = true(1,length(MasterData(f).CentroidXs));
%
% compare centroid positons in previous and current frames
%
thisX = [MasterData(f).CentroidXs];
%
thisY = [MasterData(f).CentroidYs];
%
for oldObj = 1:length(MasterData(f-frameSkip).CentroidXs)
%
oldX = MasterData(f-frameSkip).CentroidXs(oldObj);
%
oldY = MasterData(f-frameSkip).CentroidYs(oldObj);
%
Xtest = logical(floor(abs(thisX-oldX)./centroidDev));
%
Ytest = logical(floor(abs(thisY-oldY)./centroidDev));
%
dummy = centroidTest;
%
centroidTest = dummy.*logical(Xtest+Ytest); % if both Xtest and Ytest are 0,
centroidTest=0
%
end
% multiply so 0's cancel out, flagging valid objects as true
idx = minThresh.*maxThresh.*centroidHighThresh.*centroidLowThresh...
.*centroidLeftThresh.*centroidRightThresh;
% throw out everything else
MasterData(f).Kept = ismember(MasterData(f).CC,find(idx)); % Keep entries in CC where
corresponding idx is true
MasterData(f).StatsKept = regionprops(bwlabel(MasterData(f).Kept,8),'Area','Centroid');
MasterData(f).KeptAreas = [MasterData(f).StatsKept.Area];
MasterData(f).BinCounts = histc([MasterData(f).KeptAreas],[0:50:areaMax]);
toc
end
% ================================ PLOTTING ===============================
f2 = figure(2); %Average histogram w/error bars
for f = frameStart+frameSkip:frameSkip:frameEnd
for bin = 1:numBins
BinMatrix(f,bin) = MasterData(f).BinCounts(bin);
end
end
BinMatrix(BinMatrix==0) = NaN;
for bin = 1:numBins
BinAvg(bin) = nanmean(BinMatrix(:,bin));
BinStd(bin) = nanstd(BinMatrix(:,bin));
end
errorbar(BinAvg,BinStd)
title('Histogram of Bubble Sizes')
xlabel('Bubble Size (Pixels)')
ylabel('Counts')
ylim([0,60])
saveName = [filePath,'HIST-',fileName,'.png'];
print('-dpng', saveName)
f3 = figure(3); %Histogram video
for f = frameStart:frameSkip:frameEnd
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hist([MasterData(f).KeptAreas],[0:50:areaMax])
ylim([0,50])
xlim([0,1000])%xlim([0,areaMax])
title(['Frame ',num2str(f)])
xlabel('Bubble Size (Pixels)')
ylabel('Counts')
H(f) = getframe(f3);
flag(f) = 1;
end
if strcmpi(saveFiles,'Y')
H = H(logical(flag)); % trim out empty frames
vidObj = VideoWriter([filePath,'HISTVID-',fileName,'.avi'], 'Motion JPEG AVI');
vidObj.FrameRate = 10;
open(vidObj);
writeVideo(vidObj,H);
close(vidObj);
end
clear flag vidObj
% ======== FIGURE 6 - Video of displacement front
if strcmpi(videoPlot,'Y')
f6 = figure(6);
set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode','auto','NextPlot','replace') % or 'replacechildren'
flag = zeros(frameEnd);
for f = frameStart+frameSkip:frameSkip:frameEnd
imshow(MasterData(f).Img)
green = cat(3,ones(size(MasterData(f).Kept)),...
zeros(size(MasterData(f).Kept)), zeros(size(MasterData(f).Kept)));
hold on
overlay = imshow(green);
set(overlay,'AlphaData',MasterData(f).Kept)
for k = 1:length(MasterData(f).StatsKept)% Plot object centroids
x = MasterData(f).StatsKept(k).Centroid(1);
y = MasterData(f).StatsKept(k).Centroid(2);
plot(x,y,'bo','MarkerSize',5)
end
text(10,10,['Frame ',num2str(f)])
hold off
M(f) = getframe(f6);
flag(f) = 1;
end
if strcmpi(saveFiles,'Y') % If saving files...
M = M(logical(flag)); % trim out empty frames
vidObj = VideoWriter([filePath,fileName,'-MOV.avi'],'Motion JPEG AVI');
vidObj.FrameRate = 5;
open(vidObj);
writeVideo(vidObj,M);
close(vidObj);
end
end
disp('
======== DONE! ========');
% *************************************************************************
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PorousMinesweeper.m
% PorousMinesweeper.m
% *************************************************************************
% Created by Charles Conn
June 2014
% *************************************************************************
close all
clear all
clc
% ======================== DEFINE FILES & VARIABLES =======================
% Specify the file location of the image you want to use:
filePath = 'C:\Users\Charles\Documents\My Dropbox\MATLAB\';
fileName = 'ElevenCrop3'; % file has open pores as white, grains as black
fileExt = '.png';
T1 = imread([filePath,fileName,fileExt]);
T2 = zeros(size(T1),'uint8');
[l,w] = size(T1);
maxCircle = 215;
% must be odd
minCircle = 1;
% must be odd
circleSkip = 2;
% must be even
offset = 1; % pixel buffer to avoid edge effects
saveFiles = 'Y';
% ============================== PROCESSING ===============================
disp(' ');disp('
======== STARTING DATA PROCESSING ========');disp(' ');
BW = logical(T1);
f11 = figure(11);imagesc(T1);axis image
% Prepare the comparison circles and arrange in an array with the array
% index indicative of the circle size
disp('Building CircleArray...');
tic
for c = minCircle:circleSkip:maxCircle
midPt = ceil(c/2);
[rr cc] = meshgrid(1:c);
CircleArray{c} = sqrt((rr-midPt).^2+(cc-midPt).^2) <= midPt;
end
toc
% At each pixel, find the largest circle that can exist without touching
% the porous matrix.
disp('Calculating ...');
for i = offset:(l-offset)
disp(['Working on row ',num2str(i),'/',num2str(l-offset),'...']);
tic
for j = offset:(w-offset)
if BW(i,j) == 1;
T2(i,j) = 1;
for c = minCircle:circleSkip:maxCircle
if i>c && i<l-c && j>c && j<w-c
testMatrix = wkeep(BW,[c c],...
[i-floor(length(CircleArray{c})/2),jfloor(length(CircleArray{c})/2)]);
detMatrix = CircleArray{c} - testMatrix;
detMatrix(detMatrix == -1) = 0;
if sum(sum(detMatrix)) == 0;
T2(i,j) = c;
else break
end
end
end
end
end
toc
end
% ================================ PLOTTING ===============================
disp('Plotting...');
% Figure 1 - plotting capillary heatmap
f1 = figure(1);
imagesc(T2);
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axis image
if strcmpi(saveFiles,'Y') % Save if saveFiles is YES
disp(['Saving as ',filePath,fileName,'-HEAT.png']);
saveName = [filePath,fileName,'-HEAT.png'];
print('-dpng', saveName)
end
% *************************************************************************
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Redpixelcount.m
% redpixelcount.m
% *************************************************************************
% Created by Charles Conn
2013
% *************************************************************************
close all
clear all
clc
% ======================== DEFINE FILES & VARIABLES =======================
% Specify the file location of the image you want to use:
filePath = 'C:\Temp\';
fileName = 'Flood5air';
vidFile = VideoReader([filePath,fileName,'.avi']);
calibrate = 'Y';
saveFiles = 'Y';
videoProc = 'Y';

% to get region positions and color thresholds
% saves file to same folder with original file
% saves file to same folder with original file

frameStart = 800;
frameSkip = 1;
frameEnd = min([2501+800,vidFile.NumberOfFrames]);
frameEval = 1001; % For plotting a representative image
% === CALIBRATION ===
low_perm_y1 = 27;
fracture_y1 = 267;
fracture_y2 = 331;
high_perm_y2 = 573;
frameWidth = 1:800;
% Region Of Interest threshold for black-white image conversion
roi_low = 50;
% below this value there is no pink oil (Threshold)
roi_high = 256; % max value of oil
G = fspecial('gaussian',[3 3],2); % blur matrix for Gaussian filter
screen_size = get(0,'ScreenSize'); % for plotting scaling (later)
% ================================= SET UP ================================
disp(' ');disp('
======== STARTING DATA PROCESSING ========');disp(' ');
disp(['There are ',num2str(frameEnd),' frames in this video.']);
tic
% Load the video file, pre-allocate space for data
mov(frameStart:frameSkip:frameEnd) = struct('cdata', zeros(vidFile.Height,...
vidFile.Width, 3, 'uint8'), 'colormap', []);
disp('Processing video file data...');
MasterData = struct('Frame',[],'BlackWhite',[],'Blur',[],'PixelCountTop',[],...
'PixelCountMiddle',[],'PixelCountBottom',[],'Saturation',[]);
% If you need to calibrate the thresholding and position values:
if strcmpi(calibrate,'Y')
mov(frameEval).cdata = read(vidFile,frameEval);
Red_Green
=
double(mov(frameEval).cdata(:,450:800,1))
double(mov(frameEval).cdata(:,450:800,2));
imagesc(Red_Green);
axis image
title('DATA ANALYSIS IMAGE CALIBRATION')
colorbar('EastOutside') %EastOutside
set(gca,'YTick',0:10:600,'XTick',0:100:800)
hold on
l1 = [min(frameWidth),low_perm_y1]; l2 = [max(frameWidth),low_perm_y1];
l3 = [min(frameWidth),fracture_y1-1]; l4 = [max(frameWidth),fracture_y1-1];
f1 = [min(frameWidth),fracture_y1]; f2 = [max(frameWidth),fracture_y1];
f3 = [min(frameWidth),fracture_y2]; f4 = [max(frameWidth),fracture_y2];
h1 = [min(frameWidth),fracture_y2+1]; h2 = [max(frameWidth),fracture_y2+1];
h3 = [min(frameWidth),high_perm_y2]; h4 = [max(frameWidth),high_perm_y2];
plot([l1(1),l2(1)],[l1(2),l2(2)],'Color','r','LineWidth',2)
plot([l3(1),l4(1)],[l3(2),l4(2)],'Color','r','LineWidth',1)
plot([h1(1),h2(1)],[h1(2),h2(2)],'Color','b','LineWidth',1)
plot([h3(1),h4(1)],[h3(2),h4(2)],'Color','b','LineWidth',2)
plot([f1(1),f2(1)],[f1(2),f2(2)],'Color','k','LineWidth',2)
plot([f3(1),f4(1)],[f3(2),f4(2)],'Color','k','LineWidth',2)

-
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hold off
figure
axes('Position',[0 0 .333 1]) % [left, bottom, width, height]
imshow(roicolor(Red_Green, roi_low-5, roi_high))
text(10,25, ['Thresh Value: ',num2str(roi_low-5)], 'HorizontalAlignment','left',...
'Color',[1 0 0],'BackGroundColor',[1 1 1])
axes('Position',[.333 0 .333 1])
imshow(roicolor(Red_Green, roi_low, roi_high))
text(10,25, ['Thresh Value: ',num2str(roi_low)], 'HorizontalAlignment','left',...
'Color',[1 0 0],'BackGroundColor',[1 1 1])
axes('Position',[.666 0 .333 1])
imshow(roicolor(Red_Green, roi_low+5, roi_high))
text(10,25, ['Thresh Value: ',num2str(roi_low+5)], 'HorizontalAlignment','left',...
'Color',[1 0 0],'BackGroundColor',[1 1 1])
figure
imshow(mov(frameEval).cdata)
break
end
for f = frameStart:frameSkip:frameEnd
disp(['Frame ',num2str(f),'/',num2str(frameEnd),'...'])
%Read data from each frame
mov(f).cdata = read(vidFile,f);
Red
= double(mov(f).cdata(:,450:800,1)); % F(x,y,rgb)
Green = double(mov(f).cdata(:,450:800,2));
%Blue = double(mov(f).cdata(:,:,3));
Red_Green = Red - Green; % get a good contrast to identify 'pink' pixels
% Record data
MasterData(f).Frame = f;
MasterData(f).BlackWhite = roicolor(Red_Green, roi_low, roi_high);
MasterData(f).Blur = imfilter(MasterData(f).BlackWhite,G,'same');
MasterData(f).PixelCountTop = sum(sum(MasterData(f).BlackWhite(low_perm_y1:fracture_y11,350)));
MasterData(f).PixelCountMiddle
=
sum(sum(MasterData(f).BlackWhite(fracture_y1:fracture_y2,350)));
MasterData(f).PixelCountBottom
=
sum(sum(MasterData(f).BlackWhite(fracture_y2+1:high_perm_y2,350)));
MasterData(f).Saturation = sum(sum(MasterData(f).BlackWhite));
end
% Calculate
WhitespaceTop_norm = [MasterData.PixelCountTop] ./ max([MasterData.PixelCountTop]);
WhitespaceMiddle_norm = [MasterData.PixelCountMiddle] ./ max([MasterData.PixelCountMiddle]);
WhitespaceBottom_norm = [MasterData.PixelCountBottom] ./ max([MasterData.PixelCountBottom]);
WhitespaceTotal_norm = [MasterData.Saturation] ./ max([MasterData.Saturation]);
toc
% ================================ PLOTTING ===============================
% ======== FIGURE 1 - RGB comparison
% f1 = figure(1);
% set(gcf, 'Units', 'pixels','Position',[10 50 1400 600],'PaperPositionMode','auto');
% axes('Position',[0 0 0.25 1])
% imagesc(double(mov(frameEval).cdata(:,:,1)))
% axis image off
% title('RED')
%
% axes('Position',[0.25 0 0.25 1])
% imagesc(double(mov(frameEval).cdata(:,:,2)))
% axis image off
% title('GREEN')
%
% axes('Position',[0.5 0 0.25 1])
% imagesc(double(mov(frameEval).cdata(:,:,3)))
% axis image off
% title('BLUE')
%
% axes('Position',[0.75 0 0.25 1])
% imagesc(double(mov(frameEval).cdata(:,:,1)) - double(mov(frameEval).cdata(:,:,2)))
% axis image off
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% title('RED - GREEN')
% ======== FIGURE 2&3 - Threshold evaluation
f2 = figure(2); % Calibration
imagesc(double(mov(frameEval).cdata(:,:,1)) - double(mov(frameEval).cdata(:,:,2)))
set(gcf, 'Units', 'pixels','Position',[10 50 800 600],'PaperPositionMode','auto');
axis image
title(['DATA ANALYSIS IMAGE CALIBRATION - THRESH: ',num2str(roi_low)])
colorbar('EastOutside')
set(gca,'YTick',0,'XTick',0)
hold on
l1 = [min(frameWidth),low_perm_y1]; l2 = [max(frameWidth),low_perm_y1];
l3 = [min(frameWidth),fracture_y1-1]; l4 = [max(frameWidth),fracture_y1-1];
f1 = [min(frameWidth),fracture_y1]; f2 = [max(frameWidth),fracture_y1];
f3 = [min(frameWidth),fracture_y2]; f4 = [max(frameWidth),fracture_y2];
h1 = [min(frameWidth),fracture_y2+1]; h2 = [max(frameWidth),fracture_y2+1];
h3 = [min(frameWidth),high_perm_y2]; h4 = [max(frameWidth),high_perm_y2];
plot([l1(1),l2(1)],[l1(2),l2(2)],'Color','r','LineWidth',2)
plot([l3(1),l4(1)],[l3(2),l4(2)],'Color','r','LineWidth',1)
plot([h1(1),h2(1)],[h1(2),h2(2)],'Color','b','LineWidth',1)
plot([h3(1),h4(1)],[h3(2),h4(2)],'Color','b','LineWidth',2)
plot([f1(1),f2(1)],[f1(2),f2(2)],'Color','k','LineWidth',2)
plot([f3(1),f4(1)],[f3(2),f4(2)],'Color','k','LineWidth',2)
hold off
if strcmpi(saveFiles,'Y')
saveName = [filePath,fileName,'-CALIB.png'];
print('-dpng', saveName)
end
f3 = figure(3); % Original vs. BW-Blur
set(gcf, 'Units', 'pixels','Position',[10 50 834 320],'PaperPositionMode','auto');
axes('Position',[0.01 0 0.48 1])
imshow(mov(frameEval).cdata) % Original frame
axis image
text(10,25, ['Frame ',num2str(frameEval)], 'HorizontalAlignment','left',...
'Color',[1 0 0],'BackGroundColor',[1 1 1])
axes('Position',[0.51 0 0.48 1])
imshow(MasterData(frameEval).Blur) % BW-Blur frame
axis image
text(10,25, ['Frame ',num2str(frameEval)], 'HorizontalAlignment','left',...
'Color',[1 0 0],'BackGroundColor',[1 1 1])
if strcmpi(saveFiles,'Y')
saveName = [filePath,fileName,'-BLUR.png'];
print('-dpng', saveName)
end
% ======== FIGURE 4 - Saturation vs. frame#, for each permeability band
f4 = figure(4);
plot([MasterData.Frame],WhitespaceTop_norm,'-r',...
[MasterData.Frame],WhitespaceMiddle_norm,'-g',...
[MasterData.Frame],WhitespaceBottom_norm,'-b',...
[MasterData.Frame],WhitespaceTotal_norm,'-k','LineWidth',2)
legend('Low-Perm','Fracture','High-Perm','Total')
title('Saturation of Each Region')
xlabel('Frame Number')
ylabel('Oil Saturation')
ylim([0 1])
xlim([0 2000])
if strcmpi(saveFiles,'Y')
saveName = [filePath,fileName,'-SPLIT.png'];
print('-dpng', saveName)
CSV = [[MasterData.Frame];...
[MasterData.PixelCountTop];WhitespaceTop_norm;...
[MasterData.PixelCountMiddle];WhitespaceMiddle_norm;...
[MasterData.PixelCountBottom];WhitespaceBottom_norm;...
[MasterData.Saturation];WhitespaceTotal_norm]';
dlmwrite([filePath,fileName,'-pxls.csv'], CSV, ',');
end
% ======== FIGURE 5 - Total saturation vs. frame
% f5 = figure(5);
% plot([MasterData.Frame],WhitespaceTotal_norm,'-r')
% set(gcf, 'Units', 'pixels','Position',screen_size*0.5,'PaperPositionMode','auto');
% axis([1 frameEnd 0 1])
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% title('Total Oil Saturation')
% xlabel('Frame Number')
% ylabel('Total Oil Saturation')
% if strcmpi(saveFiles,'Y')
%
print(f5, '-dpng', [filePath,fileName,'-SAT.png'])
% end
% ======== FIGURE 6 - Video of displacement front
if strcmpi(videoProc,'Y')
f6 = figure(6);
set(gcf, 'PaperPositionMode','auto','NextPlot', 'replace') % or 'replacechildren'
flag = zeros(frameEnd);
for f = frameStart+frameSkip:frameSkip:frameEnd
imshow(imfilter(MasterData(f).Blur,G,'same'),'InitialMagnification', 50)
text(10,25, ['Frame ',num2str(f)], 'HorizontalAlignment','left',...
'Color',[1 0 0],'BackGroundColor',[1 1 1])
%
Disp = im2bw(MasterData(f-frameSkip).BlackWhite - MasterData(f).BlackWhite, 0.5);
%
imshow(imfilter(Disp,G,'same'))
%
text(10,25, ['Frame ',num2str(f)], 'HorizontalAlignment','left',...
%
'Color',[1 0 0],'BackGroundColor',[1 1 1])
M(f) = getframe(f6);
flag(f) = 1;
clc
end
M = M(logical(flag)); % trim out empty slots
vidObj = VideoWriter([filePath,fileName,'-DISP.avi'], 'Motion JPEG AVI');
vidObj.FrameRate = 20;
open(vidObj);
writeVideo(vidObj,M);
close(vidObj);
end
% *************************************************************************

